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KONRAD ADENAUER
In memoriam
Europe and Germany have Iost one of the greatest statesmen
of our time, Konrad Adenauer. Together with the German
people and all who believe in Europe, the Commission of the
European Economic Community grieves at the loss of this
extraordinary man.
In the last decades of a long, rich and fruitful Iife it was
vouchsafed to him to make a decisive contribution to post-war
political developments. He was great as a German: he helped
to create and he breathed life into a new German civic order,
rooted in the moral and legal principles of a democratic com-
munity. He was no less great as the s'tatesman who helped
to shape the international, and particularly the European,
relations of our time. His sense of responsibility, his realism
and his breadth of vision earned him a place as one of the
architects of European unity. As one of the founders of the
European Community, he placed his political ability and his
authoriry behind the idea of a unified Europe. He bequeathes
to us a legacy that will endure. If Europeans can now look
forward to a future in uniry, freedom and well-being, he is
among the first to whom their gratirude is due.
The Commission mourns the passing of a man of high prin-
ciples and great achievement.
19 Aprll1967
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SPEECHES AT THE STATE CEREMONY IN THE BUNDESTAG
IN HONOUR OF KONRAD ADENAUER
(25 April t967)
Dr Heinrich Liibke, President of rhe Federal Republic of Germany
'\7hen on 19 April, 
-early in the afternoon, the flags were lowered to half-mast theGerman people were filled with deep sorrow. All bEcame silenr. For some momenrs
time seemed to have stood still 
- 
ai always when something happens that will affecr
all of us for days and years to come.
Adenauer's death has had a direct impacr on each of us. This is what millions of
Germans and millions of our friends abroad felt when the news of his death was
flashed around the world.
The presence of many guests from-other countries on the day of his funeral shows
that we are nor alone in 
-our grief and that we- have the sympathy of the world.I,wish.to. express to you all my heartfelt thanks for this lasr iokin oi friendship for
Konrad Adenauer.
It is not too early 
.to say- today that the former Chancellor of the Federal Republicof Germany and his work will go down in history. He will thus belong to ,ll of
us 
- 
to those who were his associates in the struggle between different political
opinions as well as to rhose who often fought him Eltterly over decisions. ^
IThen Konrad Adenauer was elected first Chancellor of the Federal Republic of
Germany in 
.L949, he took on an enormous burden. At home the task was-to repairthe devastations caused by the war, ro provide shelter and work for millioni of
Ger'mans, many.of who were expellees and refugees, and thus give them new hope,
to help war victims and their families overcome al least the direci want.
He knew that this task could only be solved by regaining the confidence and help
of ou.r neighbours and of the rest of the free world. His-foreign policy served this
aim, but also that orher obligation of our State: to ensure thar oui pebple, like all
others, is granted the right to self-determination.
Konrad Adenauer has staked ou_t and paved our way back into rhe community of
free nations. It was nor our of tactical considerations inspired by the need of the
moment that he linked the destiny-of our fatherland closely with ihose of the great
democracies that are so rich in tradition. He was aware that we would nor be"able
to 
_regain the self-respect that had been crushed by Nazi ryranny and its aftermath
unless it were rooted in the concepts of freedom and the ruli of liw. For this reason
he passionately advocated the establishment of supranational groupings, wishing thereby
to consolidate the internal and external cohesion of our itatehoo?, since ihe mosl
propitious climate for any com-munity to develop and to achieve its narional aspirationsis created by the feeling of security rhat iomes from membership of -a larger
communrty.
Toge_ther with__those. o.ther unforgettable deceased statesmen, Churchill, de Gasperi
and Schuman, Konrad Adenauer stiove to create the foundations for European unifica-
tion. The names of these men are dear to all of us, whatever our nationality. Thus,
Konrad Adenauer, roo, will be remembered as a great European by othei narions.
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The relationship between Germany and France was to Konrad Adenauer as it is to
us the touchsro'ne for the success or failure of efforts to unite the free nations of
Eurooe. It was fortunate that in his endeavours for Franco-German reconciliation,
whicir is wholeheartedly affirmed bV both nations, he found in you, President de
Gaulle, a like-minded prrtner and friind. It fell to both statesmen io seal the friend'
ship between our two nations by a treaty which we feel is one of the most significant
achievements of post-war history.
The work accomplished by the late Chancellor with a view to strengthening our
friendly relations witn othei countries, in particular with the United States of America,
will cohrinue to bear fruir. In his meetings and talks with leading A-merican statesmen
and politicians Konrad Adenauer negotiaied the necessary safeguards for the 
_security
of oirr counrry. For this we owe- him, and you, 
_Piesidenl. Johnson, be.ing .the
iepresentative bf gr.rt allied nation which has -stood by us in difficult situations
ddring the post-wir period, our sincere Sratitude.
Konrad Adenauer is dead. It will be hard for us to iealize that we shall no longer
hear his voice. \)7e shall miss not only his advice and his unyielding fighting spirit
but also his cheerful words of conciliation. In these past few days it has often been
said that we are all the pooret for his loss. But the happiness and wealth of nations
are not only dependent ripon the living but also upon their determination to do their
durv and t6 ,.hi.r. theii aims. The-great dead,-too, are of ever-lasting value to a
nrrion. Their example and their dee& will be a stimulus and a constant warnir-Ig
to all of us. Hrppf the nation that can cherish for ever the memory of men like
Konrad Adenauerl
May the peace of the I-ord be with him!"
Dr Eugen Gerstenmaier, President of the German Bundestag
"He has departed from us in peace, in great Peqcg. 
- 
I7hen we bade farewell to him
he lav in siate in his house. -The room in which he lay was filled with the scent
.i Ui6r*. and the reflection of colours from the flowerin! garden which he cherished
and loved so much. He had become lean and very, very old, much older than we
t.J .u.r known him. Upright, always master of [ris mind and thoughts, his mood
oif.niiu. rather than defeisiie, itrat ii how he dwelt among us until the day when,
.l1nor, ,nnoriced, he lay down on the bed from which he was nevet to rise again.
it. iontinu.d to'work 'long hours, even after he had laid down the chanc-ellotship,
;;a li. still got through srlch a vast amount of oratorical and literaty work that,it
never occurei' to ut tf,at he was a man of such advanced years. Now, only as he
i;; ; -hir coffin, did we see, unveiled, how Konrad Adenauer had exhausted his
"J*"ifriotuiior6 to the utmoit in the fulfilment of his mission. 
\U7hat his deliberate
il;;1i ilad'concealed from even the keenest eye could now be seen, unguarded,
i; ;'h; f;. oi tt. deceased. It was the longboine, trying burden of the hardest
oifi..-of which Germany can assign any -unl Th.te iad-always been a touch of
roiitud. about him. Noi of the ki-nd that is born of loneliness but of one that goes
;i,h-;;..;;s and historical mission. But now he was removed from us completely'
rWhen. at rhe ase of eighty-eight, he set about writing his memoirs he had, it is 
-true,f;;gil out th."great b"atties 6f 'nis life and had on the whole emerged the victor,
a fict that distiriguishes him from the Chancellors of the Reich who held ottice atter
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Bismarck; he had no need to wrire an autobiography to jusrify his acrions. But helived.the lasr years of his life aware of the necissity'ro ,Jf.grirJ-hi, lif.,, work andto.brlng it nearer to_completion. He wanted to place hisiistory at the service of
::,:j.^g:_q:rr:l?,T. Hence he was nor concerned, about making ni, p.ri""J-fif.stand out in relief. As.ir.was, he rarely exposed the deeper strat? of hi, l;;;;lf.The,simplicity, for wh.ich he.was praisei o.'so-iti..s-iririlir"+'rrota, t*. oni"-ioirne language he used rn publc but not for his emorions and his thinking.
Konrad Adenauer was without doubt a man of great sobriety. It underlined thedetachment inherent in his office. It also addediJirir-i""ri.-a'rrto.iry that firmness
:l:h_.1:,-:lly_his opponents.rook for hardness. lr is iiu. ,hr;'-Or(r; K"l;;iri;;who was the last arrlsl 1o paint,his porrrair, saw him differently; t. po.truy.J 7benevolenr Konrad Adenauir. In re'aliry, i;.";"'h. "t ua '#,h, hardness andDenevolence-
From his 
.r"y!qgi days he. had a strong will. However beautiful and serene the
ranqscaPe. ln whtch he was born anC in which he spent his life, the soil from whichhe g':w if-barren. very early in rife, in his parentri to.., xo.irrJ-aa.n.r;.1.;;;;Jt9 qrt..life seriously, tb have 
" 
r.nie of dury ,na ,"qp.lilo, *h"rr, *J rh;;;;dtstlnguish between reality and appearances. His life-loig sceptical rnj ioot J.ir.r,-
menr in the face of alluriirg appeaiances,.which some of rrir iriti.i-r"g"ia.j-* 
"-i*Lof enthusiasm and feeling,-noi-bnly rouches for his.orrroi,i.-"ii6* bur aio io.
l,: ::l|dalt, o{ iudSment and hii own awareness of the ,ru,t,.---i" reatiry foniajAdenauer lacked neithe,r of these. H. *T, even if-_he did not appear so'ar times,a sensitive man whose fgglings,, thougrr p"*ipf not al-embra.ing, Sir" 
"ri tr," d;'"p.*;for that. But he was able t6-te.p-in.m in'check r;,h^irhd?.r. no i-p.di.[nito.his 
.grasp.ing.of reality. Bur'they remained powerful ;ildh ro srimulate hispolitical work, his temperiment and his will-power'ti*. una ,juif, *irr,ort i;;;irir;
, 
his realism as a whole.
That realism was something other than the often despairing abandonment to the
aPPearances of our wotld or-mere tactical perfection. Fiir r.rTir* *as the combined
I:ryl!"gf.his.origin,,of his.develop.ent, of.his expeiieni; ;;i[;'*ry, of ,f,.-*"iiJand ot hls taith. Adenauer's aversion to exuberant emorions, to the power of question-
able dreams and the domination of mere docrrines d.t..n inJ -hii syle. 'nri, i";beyond thar, it was essential for his conduct .r 
" 
potiii.i.n-rra ,r'u .nun.
There were times in Germany, when the mere association 
_r 
,ith power casr suspicionon the educated. Konrad Adenauer brushed aside prejudi 
'.r ina artitudes "'f ;hi,nature. This is one of the reasons why even some'peopl, doubred rhat he *.r,thinker. 'They considered his rhinking simple because' hi: ;;;h ;as simole. oftenspalrltg He was thought a pragmatisr because he drew on hi -longryears of eiperience
and because he was never in. danger of losing 
_h_imself in abst-rairions. In' reality,Konrad Adenauer was an undeviat-ing thinker." He was, ir it.-iru.r, sense of ttie
word, a thoughtful man_. 
-He *as erEr pondering over his , *J.ii*i.r and tryins togather t-rom them knowledge which he was prepared to appl in his effor6 to'*."rt..the.problems. of today and-tomorrow. Thai iri doing so'ire did-.,or confin. hi;r.lito hls own historical experiences is indicated, for instance, by his attitude to*r.d,
the. classical grammar-school of his youth.- He remained grrti fut ro his school b..rus.it had, as he himself once said, imparted to him "the "con, eptions of r...a.- 
"rJgrder", and had srrengthened in'him his "fear of chaosl' .ra .'"irrirg.a tlr, . *lt.the necessary action at the righr time.
Konrad Adenauer was anything but a gullible man. He l as sceptical rather rhan
credulous, yet beyond dl 
.hil. sc-epticism .[e *ru a man who ras caiable of belie"ineand of trusting. I should like to mention three examples q rich iirdicate the exten?
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to which. his deep trust became a driving force in his polirical achievements. Thereis the friendsnjq wirlc.tr bound him to John Foster Dulles until the end; theie arethe bonCs of friendship and esteem beiween him and the President of ihe French
|gpublic, who is with us in this hour, which he preserved unril his death. Thethird example he gave us himself with the three woids in the dedication of his two
volumes of memoirs: "To my fatherland".
One must have had the privilege to have lived, worked and also batrled with Konrad
Adenauer !o1 a 
-lgng time in 
-order to realize from first-hand experience that what
was true of his fairh was equally true of his rhinking. Both were, in truth and fact,
not plain and simple,-but sensitive and subtle. Konrad Adenauer was no unchallenged
heir and trustee, neither of national nor of christian traditional values. He put"an
end to.the.political tradirions in which he grew up by introducing his own'policy.
He so decidedly broke away from the hierarchies and poiitical systemi of the sovlreign
nation state that a return to them in Germany would onlj, be conceivable as'-a
consequerce of 
-uttej despair. of ever achieving-European uriity and the protective
community of the free world. He neverthelesi remalned the iatriot who- regained
respect for his countly throughout the world and gave strong support to oui self-
respect.
In considering Konrad Adenauer's political motives it has occasionally been said that
rvhen he undertook to lead the defleated and divided Germany into i united Europe
he was, after all, only making a virtue out of necessity. In fact, Adenauer put forwald
a variety of political arguments in favour of European unity even in his early speeches.
But, on a Sunday morning in March 1946, he explained his basic motive to his
fellow-citizens of Cologne in the universiry assembly hall when he said, in an open
and personal manner: "I am a German and I shall remain a German. But I was
always a European, too, and felt myself one. For this reason I have at all times
advocated reconciliation with France. During the gravest crises in the rwenties I
called upon- the Reich government to pursue such a policy. Never have I Supporred
a cession of German territory but only and constantly a sensible reconciliation mieting
the interests of both countries". Konrad Adenauer never veered from rhis path.
From those years after the First \,7orld lVar righr up ro rhat unforgerable scenl in
Reims Cathedral, side by side with the President of the French Republic, ir was a
straight road for Konrad Adenauer. It was a road full of toil, it led ihrough horrible
catastrophes and it has not yet come to an end. Bur it has given to us the mosr
wonderful experience that any generation can possibly have: that of the power of
reconciliation.
It sometimes manifests'itself in symbols that hold some mysterious force, as in Reims,
And we feel something of it in this hour as well. In spite of his sobriety, Konrad
Adenauer was not an unimaginative man, although there may be some in this House
who surpass him in this respect. Yet I hardly believe that any of us 
- 
including
Konrad Adenauer himself 
- 
has ever imagined that one day the Heads of State
of the United States of America and of the French Republic would be sitting on
eirher side of his now vacant seat in the Bundestag. In this hour, rherefore, we are
all the more grateful that, in spite of the toils of everyday political life and in this
changing world and age, the truth is, and always will be, that the bane will one day
be lifted and that across many graves enemies will become reconciled, allied and even
tried friends. This is what Konrad Adenauer believed in, what he hoped, worked
and fought for! I know that he would have been moved by all the feelings of sorrow
and gratitude surrounding him in these days. And I am also sure that, Iike us, he
would have been deeply touched, indeed overwhelmed, by the scene before us in this
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hour. It confirms more than words can do thar Konrad Adenauer the statesmandid not Pursue bold dreams but an idea which can be realized for the benefit of
Europe, Germany and the whole world.
The motives which.pro.mpted him to pursue this obiective did not stem only from
his.political perception but also from his Christian faiih. The outside observei might
easily assume that it was more or less natural to Konrad Adenauer to live with Ihe
traditional concePts of the Christian faith. It was rather a long time before I realized
that this 
.assumpr-igl is. false. True,_ the critical mind of thii man never permittedhim to dismiss off-hand the inherited form and order of Christian life in t6is wodd.
F-r! h9 was long tormented by- scepticism. He might have developed into a cynicif he had not been restrained by that fear of chaos-and even more'by a feelinf of
reverence for the basic truth of western Christian traditions. Yet it -surely n.Id.d
h.is lon-g and often p-ainfu-l suffering of this world to lead him ro rhe personaf recogni-
tion of th-e 
-reality of God. This experience became the focal point oi his private life.It reached down into depths which iook him beyond moralism and made him control
his scepticism, and indeed his occasional fits of despair.
The guiding strength which emanated from Konrad Adenauer was an element of his
authority as a statesman. It would be inconceivable without his subtle relationship
with the Christian f.aith, a relationship which, although never without its problemi,
was nevertheless firm where it mattered. This is also-the reason why he, the critical,
indeed often sceptical and sober mind, the pragmatist who never -disdained tactici
and who approached doctrines with reserve wis i declared opponent of the relativism
of our times. To Konrad Adenauer many things were very-rilative. But there were
some things which to him were unshakable thruihs and of absolute validity.
A.mong.these there.was the whole range of ethical values which guided him in fixing
his political objectives. The decision to lead Germany into thi community of th6
free world was motivated not so much by the expedienii, of the hour as by 6is belief
that man was meanr to be free, because he comes from on high. Behind his much-
maligned "policy of strength" thi5, conviction dwelt in harm6nious union with his
w-ill for peace which, though sober, was deeply rooted in his religious beliefs. The
older he became the more his patriotism wai ltrengrhened by thal other love which
flows from divine grace.
Konrad Adenauer was fully 
. 
convinced that the German nation in its precarious
geographical posirion, with its fate in hisrory and the powerful forces- at work
within-it, needed an order it could accept and which, after a long period of misforrune,
could bring it back into the path of ialvation. That is why he felt rhat a German
policy guided by established values was imperative. This ionviction made him an
epoch-making co-founder of the Christian Dtmocratic Union of Germany.
In one of the last conversations we had together he asked me, in a pensive rather
than sceptical_mood, how much of his work would survive. I think it-is permissible
t_o say 
.in reply that there will remain from his era of peace and recovery the keendetermination of all Germans to preserve freedom, a -fearless sense of iustice and
an active desire for a new order of peace in Europe and throughout rhe wodd, an
order in which we Germans, too, may live with eich other and- wirh other nations
in respect for human dignity.
Before Chancellor Adenauer left his place on the Government bench for ever and
occupied that seat among the deputies, the German Bundesrag rose to him and
proclaimed: Konrad Adenauer has deserved well of his country. Because this is true,
the German people in these lasr hours take leave of him in deep gratitude."
to 5 - 1967
Dr Kurt Georg Kiesinger, Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany
'Who is great?
"Great men do not create their times, but neither are they created by them. They
are original minds who join independently in the conflict of ideas, collect the most
powerful of those ideas on which the furure resrs, nurture them and are, in turn,
nurtured by them."
These are the words of Leopold von Ranke.
Konrad Adenauer was one of these great men. \n L949 he could look back on a
life of important public activiry. It looked as if the old man, after successes and
disappointments, was still to have a few years of contemplative leisure ahead of him
on the slopes across the Rhine. And then, ar the age of seventy-four, there fell to
him that task which history had held in store for him, at an age when Bismarck had
been compelled to retire from office. A great political talent, hitherto concealed,
had found its era.
And what an era it was! When Konrad Adenauer took up his office he succeeded
to the worst inheritance that a German statesman had ever been called upon to
administer. \7hen he left it fourteen years later, a free Germany was again the
respected partner of free peoples, and it was to him more than to anyone else that
she owed this. Vhat a piece of good fortune!
Not every age finds its great man and not every great talent finds its a1e 
- 
who have
more cause to reflect on this fact than we Germans in reviewing tlie history of our
century!
No great man is as just, wise, and strong as his admiring friends would like to deem
himf nor is anyone as astute or wily as his antagonists see him. Many, friends and
enemies alike, have judged Konrad Adenauer too iuperficially. He also had his
inconsistencies, more than many people suspected, who testified to his almost sublime
simplicity.
His advanced age made hirir detached. He did not seem to feel it as a buiden, but
rather as a privilege which immediately added authority to the powets which the
tsasic Law gave him. Detachment from things and people, which was the source
of his sure judgment; the ability to face realities with inner composure and tranquil-
lity; that is, accbrding to Max 'Weber, the decisive psychological qualiry of. a politician:
with all fervour, firm control of the mind, which distinguishes him from those who
are mere sterile and emotional political dilettantes.
This gift of sure judgment was in high measure peculiar to Konrad Adenauer and
also the passionate devotion to a great cause that must go with it. It is mainly the
combination of these two qualitiei that makes him suctr a great example and model
for us.
Under his government, free Germany regained her prestige and prosperity. Even
those who iccused him of a tendency to a patriarchal regime and of taking 
-lone
decisions, never questioned his unswerving democratic convictions; and in the rebirth
of freedom and iemocracy in this couniy, his life and his example have P-layed a
decisive part, perhaps just-because he was, as h-e was, because he showed the Germans
that resoiute- iotitiiat 
'leadership 
and respect for the democratic parliamentary order
are fully compatible.
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He was often called.a Pragmatist and that was true inasmuch as he did not subordinarehis acrions ro political i.osryq and ideorogies. For this reason he retained .r.n uihrs advanced age considerable flexibiliry, the ability to adapr himself to altered
circumstan_ces, but at the same time never surrendering.ny o?,t. ia..,.on..ir.J
or adopted by him, and upon which the future rests.
The future of his.people was ro.him based on Germany's close link with the free
western world, a lasting reconciliarion with France, and'the unificaiion 
"i E;r;p..I sha.ll never forget-my.lasr-conve-rsation with him on which, though gravely ill, hehad insisted, when he, already at death's door, once again ferveniiv'r".6h-.nded hisgreat legacy to my care.. I-ciluld not help feeting rtii in tt. rtoir time left to himhe was almosr overwhelmed by anxiery for the.flture, for the unific.iion oii;r;;;:He who was so well able to-endure 'with patience when human powers could iot
ach.ieve any quick.success, now seemed to bi raising-his hand intirg.ni-"J1n""i,i",
as if he wanred, like Moses, to see the promised Laficlwith his own eyes.
He knew that much had changed in the world and that German politics had to take
those. changes into account. But up to his lasr moment, he rem^ained convinced oithe rightness of his own grear aims.
He also wanred normal relations with Germany's eastern neighbours, especially theSovier Union. For he'was well aware that thit is the prereiuisi,;-?;".rdi; ;il;division of our nation. He was resolved to do his prrt to' help'acrrieve this. But he
wJ1: ngt prepared ro accepr solutions involving- tie use of' force and betray ttre
obligation to speak and to act on- behalf of ourJellow-countrymen in the othei paii
of Germany, as long as they are denied the right to determine their own future. ^
Konrad Adenauer lived, acted, and died as a devour Christian. The Romans would
have given him the co€nomen 
_of "Pius" in the old, austere, manly significan.. oithat word. It was his desire to. have politics roo, whose temptations lie kie* ;li,;;
well, imbued wirh Christian erhics.
No more shall we see him striding through the corridors of the Bundeshaus. uorisht
and with measured tread. No m-ore shaJl we hear his familiar 
"oi.. *liiit-i.""ably. used in conversation ahd in dispute. No longer does he look down i-- r,iigarden on the German countryside, upon Germany" which he was wonr ro call informer years "our. beloved German fat6erland". Ai Chancellor he was ratt.r sp"iinlin words abour thar counrry but all the more devoted in his servic.'of t..^, inu?
Germany which he no- longer saw in national isolation let alone arrogance, but in
close associarion with free peoples in the security of a united Europe.
\7hat will remain of the legacy left by thi-s man whom many regarded simply as
conservative-minded bur who was more audacious in his thoughrs"and deeds'[han
those emorional but sterile people who considered him old-fashiSned? '
He lived through almost a cenrury of German history: the splendour and miserv ofthe F.mpire, the lVeimar Republic, persecuted and outlawed atter 1933, finaliy iobe called to his great mission after the Second lsTorld s7ar. How was 'he wh6 in
his. long life had seen so much destroyed to have the courage to predict what
will last?
But it is not the task of noble_minds to question the future with trepidation but,
within the_ realm-of 
_freedom and necessity in-which we all move, to do'what insighi
and duty demands of them, as he himself'said:
t2 5 . 1967
"It is my wish that some day in the future, when men can see beyond the haze and
dust of our times, it can be said of me rhar I did my duty."
Konrad Adenauer did not reach the Promised Land: neither rhe reunification of the
German people nor the unification of Europe. The fulfilment of these tasks is the
legacy he has left to us. May we show ourselves worthy of it!
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC BIDS FARE$TELL
TO DT KONRAD ADENAUER
Dr Heinrich Liibke, President of the Federal Republic of Germany
"In deep sorrow we stand before the mortal remains of Konrad Adenauer.
I...1
His life and work were built on principles deeply anchored in his convictions and his
readiness to accept responsibility. Aims once recognized as right he followed with
perseverance and a sober sense for the possible, with thac farsightedness and flair for
a nascent development which distinguish the truly great statesman. He possessed
disarming humour, ready wit and poise 
- 
qualities which helped him to master the
most difficult situations.
For him there was no alternative to the free, social order of life based on the rule of
law, no compromise with any ideology of violence. injustice and hatred. Because of
this attitude he was removed by the National Socialist regime from office as Ober-
biirgermeister, in which capacity he had worked for his beloved native city Cologne in
such a forwardJooking and fruitful way. Even in the most difficult and lonely times,
when he was pelsecuted and deprived of freedom, he remained true to himself and to
his principles
In the same spirit Federal Chancellor Dr Adenauer fought a determined fight for
the reshaping of our political, economic and social life, for the re-admission of Germany
into the comity of nations and for the solution of the German question. He served
his Fatherland with unsparing devotion and with the strength drawn from his unshakable
Christian faith. Anyone who wishes to penetrate the secret of his success and the
world-wide respect in which he was held should take this as his starting point.
t. ..1
Federal Chancellor Dr Adenauer embodied in his person the political continuiry of
our nation. \7ith all his strength he pursued, in internal and external policy, the aim
of restoring to our people rheii self-confidence. The self-respect of the Germans and
their civic sense weie to be consolidated in the heritage of the German conception of
freedom, democracy and the rule of law which had only been temporarily suppressed
by the Hitler ryranny. Dr Adenauer professed his devotion to peace at numerous
meerings and talks. However, he proved this most decisively in the international
negotiaiions in which he voluntarily renounced resort to war and violence for the
solution of political questions, and national production of atomic weaPons. These
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were,Promises of great political importance which won the confidence of the whole
world.
I...1
He succeeded in gradually winning over our former '$0'estern enemies as friends.
With entry into the various communities of the free_world, and parricularly that of thepeoples of Europe striving for uniry, the Fqderal Republic oft.rrnuhy'achieved iti
sovereignry and became an equal member of the fam^ily of nationi. At a oledpe of
our trusrworthiness, and also out of the feeling of a shired responsibiliry, t.' j.firrJhimself in favour of a German contribution- to a European'Defence Communiw.\with the admission of the Federai Republic of Germany t6 Naro *J rn. .ri.Uiirr{-
menr of the Bundeswehr there began a new phase in poit-*.i hitr.;y.
One of Konrad Adenauer's dearest wishes was for understanding and reconciliation
wjth,o.u5 neighbour France. He served this aim with all the passio'n a"d der..m;nuiionpi yhi:h he was capable. This rapprochement courd only cbme about in srages. o;both sldes much ettort was necessary in order to overcome the numerous difTiculties.For Konrad Adenauer the conclusion of the Franco-German rreary of f;ie;dshi; ;;;h;
crown on his exertions.
I...1
I7e bid farewell to a great German staresman who lifted up our people from miserv
and hopelessness and helped them to recover self-confidence,-rhe wiU to live and wor(.
\7e bii farewell to a leading European who, together with the sraresmen of the free
world, Iaid- down the foundations for larger, juprlnationar units and t;;ti; ;;;;il;together of the peoples.
i...1
Dr Gerstenmaier, President of rhe German Bundestag
"['..J one would like to add about Adenauer the stateman and his period:
All in all it was.a period of peace and progress_. For longer rhan anyone else sinceBismarck, Konrad Adenauer. ruled Germinyf ar leasc free 6ermany. over his prede-
cessors in this century lie the shadows of 'tragedy and failure. Tie one befor'e him
roDDeo uermany ot happtness and honour.
\flith this legacy- Konrad Adenauer, at73 
.yearsr.began his-work. All the political effort
T1-!:I-tgn.l,suffering which previously. 6ad fittei tris life now appears 6nry 
", 
,iorjp-reparation for his real vocarion and his proper task. It was -hi, ,ocation to leaf,Germany into the community of rhe free w6rta.
It cannot be said that it was only.unde_r Konrad Adenauer that the Germans opted for
the cause of freedom in the worid. Untold numbers of Germans remained faftUut toit, even-though_this-may not have been apparent from ourside and fortune Ja 
"o,tavour them. Konrad Adenauer was the man to draw sober, practical conclusions fromthis,. So far they have nor brought us everything which wi hopil. roa"y itili it.palntul wound ot our broken national uniry has not been healed.- orher rhings, how-
ever, we received in richer measure than we were entitled to hope 
- 
amoig them
reconciliation with France and other peoples. Federal Chancellor' Konrad Adenur.i
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served the cause of this reconciliation with all his heart. Across his bier today we
contemplate the outline of a new Europe which is indeed incomplete but has never-
theless become a reality.
I...1
{gu-ld_l be wrong in saying that ou-r- mo-urning is outshone by rhe gratitude of a people
which has struggled much and suffered even more? Gratiiude that for us Germins
af.ter a long night a new day dawned with Federal Chancellor Konrad Adenauer. This
day brought us a new basis for our economic existence and our society. But it broughr
us even mote.
I shall never forget how, when taking leave of us some years ago, a man who had a
shrewd knowledge of Germany and the world, the former French Ambassador FranEois
Poncet, summed up his admiration for the statesman Adenauer in the phrase: "You,
Herr Bundeskanzler, have won back for Germany the world's respecr."
However, the Adenauer era too was a hard and often bitter chaprer in German history.
It, too, was not without the afflictions and darker sides of the "Human, all too humani'.
However, it was nevertheless a grear, fruitful and stirring chaprer of our history.
For this reason we Germans, over and above division and factions, should be thankful
for what God gave us in the person of a great statesman, Konrad Adenauer, who has
now passed on.'
Dr Kiesinger, Federal Chancellor
"!(e bow in reverence before this great German. He received a task vouchsafed ro but
few men 
- 
that of building his country up again from the most profound humiliation
and leading it back into the community of free peoples. Even though he did nor live
to see the fulfilment of his dearest wish, the reunification of our people in peace and
freedom, his life was nevertheless not without blessings. His death fills us with pain
and sadness. \(hat he was for us and what we have lost only later generations will
be able to measure to the full."
Herr Brandt, Minister of Foreign Affairs
"\7e bow before Konrad Adenauer as the architect of the Federal Republic of
Germany, as a German statesman of European rank and as a political personality of
historic stature.
His name will remain indissolubly linked with the building of the Federal Republic of
Germany. He made the free part of Germany the ally of the \7est, imparted srrong
impulses to west European unification and devoted himself not least to Franco-German
reconciliation. The task of bringing together the' divided German people in the
development towards a united Europe he left in trust to us.
Konrad Adenauer embodied the continuiry of peaceful thought in Germany throughout
four political epochs. His personal authority and the combative spirit which never left
him even in the closing years of his life provoked warm support or flat reiection.
Even his erstwhile political opponents realize that Germany has become poorer by the
loss of a man who was a model for us all."
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Dr Erich Mende, Chairrnan of the Free Democratic parry
"Under his chancellorship the- points were ser for the successful free market economy.for social reconsrrucrionind for a new Eu.ropean policy. lt i, tt.. ouii;il;"g;li;
of the statesman Adenauer to have served unflagginstt riarrco-bir*on reconciliation
a^nd to have broughr. about Franco-German friei-dstiit'. T[i, d;;; .il; K;;;JAdenauer an outstanding place in German and Europein history.',
Helmut Schmidt, chairman of the social Democratic parry in the Bundestag
"rUfith Konrad Adenauer , 
.poti,i.ut personality of outstanding starure has left us.Even those who were his political oppo-nlryj for l6ng y."r, c"nnot"*ithhold ,h.ir;;p;;
and admiration. His achievements-iir building up dirirocratic life in the Federal Rerlub-lic.of Germany are indisputable. His exeni6ns, after the coll.pi. ,i-rh;;i.;;Ihi;to lead democratic Germany- back into the family of the peaceful nations of the worid
and ro win for ir the friendslrip of the free *orld *ere'crowned *i,h ,r...rr. Thisgreat srevice will exert its effecls for long years to come.
All.conflict is stilled by the bier of the dead. \7e bow in reverence before a man who
wished and achieved great things for his people.',
Fritz Berg, President of rhe Federation of German Industry
"The statesman Konrad Adenauer is dead, bur his death is not the end. For German
indu.stry Konrad Adenauer means more than a monumenr. His influenc; ;d;possible,that co-operation across international frontiers which, along with,t.irlofiri.ri
future, determines above all the economic future of the Europe-an peoples. ' If the
Federal Republic of- Germany today occupies an honoured plaie, ir it lL been able
again to work- itself up r-n!9 a le-ading industrial counrry, it is ir to an outsrandinq
extent the achievement of Konrad Adinauer. He gave ihe world and the Germani
themselves confidence in the-srability.of.l developm"enr which rid within 
" 
f.* ,.;;;from chaos to Prosperity. I7ith his-incisive inteliigence Konrad Adenauer 
"f*uyi loito the kernel of complicated economic problems and, *ith the strengrh of his excep-
tional personality, often pointed to solutions which orhers had not'iound.'.'
Ludwig Rosenberg, Chairman of the German Federation of Trade Unions
"The German Federation of Trade Unions remdmbers the'man who, in the phase of
reconstruction, was resPonsible for leading the political destinies' of the^ Federai
Reptrblic of Germany and its people for m#e than^fourreen years. Konrad Adenaucr
was one of the men of the first.hour- who, with courage, p.udence and responsibility
undertook to rebuild a srare which had collapsed.
t...1
Federal Chancellor Dr Adenauer did not turn a deaf ear to the legitimate demands of
the workers and their trade unions and was always ready to discuss'iocial and ..ono-ii
problems frankly with them. He regarded the iasks #hict he had undertak., ;ith ;
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feeling of deep responsibility towards the whole German people. The Federal Republic
has to thank him in particular for the restoration of political sovereignry, membership
of the European Comhuniry and the recovery of the world's confidence in a democratic
Germany.
German workers will hold the memory of this great statesman and politician in high
honour."
EXPRESSIONS OF SYMPATHY FROM THE EUROPEAN INSTITUTIONS
AND GOVERNMENTS OF THE MEMBER STATES OF THE EEC
The European Padiament : M. Poher, President
"The German people can be proud of having found a Chancellor of such merit at the
most critical time h their history. All Europe must be grateful to this man of character
for having cleady formulated as eady as 1950 the oaly policy which holds out some
hope for "the fut'ure. May Europe rimain faithful to hih." '
The Councils of Ministers : M' Van Elslande, President
To Fed.eral Chancellor Kiesinger
"shocked by the passing of Dr Adenauer, who rvas a personaliry of outstanding
importance lor your country and for all Europe, my colleagues and I would like to
.*iress to yoo our deepest sfmpathy. '$7e also request you to convey to Dr Adenaubr's
faintly,to iour Gouerrimeniand to'the people of ihe r6deral Repubiic our feeling that
we share their loss."
The Commission of the European Economic Community : M. l7alter Hallstein,
President.
"I bid farewell to Konrad Adenauer in pain and sorrow. It was my good fortune to
have worked under him.
He will live on in my memory as an uflcommon man: a complete personality free of
pettiness, deeply imbired with- a seose of what is ProPer in a citizen, endowed with
itrong r.tigiois' feeling, a man of strength coupled with restraint, an4 gf outstanding
indeindei'ce. Of my-iontemporaries hi was the greatest German political leader, an
unflinching realist, and of unfailing political instincl His services to Germany, Eu_rope-
and peace"in the world are denieE by no one and have gone into the great book of
histcriy: the re-establishment of civic brder in 
-post-war Ger-many, the rehabilitation of
his country, the acceptance of the Federal Republic into the free wodd and into Europe.
'We all bow our heads in homage to Konrad Adenauer: many 
- 
indeed, most 
-will cherish his memory with heartfelt admiration." .
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The High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community : M. Copp6,
Vice-President of the High Authority
To the Prcsid.en, of the Fed.eral Republic
"My_colle?gues and myself were greatly shaken by the death of the first Chancellor of
the Federal Republic of Germany, who was held ii high esreem by us all. His achieve-
ments in the post-war reconstruction of his devastatelcountry and his tireless exertionsfor the unification of lurope had already become parr of history in his own lifetime.
The,High.{uthoriry share tire sorrow of ihe German people and hw in homage before
this great European.who will always be remembered is one of the architects oFthe first
European Community.
The Commission of the European Atomic Energy Community : M. Chatenet,
President
"The President and members of the commission of the European Atomic Energy
community have learned with deep sorrow of the death of chanteflor Adenauer.
Tfe are grieved at the passing of the great statesman whose name will remain linked
with the origins- and initial achievements in the task of building Europe, and associate
ourselves with the mourning of Germany and Europe."
The Economic and Social Committee : M. Major, President
'Europ-e has- suffered a great loss with the death of Dr Konrad Adenauer, former
Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany.
The name of Konrad Adenauer will remain forever linked with the establishment of
the European communities and the rapprochement of the democratic peoples of
EuroPe.
Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe : Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, President
". . .when the bell tolled at Rhrindorf,-we l<new that Germany had lost a great German,
Eu.lope a gter European,and the world of intellect and faith'one of its m"ost gifted ani
enlightened servants. His achievement w,ls, without doubt, to prove rhat one man
could be at the same time a citizen of Germany, of Europe and o? the wodd. It was
at the Council of Europe that the Germany of Konrad Aienauer resumed her place in
the European family for the first time aftei the war.
In a speech to the Assembly in December 1951 Adenauer said:
. "The acceptance of the European idea by Germany has not merely the significance of
a formal proclamation or of a non-binding programme. Rarher is'the Fed"eral Govern-
ment under 1 specific obligation to pursui i poTicy in conformiry with this acceptance."
I...1
All true Europeans will forever be inspired by the example he ser."
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THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM
His Majesty the King of the Belgians,
To the Prcsi.d.ent ol the Federal Repablic
"The Queen and I are moved and pained by the death of Dr Konrad Adenauer.
'lfith our compatriots we will remember the eminent personality of the former Chan-
cellor of the Federal Republic-of G-ermany-and the,esential ro16 he played in Europe.
'$fle 
send your Excellenry our heartfelt condolences.
M. Van den Boeynants, Prime Minister
To the Fed.eral Chancellor
]aJtory me to express my -sincere sympathy on the occasion of the passing of formerFederal Chancellor Koya{ Adenaieri the great democrat and con^vincef, rurop."n
Chancellor Adenauer's death..depriv-es the woild of a statesman who has rendered great
service and whose name will be forever associated with the building of the se?ond
German Republic and the unification of western Europe.,'
M. Harmel, Minister of Foreign Affairs
"with de Gasperi and-schuman, to speak only of the departed, chancellor Adenauer
will remain one of the fathers-of Europe. I am certain thai it will have been a private
satisfaction to see only a few days agoion the tenth anniversary of the Treary of home,
that all Europe expressed_its gratiiude to the founder of the Community. A greai
European has pa-ssed on.. His people.?.rrd.4l the peoples of Europe salute with re"spect
the departure of one whose nime will abide.'
FRANCE
General de Gaulle, President of the French Republic
To the President of tbe Federal Repablic
"France shares Germany's loss. In her name I bow with respect before Konrad
Adenauer, who was one bf the great statesmen of our time.
After a terrible war he rehabilitated his country. He worked tirelessly to organize
Europe. He championed the cause of reconciliation between France and Germlny.
The passing of Chancellor Adenauer, with whom I was on terms of close friendship,
causes me- deep sorrow."
To the members of the Adenauer family:
-"Yournay be sure-th-at I will never forget the exceptional man yoirr father was, the
Bre.at German who led your country to recovery, the gleat European who was a faiihful
and sincere friend to France."
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M. Pompidou, Prime Minister
"The death of Chdncellor Konrad Adenauer is a great loss for Europe. He led his
country to recovery af.ter a defeat which occurred in tragic circumstances and when
ir was necessary to-efface the memory of actions which it will be hard for the world at
large and for Europeans to forget. This task he accomplished with great distinction.
Fr6'm the very beginning he unlderstood that the furure 6f his countr/must lie in the
birth or the r'ebirtfr of tf,e European ideal. At all periods of his career he worked for
this idea of Europe.
The former Chancellor conceived and saw that the way to Europe's future and
Germany's recovery must be through reconciliation with France and understanding
and co-operation Eetween France and Germany. This took conctete form in the
signature'of the Treaty of co-operation between Franc. and the Federal Republic."
\
M. Couve de Murville, Minister of Ioreign Affairs
"For the FrenchChancellorAdenauerwill always be the manwho established ademocratic
resime in Federal Germanv and broueht ibout the reconciliation of France and
Glrmany. !7e know that fiom his poinl of view this policy was iustified not only by
obvious'political necessities but also by the friendship which he felt for France and
which hi had entertained throughour i life which spinned so many political systems
and was fraught with so many trials.
Tha: is why we hear the news of his death with sadness and will long remember him."
ITATY
M. Saragat, President of the Italian Republic
To the President ot' rhe Federal Reptblic
"Deeply grieved by the death of Konrad Adenauer, which has deprived f'ee agd
demotritif Germany of its most illustrious son, I share yout sortow, Mr President, ahd
that of the whole German people and of his family cirCle. The unity and freedom of
his noble country were the objective of his inspired statesmanship; we must all be
grateful to him fbr his piut, greater than anyone else's, in restoring the German people
io their true destiny in a wodd of free and peaceJoving peoples.
Adenauer's contribution to European unification was the expression of the authentic
genius of democratic Germany. In paying homage to the memory of the great states-
iran, I formulate the wish thdt his work may be crowned with success for the greatest
good of Germany, Europe and all mankind. Confident that I am interpreting the
feelings of the Italian people, I wish to express once again, Mr President, out most
deepfilt sorrow."
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M. Moro, President of the Council of Ministers
To Chancellor Kietinger
"The death of Konrad Adenauer is a blow to the German people and to all Europeans.
His place is among those who placed their trust in freedom, democrary, iustice.and
the ireative force "of co-operati-on and who took their inspiration from such ideal
conuiitionr and devoted all'their energies to them. To Konrad Adenauer the Gerrnan
;;ii; ;;;; its renaissance and thE establishment of a renewed democratic and
European spirit.
The Italians cannot forget that he was one of the first to show that unity yas 
-13
.rt.niirf factor of peace"and a sound basis for the future of our continent. On this
auu of nr"r, soirow for the German nation, our friend and partner, I beg you to- accePt,
Mi Chi'ncellor, the rnosr sincere condolences of the Italian Government and of myselt
;;a i;k yoo',o express to the family our deepfelt symPathy'"
GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOI.]RG
M. 'Sflerner, Prime Minister
,,\fith Chancellor Adenauer, we lose one of the key personalities in the political.life oJ
the two decades which followed the Second $?'oild War. lis 
-personaliry and worki.fi 
" 
pr"f"rJ *tit oo tt. destiny of his own country and of-Europe. As regards
iil;'" ;;ilry r,. i*pired in it ryiV llf. and a new awateness of its true role in the
iommuniw of nations. 'In-e*uemely difficult circumstances his political action gradually
;;;-r;;ih; iurpi.ionr and psycliological obstacles in the Vestern countries which
b;;;;i ;h. way tA .onfia.ni ioilrborufion with Germany. In doing this he did not
-iririr. 
"r 
a'."y tf,. crimes of the Nazi regime. Yotg especially the statements heffi;;;t pi.t.iiso., Minister of State.loseph Be_c!, during an official visit toii"r" i.fttr" iorbt as to his feelings on thii maiter. My personal contacts with him
;;;;;bi;e to testify that he o,d" gr."t friend of our country, whose role he some-;;;T;ii";J in eloqient 1;;. Bfit Adenauer's chief merit was.to have made
Franco-Germ"n ,..on.itiu,ion t ir avowed 
"im "na to have set 
the future destiny. of
-d;;.;-ilit.-iru*.*rr[ 
of European integration. He Aas one of the fg]'nding
f-rii.it- 6f ,n. 
".* 
Ertop., on. of those witho"ut whom the Communities could never
have come into being."
M. Grdgoire, Minister of Foreign Affairs
,'The death of Federal Chancellor Konrad Adenauer fills me with deep sotrow. Being
on ,irrnr of close friendship with him, I was a witoess during the post-war years of
t o", ,t ir great staresman firelessly laboulqd to restore. that unity of -the [ulopeau
o.opt.r wtiich is so essential for peace. Of all his services to his people and Europe
[t ir".ro"i.rt to my mind the greitest. !7ith Ko-nrad Ad.enauer's passing a statesman
oi,rt" gi.",.st hiitorical statuie leaves the world's stage."
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KINGDOM OF THE NETHM.LANDS
Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands
..*l+YS::l_ly^P. death of that great European-Dr Adenauer, I wish to convey toyou, Mr rrestdent, the warm sympathy of myself and my husband.',
M. {" Jong, Prime Minister
"In aspirit of de_qp veneration the Governmenr pays tribute to the memory of this
g:Tr^_E_r_l:!,..1., Y. think particularly.of.his ,trirggt. 
"g^i*, it.'rpirtt of'violenceano oppressron duflng the war years, and his leadership afier the war-when he set theG91ma1 people on the path to-freedom-and democrac'y, makinltt.-"i- of his inter-
natlonal policy the accePtance of the Federal Republic'into the"communiry of the freepeoples ot wesrern Europe. In him Europe loses one of its greatest figures. rur"y tli
soul rest in peace."
M. Luns, Minister of Foreign Affairs
"The news of the death of Dr Konrad Adenauer has greatly moved me. By force ofpersonality and.tenacity of purpose he not only assisted"tlr. ir".A ,"a material recovervot nrs country but also gly. i,_l w91th.y place in the community of European people's
and in the Atlantic world. The Netlreilands remembers *itli i.rp.., his valuablecontribution to lfestern solidarity and to p....; 
"nJ ih; 
-G";;;;i, 
of the Nether-Iands joins the Federal Repubtic in mournirig it. t"ir 
"i ri. R;;;irii;; gr... rr.r,ir.iil,
THE WORLD MOURNS KONRAD ADENAUER
His Holiness Pope Paul VI
To Federal Cbancellor Kieinger
"In the hour of the death of the former Federal Chancellor Konrad Adenauer, of whom
Y:_*._o::,:y p::*-rrl -memories, it ir o"r-r,."ni.k ;t;il; .*!r.r, to you ourdeep sadness at the death of this outstanding sraresman and grear so'n of tn. b.r-n,people whose work was deeply influenced 6y hi;-a;hJi; ffiil. *^
YZI,:.::rl_fo-1,,1 _rllonstruction and the peace of 
-Germa_ny and of Europe remainunrorgorren rn all hearrs and further develoo in a future biessed by God^ for youiFatherland, which is so dear ro IJs."
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Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
"It is with sincere regret that I have just learned of the death of Dr Konrad Adenauer.
The loss of one of the outstanding staiesmen of our time, to whom the Federal Republic
and Europe owe so much, will be felt throughout the lTestern world.
My husband and I send our profound sympathies to you, to Dr Adnauer's family, and
to the whole German people."
Mr Lyndon Johnson, President
"Americans mourn the passing of Chancellor Konrad Adenauer. To us, to Europe
and to the world, he will ilwayi be a symbol of the vitaliry and courage of the German
people. Ife will never forget his lifelong opposition to ryranny in any form.
Nor wilt we forget how, with single-minded determination, he led his nation from the
ruins of war to I prosperous and iespected position in the family of free nations."
Mr Harold '$7ilson, Prime Minister
"On behalf of Her Majesty's Government I offer our profound sympathy on the death
of Dr Konrad Adenauer, as one of the leading figures of the post war period. This
great German statesman rendered outstanding lervices not only to the reconstruction
5f his own counrry and the development of German democracy but also to the cause
gf European uniryi and co-operatidn between the countries of the ITestern alliance.
Your sense of loss will be shared throughout Europe and our'thoughts are with the
Federal Republic at this sad moment."
M. Ben Gourion, former Prime Minister of Israel
"The man who has just died lifted the German people out of the moral abyss into
which the Nazi regime had plunged it.
Adenauer did everything in his Power to atone for the crimes of his people.- Y!.1
I met him for the iirst tim. in 1q60 I felt that he was suffering the shame with which
they had covered themselves. 'S7hen he visited me last 
.yeai in the Negev desert I
reaiized that his greatness was not derived from the position he occupied but was the
mark of a great soul."
M. Spaak, former Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs
"It was thanks to Adenauer that Germany recovered her place in the Atlantic community
and in the European Community. H6 thus rendereil g,teat services to the idea of
United Europe th^rough the ardoui and conviction with which tre championed it."
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M. Jean Monnet
"I7'e do not realize the true value of men until they are no lonqer at our side. This
ig w-hag- tl goilg to happen in the case of Konrad Adenauer, ihose contribution to
the building of Europe. yill apgeg to us more important with every day that passes.
He was one of the architectrof European unity suth as it exists today, ihe Sciuman
Plan, the- common Marker, Euratom.- 
- 
For us -he will always be the' free man who
recovered for his country the respect of free men. United Europe owes him and will
owe him much."
M. Maurice Faure, President of the European Movement
"FIe was one of those who did most to avoid a repetition after 1945 of the errors
committed after 1918. Resolurely adopting a pro-Eirropean policy and holding to it
steadfastly, he guided the German-people aiay fiom theiemptlation of nationaliim and
upheld the values of the west in i framewoik of prosperitS freedom and peace.
This..great statesman, who was an olympian physically as well as morally, leaving aside
details to€er down.to. essentials, did muih toiei up aird develop the Eurbpean commu-
nities. He realized that all progress in this field had to be tfrough the'reconciliation
of France and Germany and-devoted himself passionately to this cIuse.
This qglicy is today bearing its first fruits by opgning the way to a more equal dialogue
with the United States 
.anC favouring co-operition i,ith the'Easr in an inter-Europian
whole which has got rid of its complExes. -
'W'e must be forever grateful to those whose initiative has thus led to the consolidation of
pea5q, in freedom, and among whom Konrad Adenauer is unquestionably in the first
ranK.
21 5 - 1957
lntrod uction of the com mon value-added
tax 
- 
a decisive qtep on the road to the
complete elimination of tax frontiers
by Hans von der Groeben, Member of the Commission
On 9 February 1967 the Council of Ministers adopted the two directives proposed
by the Commission on the harmonization of turnover tax systems in the Member
States. This Council decision is of great importance for the development of
the Community beyond a customs uniSn to a iomplete economic unio?r. The
merging of the economies, the dissolving of the national markets into a large
common domestic market is consequently now under way in the industrial sector
as well. The fact that indirect taxes are levied according to different systems
with different rates can engender distortions of competition between the
industries of the individual countries; tax disparities also necessitate drawback
and equalization payments at the frontiers and therefore frontier controls.
This is why the removal of internal tariffs and the establishment of a common
external tariff do not suffice in a customs union to cieate conditions similar to
those obtaining on a domestic'market.
Tax harmonization has two obiectives: first, in the shorter term, the elimi-
nation of distortions of competition. Secondly, the removal of tax frontiers.
The praciical aspect of tax harmonization raisC a vailety of problems for the
Member States. The tax systems of the Member States have evolved over many
years and have been adapted, in respect of types of tax, tax levels and admi-
nistrative collection and control, to the particular econornic conditions and
customs of each country. In any iligro"nt 6f t"* systems, the differing antitrust,
economic, social and budget policies of the Member States have to be taken into
account. Finally, it must not be overlooked that in any progressive harmoni-
zation of turnover tax, adjustment of the other main indirect taxes and of
certain direct taxes may become necessary. Harmonization must therefore not
be regarded as an end in itself, but must be implemented only in so far as it is
necessary for the establishment or the smooth working of the Common Market.
The two new Council directives were worked out in co-operation with govern-
ment experis. The European Parliament and the Economic and Social
C.ommittee were consulted, and due consideration was given to expert academic
opinion and suggestions from industry. The directives constitute a body of
Community rules under which a common value-added system (the structure and
implementing procedures are Iaid down in the second directive (1) will be
introduced at latest by 1 January 1970. The common system will make
possible exact tax equalization at frontiers. The application of. " flat rate"
equalization measures on imports and exports between the Member States will
then no longer be allowed. i
In this first harmonization stage a high degree of competitive neutrality of
turnover taxes will also be obtained not only in intra-Community merchandise
and services trade but also within each member country. The value-added
(t) See Bulletiq 4-67.
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tax system is however also advantageous for economic development in the
Member States in other respec$, since it neither artificially promotes nor hampers
industrial combination and sinie it encoirrages specializaiion.
But even if a high degree of competitive neutrality can be achieved in this first
tax harmonization stage, the tax frontiers betweCn the member countries will
subsist for a time. Tax equalization arrangements at rhe EEC frontiers will
enable the tax burden on a given product to 6e raised or lowered from the level
applicable in the country of origin to the level applicable in the importing
country. This equalization system 
- 
as I suggesied in my address-to thE
European Parliament on 17 Octobet 1963 
- 
may be compared with a smoothly
operating system of locks and canals connecting six wateilevels 
- 
the domestic
markets of the six countries. The great lake of the Common Market must,
however, be created through the removal of the lock system itself.
Harmonization can be attained only in a later phase through an alignment of
tax fates,and_exemptions. This will enable the tax equaliiation arrangements
for merchandise trade between the Member States to b6 eliminated, i.eihe tax
frontiers to be removed, while the neutrality of the turnover tax in relation
with the origin of merchandise and services i! maintained.
The removal of tax frontiers is of course a policy aim only for the area of the
l4rge common domestic market. In the same 'way as customs frontiers, tax
frontiers can be maintained vis-)-vis non-member countries.
A number of difficulties will arise during the conversion of the tax sysrems
in the two harmonization stages. For exaliple, if a member country intrlduces
before I Janaary 1970 a turnover tax which- entails higher charges- on imports
and higher refunds on exports, either for all industries or for specific indusiries,
this will modify the present competitive situation. There is-no conflict with
the EEC rules here, but such a move would probably be an incentive to the other
Member States to speed up their change-over from-the " cascade " system to the
co[rmon value-added tax system.
In this connection, mention should be rnade of the power of example the
Community harmonization drive has for certain non-member countries,- which
also are introducing 
- 
or wish to introduce 
- 
a value-added tax. Such a
decision on their part would not only facilitate an adjustment to the competitive
conditions of the Common Market, but would also prepare the ground for
eventual membership.
The further the economic interpenetration of the markets in the C-ommunity
progresses, the more important tax harmonization becomes. An example is
the creation of the common agricultural market, which will spur on the harmoni-
zation of turnover taxes in the direction of the second stage, i.e. the elimination
of tax frontiers. In a Common Market in which agricultural products are
subj_ect to market regulation with a common price system for many items, the
tax burden must be aligned and tax frontiers elliminaled at the earliest possible
moment.
The Commission is fully aware of the urgent need to work towards tax harmoni-
zation in other fields as well. It has therefore recently submitted to the C,ouncil
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a comprehensive programme for the coming years. By 1 July 1968, the appli-
cation of the trrnover tax to agriculture is to be arranged, fuither measures to
eliminate discrimination in excise duties are to be adopted and structural
harmonization for certain excise duties is to be proposed. Harmonization
work is to be continued on other taxes, such as motol tax, tax on insurance
contracts and, in particular, direct taxes.
After 1 July 1968, the elimination of tax frontiers will be tackled in accordance
with a Commission time-table, the aim being to create the conditions for a
domestic market in the Community
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l. Memorand um from the th ree Executives
to the Councils on problems of scientific and
technological progress in the Community
(20 March l)67)
On 20 March 7967 thetfuee Executives transmitted to the Councils a memorandum
on "the problems of scientific and technological progress in the Community". This
memorandum, which was drawn up jointly by the three Executives following
M. Fanfani's statement on 6 DecemEer 1966 and with due regard to thi French
Government's note of 4 March 1965, forms the basis for the discussion at the special
session the Council is to hold on this matter. It surveys the key factors of the
siruation and recommends cerrain lines of approach.
The memorandum begins by defining the scope of the problem which faces the
Member States and the Communiry and is ginerally described as a problem of
scientific policy or of research policy. It concerns ihe whole of the process by
which, beginning from scientific investigation and technical improvements, "oev/
products and processes are inuoduced into daily life, i.e. made available to users and,
above all, to the market".
The document then brings out the importance of scienrific and technological progress
for economic growth and in particulir for the competitive capaciry of the Member
States and of the Community. Raising the level of scientific and technological
knowledge may not alone suffice for economic progress, nevertheless it is essential;it is only thus that less costly processes are introduced and new goods supplied
which are more attractive and therefore more profitable. The memorandum adds that
in recent years certain- highly industrialized countries, in particular the United States,
have achieved an indispurable lead in the technological field, so grear as to be
often disquieting in certain sectors, especially the leading sectors which condition
technological development as a whole and therefore economic development
The spectacular achieverpents of the United 
_St1tes, in space for example, bear
witness to a masrery of the mosr advanced techniques, bur they do not show how
these techniques penetrare into the economy. However, this is attested by the data
below.
a) 'lThereas the United States' share in world trade in capital goods in general
was about 30% in 1963-64, for electronic equipment it was arlouna"eOVo (UliU%,
Federal Republic of Germany 'l,37o,France7Vo) duing the same period. As regardi
production of these goods theUnited States accounted for about B\Vi;
b) IThereas the number of computers in service throughout \Testern Europe was
about 7 800 (Communiry 6 000) -at mid-1966, the nuriber in use in the 'United
States was 30 000;
c) The European countries' balance of trade in patents and licences in relation to
the USA has deteriorated considerably gver the last L5 years;
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d) The brain drain is a development which, as the figures show, is produciug
disrurbing situations for certain European countries.
Numerous oointers suqqest that the qaps between Europe and the counties more
advanced tdchnologicalif are becoming-iider. They can still be bridged,.but if this
is not done in go6d time they may well produce a lasting state of inferioriry.
A third secrion of the memorandum makes a tentative analysis of the causes of
Europe's technological lag, i.e. the deficiencies which make themselves. felt along
the ihole of whlt coul['- be called "the technological chain": insufficient market
incentives, inadequate indusuial research and innovation, inadequate non-indusuial
research. t
One of the main difficulties which hamper technological progress in Europe 
-is- that
many firms are unable to devote-enoufh of their iesources to research and inno-
vati6n. These investments call for he-avy expenditure. It is- not a question 
-of
acual research expendirure alone; generally mulh heavier expendirure is entailed by
the development, start-uP and marketing of the new article 
.or Pfocess. It must
also be reinembered that these investme-nts are of a speculative nature;-.there is a
"technological risk". The inadequ?$ of investment-in research by firms,,stems
from seve"ral weaknesses which are fearures of the situation in Europe: insufficient
self-financing 
- 
this results both from general- economic policy (fiscal aod- shgrt'
term policy)"and from structural factors; to-o few large firms, not enough specialization
and inteflocking of medium-size firms with large- ones, jndustrial strucrutes often
unable to take idu"ntrg. of assistance for rcsearch-if offered by the public authorities.
The failure of Governments in Europe to provide sufficient financial backing for
research rnust also be mentioned.
Furthermore, Europe is behindhand in certain fields of non-industrial research: the
nu*l.tt and uaining of iesearch personnel, the terms of employment offered them
i*ti.t raises the qu"estion of the iituation-of the research workLr in sgciety and.is
,n i-portrnt factoi in the departure of many of 
_ 
these workers from. Europe); the
capacifu of installations and eqiripment; operaiional budgets a-nd-control over the use
of^funir and the results obtain'ed] organizition, and part-icularly liaison and co-ordina-
tion between those engaged in iesea-rch (including iesearch in industry) and, above
all, mobility of staff and flexibility of strucrures.
The rnemorandum, after concluding that the European countries can no longer plan
or 
^opfu 
their technological policy"in isolation and must consequently move towards
it 
" 
t6nl"nu.tion of huhan, fin"ntid and material resources, the union and co-ordina-
tion of efforts and joint organization, suggests the following courses of action:
1) In order to enable enterprises to make. gteater- efforts in research and the
iri"oau.tion 
-of 
new products ind processes, in-dustrial strucrures Tlst 
-be -adapted.
Complete economic uiion in the Cdrnmunity is therefore a pterequisite for Europe's
r".oi.ry. Economic union must be pressed forward and the necessary measures,
*ni.n 't 
"u" 
a specific role to play in ihe promotion of technological progress, must
be speedily adopted.
D Government aid to firms and, in certain cases, the assumption by the State
oi fi""*i"t liabiliry for research and development activities are essential to stimulate
iesearch and innovition. In order to give -them maximum efficaciry at Communiry
level the Member Srates should confront their schemes for aid to enterprises or for
research activities proPer, in relation with the medium'term economic Plogramme'
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3) Arrangements by which co-operation between Member
co-ordinated projects and program?nes may attain maximum
decided. The advisabiliry-of-extending jbint action to new
needs to be srudied.
States in ioint or
effectiveness 'must be
fields or sectors also
4) In order to stimulate scientific and technologic-al research independently of the
means of promorion available to firms, measures caiiulated to develop iesearch Lctivitiesin general or to improve the training of research workers and teclinicians rreed to be
worked out, with particular reference to exchanges, liaison and co-ordination of
research activities.
5) Procedures for associa-ting other European counffies actively in the work under-
taken and also the bases of co--operation with the United States'should b. a.t rminft.
a ar"f, rrsolution is attached to the memorandum. In it the Executives propose
:!* :lr: councils express their resolve to take-vigorous steps to restore .na fro,ioi.scientific and technological research and new depirtures in-industry. The resolution
also suggests that the srudies underaken in the Medium-term Economic policy Com-
mittee be continued so as to eoable the councils to take appropriate decisrons.
In conclusion, the resolution announces that proposals will be submitted by the threeExecutives to the Councils at the latest by- L'November next in accoriance with
$e Procedure laid down in Article 2 of the decision establishing the Medium-tirmEconomic Policy Committee.
In particular, these proposals will determine:
a) rZ.ays r3. which firms can be helped to devote greater efforts in furure to
research and industrial innovation, with-particular emphi'sis on measures to establish
economic union, whose rapid adoption would speed tecinological development;
b) Procedures for confronting. r{em}er stltes' schemes for public aid to enter-prises and to technological activities in the public sector;
!) Forms and procedures to give maximum effectiveness to co-operation berweenMember states in the technological field (joint or co-ordinated piojecm and pro-
grammes);
d) Measures designed to stimulate scientific and technological research in general;
e) Procedures for associating other European countries with the action undertaken.
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ll. Towards complete freedom of movement
for workers
Co-mission proposals to the Council
On 5 April the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal for a regulation
on the fiee r4ovement of workers and a proposal for a directive on the elimination
of restrictioni on workers from the Member States and their families as regards
movement and residence within the Communiry.
These texts are intended, from 1 Jrly 1968, to replace regulation No.- 38/64 and
rhe directive that goes with it in oriei to facilitate the full application of Articles 48
and 49 of the Treary.
As required by Article 49 of the Treary, the Council will then have achieved the
free niovemeni of workers by stages. The first step towards 
_the liberalization of
movement within the communiry-was taken on 16 August 1961-when the council'
adopted Regulation No. 15, which'wqs applied from 1 Sep6mber 196l n 30 April1964.
The second-and present itage begah 6ri f Uay 1964-with_the entry into force-of
Regulation No. 38/64 adopted by the Councilon25 March 1964.
The Commission's new proposals to the Council will round off the legal 
-arrangements
made by these regulations 5y eliminating the remaining restrictions or discriminations
and esr'ablishing "machinery'and proced[rgs tg !1ing Into contact those seeking and
those offering e-mployment-and eniure rapid and efficient vacancy clearance.
The draft regulation is on the same lines as Regulations No. 15 and No. 38/64,
comprrslng:
a) A first paft on the employment of workers and their families and on equality
of treatment;
b) A'second paft on the clearance,of vacancies and iob applications;
c) A third parr concerning the bodies which are to assist the Commission in all
the fields covered by the regulation;
d) A fourth part containing transitional and final provisions'
The main provisions and the most im-portant 
_advance-s made by .the .new nr.ongs{
on Regdatfon No. 38/64 concern the final and total abolition of "national priority"
in accEss to employment 
- 
i.e. no fecourse to- a safeguard-..clause for areas or
trades where theie is surplus manpower. As work permits will also be done away
with, nationals of other Member States will henceforth have access to employment
on the same terms as nationals.
Equality of treatment is also to be granted in all matters that direcdy or indirectly
affect the poursuit of an occupation'
In conuast to the present arrangements, workers from other Community countries
will no lonser need'to have wor-ked for'the same firm for three years before being
elisible to iorkers' representative bodies, nor will they need to have normal accom-
*&"tion before they -can be joined by-their familiei. Furthermore., 
.the PriPosal
.ir*.i Co*rnunity korkers oi the sarne tax arrangements and social benefits as
national workers.
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l.fidly, Regulation No. 38164 already embodied-the-principle of "communiry prior-iry" in access to vacancies by granting nationals of ^one 'Member state wh'o .*ork
in another the same priority as that employed by nationals of the host couriuy.
Th.e 
.new proposals 
-retain this solution but are designed to apply it in a way thatwill be sufficiendy flexible to ensure that the smooth-running cif'firms is not inipeded
and thac any worker wishing to take a job in a Member State other than hii own
and using. for this purpose. rhe machinery foi contacm and vacaacy clearance maybe sure that employers will give his application the same consideration as thos6
of nationals who are seeking work, before offering jobs to workers from non-member
countries. To this end murual information and'io-operation between the Member
states' administrative departmery! 
- 
which are esseitial for vacancy derarance 
-have been greatly strengtliened. !flith regard to the European Office fof C-o-ordination,
an instrument available to the Commission for this purSse, the provisions of Regula-
tion No. 38164 are taken over as they stand, b'ecaise ihe io--ission .onrTders
them sufficiently broad and flexible to ensure that the Office will be able to make
an effective conuibution to the smooth working of. vacancy clearance in the future
as in the past.
The new draft directive makes no fundamental changes to the directive at present
in force.
The few amendments imposed are intended to harmonize the provisiors of the
directive with those of the-new 
-regulation and, in general, with the idea of completefreedom of movement for worker-s which wiiil be- attained during the final siaee.
Among--the most important changes, the residence permit will henZeforth be knoin
as an "identiry card of a national of an EEC Merf,ber State", and its form will be
standardized io the six member counuies. These identiw cards will be issued free
9f clarge or against .payment of a sum not exceeding'the charges payabre whenidentiry cards are issued to nationals.
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lll. lnternal activities
ESTABTISHMENT OF A SINGLE MARKET
Customs matters
Taritf quotas
1. On 7 March 1967 (1) the Commission, acting under Article 25 (3 and 4) of the
Treaty, decided to increase from 1 800 to 2 300 tons the tariff quora granted to rhe
Bqlgo-Luxembourg Economic Union for herrings (clupea harengus) fresh, chilled or
frozen intended for processing, from CCT heading ex 03.02 B I a 2 for the period
16 June 1966 to 14 February 1967. This extra tariff quota of 500 tons attracts
a duty of 0.5Vo.
On 2l March 1967 (2) the Commission, acting under Article 25(3) of the Treary,
granted tariff quotas to certain Member States for imports from non-member countries
up to the amounts and at the duties shown below:
Illember
State
Tari f f
heading Description of product Quantity
Germany
Germany
Germany
B.L.E.U.
ex03.01 BIc
ex 07.01 P II a
08.08 B rI
ex 16.0J
Spiny dog-fish (squalus acanthias)
fresh, chilled or frozen
Mushrooms (cantharellus)
Bilberries
Crabs of the "King", "Hanasaki"
and "Kegani" varieties and
shrimps of the "Pandalus Plati-
ceros Japonicus" variety, merely
boiled in water and cleaned ot
shelled, whether or not chilled,
for canning
Cane sugar molasses whose dry
extract contains less than 617o of
saccharose, for the manufacture
of coffee substitutes
2 200 t 4.8Vo
5 500 t 4.8/o
8 000 t 5.4/o
400 t 8/o
I 800 t 2.7 lo
Italy 17.03 B II
These quotas are valid from 1 April1967 to 31 March 1968.
On 22 March 1967 (3) the Commission, acting under Article 21(3) of the Treary,
granted the Federal Republic of Germany a tarJf.f quota of 1 700 tons at 9.4Vo duty
for imports from non-member countries of coalfish (pollack) from CCT heading
ex 03.02 A I c 2, merely salted, for the canning industry. This quota is valid from
1 April t967 to 31 March 1968.
(r) See of.ficial gazerte No. 51, 20 March 1967.('z) Ibid. No. 72, 14 April 1967.(3) Ibid. No. 70, B April 1967.
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Meetings of the Customs Committe
2. On 9 March 1967 the heads of the national customs departments met in the
Customs Committee with M. Colonna di Paliano, a member of the Commission, in
the chair.
In conformiry with the decisions taken ar the meeting of. 27 January, the Commission
Iaid several relrcrts before the Committee concerning problems in the harmonization
of national provisions pertaining to duty-free areas, inwards processing traffic and
deferred payment of duties.
On the first point it became clear that 
.regulations on free porm should first be
approximated and an'agreemenr was reached on rhe principles to apply to goods
entering or leaving these ports. The Commission will now be able to draft Commu-
niry arrangemenrs on the basis of the conclusions reached
As regards inwards processing traf.f.ic, the discussion concerned certain technical and
economic problems which were in abeyance, and solutions emerged which will also
lead without undue delay to the preparation of drafr Communiry provisions.
As to the third subject, agreemenr was reached on the need to provide for delayed
payment of the customs debt for a shorr period after the release of the goods 
-subject to appropriate guarantees which might entail certain costs not in the nature
of interest 
- 
but the duration of the delay could not yet be fixed exacdy. It was
also recognized that further paymenr facilities could be granted by Member States
once the terms were the same as those demanded in the same circumstances by
f inancial institutions.
The Committee was also informed of the progress of srudies on Communiry transit
traffic and of the Communiry's intended time-table for its work on the harmonization
of customs legislation. This takes into account rhe 1 July 1968 deadline.
The Committee will hold its next meeting early in June.
Debate and resolution of the European Parliament on a draft directive concerning
the first reduction, during the third stage, of customs duties between the Mem-
ber States on ceriain products listed in Annex II of the Treaty
3. At its session of 13 to 17 March 1967 the European Padiament discussed a reporr
by M. Carboni and adopted a resolution approving in principle the above d-rafr
directive. The Parliament pointed out however that such a cut in duties may be
fraught with difficulties for certain sectors, in particular for those in which a mirket
organization is planned or might be envisaged. The Parliament expected the Com-
mission to propose the measures necessary to ease the transition from the presenr
systems in the Member States to the Community system and urged it to submir the
market organization proposals envisaged wirhout undue delay.
Safeguard measures
Measures in aid of Italian sulphur
4. The Commission has aurhorized Italy to extent ro 30 June 1967 its safeguard
measures for sulphur. (r) For their part the Italian authorities have undertaken thit in
a Bill on the provisional regulation of the sulphur marker due regard will be had
(t, S"" 
"ffl.l.t gazette No. J0, 18 March 1967.
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to the need for gradual liberalization while pressing forward the reorganization of
the sector.
This newly-extended- isolation of the Italian sulphur market should mean thar all willgo smoothly when the phosphoric acid factory ?t Gela starts proCuction. !7hen thisplant is completed in 1968-it will be capabl6 of absorbing rit tte suiftrr'pioaui.J
in Sicily.
Meanwhile certain Comm_uniry aids decided by the council on 22 December L966
will be granted to redundant'sulphur mine workers. Every two months the Italian
Government will furnish the Corimission wirh figures relating to nationrl fr"ari,i"tof sulphur, the release of imported sulphur for frel circulation" and quantitids 
";i;ri;;under temporary import arrangemenrs.
Impo.rts into Italy of lead waste and scrap from orhermember countrieJ
5. on 22 March 1967,-the Commission has adopted a decision (r) modifying itsdecision.of-6-July 1966 which authorized Italy^to adopt safeguard 
-."r,L.r"fo,unwrought Iead and zinc.
T-i,._ lg* de-cision, which will apply until 31 December 1967, amends the decision
of 6 July 7966 on rwo points:
It replaces the minimum amount of the single Ievy applicable to all products in this
category-by three amounts varying with thJ averigei6ad content of'the three main
grades of lead waste and scrap. -
It also extends the-obligation to levy these amounts to imports from Benelux countries.If Italy does not levy these mininium amounts the othelr Member States are autho-
rized to impose special charges on lead waste and scrap exporred to Italy.
corraprrlrloN
Application of Articles 85 and 86 to specific cases
Communications concerning clearance
6.. In conformity- with Article ig(3) of Regulation No. r7l62lcEE, the com-
mission has published the essentials of two notifications conierning technical
co-o.peration and joint research agreements on which it intends to give a- favourable
decision (clearance or exemption 
-under Atticle Sr(3) of the Trei'ry). The objectof prior publication is to enible third parties concerned to present comments on the
agreements in question.
The first publication (2) concerns a licensing agreement bv which the American
Harbison-\Talker Refractories Company of P-itts5urgh, penrisylvania, undertakes to
make available to the Dutch company Basref N.v. of Gitdermalien, *hich is a 50 7o-
owned subsidiary, all its technical know-how concerning the manufacture of basic
refractory products a_nd the installation of these in blait furnaces, ovens, etc. andto Programme or plan the building of plants for the profitable manufacrure of
these products or procure the necessary materials and equipment therefor. For
(') See official gazette No. 68, l0 April 1967.(,) Ibid. No.26, 15 February-1967.-
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the duration of the conract Harbison-til7alker undertake not to grant any other
producer in the Netherlands any licence for the use of this or of similar know-how.
Sale of the products manufacrured under licence is not subject to any restriction
of a territorial or other nature.
The second publication (') concerns a joint research agreement between the
Belgian company Ateliers de Constnrctions Electriques de Charleroi (ACEC), which
ma[es electrical' engineering products, and the French motor vehicle manufacrurers
Bediet of Lyons, who build trucks and buses. The two undermkings have agreed
ro develop and market iointly an ACEC invention of an electric ffansmission system
for road iehicles, in particuiar buses. Berliet will make the-prototype of a- series
of buses with ACEC electric transmission. The Belgian firm will supply the
electric transmission systems and Berliet the mechanical pars of the vehicles. Apart
from Belgian users, ACEC undertake to supply this transmission system in France
solely to Berliet and, if 
-necessary,'in the Common Market only to a limited number
of motor-building firms after informing Berliel For its part the French firm will
procure the saidllecuic transmission systems solely from ACEC and will be able to
iell the vehicles thus equipped without any restrictions, territorial or other.
Communication of complaints in conformity with
tion No. 17 162 Article i9(1) and Regulatioo No.
Regula-
99161
7. In March the Commission sent ro the undertakings concerned the complaints
which it intends to bring against them in thtee matters of agreements in which,
as the investigation stands it piesenq an unfavourable decision must be envisaged.
The first case concerns the rules of a national federation whose 16 members 
-among them importers 
- 
have agreed to divide the national buyers of their pro-
ducts-(pesticides) into rwo specifii categories, to apply_compulsory prices for each
of thes6 categories, to see thai these prices are respected by applying uniform general
conditions of sale, and to consult with regard to selling prices. In addition, the
parties follow a concerted pracrice which consists of fixing identical selling prices
for products of the same type and refusing to supply buyers who do not accept the
fedeiation's uniform terms of sale. This agreement was notified to the Commis'
sion only after. complaints had first been made alleging the applicabiliry of
Article tir(t) fottowing a complainr lodged by a dealer who had been boycotted
in this way. (')
The second case concerns an unwritten agreement based on a number of commit-
ments entered into separately by 28 firms in a Member State concerning a sales
organization. Withotit any formal exclusive dealing atfangement, the or€anization
is -entrusted by these firms with the sale of all or part of their production of
fertilizer on b6th the home and foreign markets. The firms holding shares in the
organization inform it every three years of the quantities they intend to make
available to it during the three subsequent farming years. Every year, after drawing
up their production progtamme for the following year, they also lay down through
their assotiation the quantiries to be handled by the sales organization or other
commercial services. For each rype of fertilizer it sells on the home market, and
irrespective of the supplier, the organization applies a common selling price and
pays-the same price to all producers at the end of the year. It 
_applies to its home
iuitomers geneial terms of sale which, :untrl t962, included a clause 
- 
meanwhile
(t) See official gazette No. 42, 7 March 1967.(3) See Bulletin- 1-66, Ch. I, sec. 6, the last two paras.
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the Consultative Committee on car-
8. At the 12th meeting, held in Brussels ot 23 March 1967, the members of the
Committee gave their opinion on the advance draft of a decision on an interna-
tional co-operation agreement berween medium-sized firms concerning market
prospecting and sales. The possibility is being considered of exempting these
from the ban of Article 85(i) of the Treary by applying paragraph 3 of the same
article. As this was a weighry matter the Committee was not prepared to express
a definite opinion at this stage.
Application'of the rules of competition: cartels and monopolies
to certain classes of
Twelfth meeting of
tels and monopolies
Application of Article 85(3)
exclusive dealin I ^Breements
rescinded 
- 
forbidding expoft. The fertilizers exported are sold at the price
fixed by the organization in each case after discussion with the buyers (dealers)
and producers are paid at the price obtained for sales on the home market. The
deficit arising from lower export prices is shared among all protlucers, even those
who have not supplied for export, proportionally to their ourput. Foi sales wirhin
the Common Market the organizatibn's policy is to avoid competition with producers
in other Member Sates.
The third case concerns an agreement under which seven steel processing under-
takings in a Member State have decided to refrain from selling their products in
other Member States.
9. On 14 March 1967, the Commission adopted a regulation on the block exemp-
tion of exclusive dealing agreements. This regulation c"me into force on
t May 1967. (t)
It concerns a very large .number of agreements notified to the Commission, each
of which is between a manufacturer and a dealer and under which the dealer may
acquire the sole right of resale of produca in a specific area of the Common
Malker Exclusive dealing agreemenit to which firms in only one Member State
are parry are not covered by the regulation, since they are "liable to affect uade
between the Member States" only in exceptional circumstances.
Exclusive dealing agreemenrs that conform with the conditions laid down in the
regulation will no longer have to be notified.
In accordance with the stipulations contained in Article 85(3) of the Treaty,
block exemption from the ban on cartels is based on the following considerations:
In the presenr situation, exclusive dealing agreements in international uade improve
the distribution of goods in general because the entrepreneur can concentrate his
sales operations, can avoid miintaining business relations with a large number of
dealers-and, by conducting business with only one dealer, can more easily overcome
any difficulties which stem from linguistic, legal or other differences. Appointing
an- exclusive dealer makes it easier to Promote the sale of a product and leads
(1) See official gazette No. )7, 2) March 1967.
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to.. intensive marketing and a steady flow of goods coupled with more rational dis-
tribution. In addition, the appointment of a single dealer or exclusive purchaser
who, on behalf of the manufacturer, meets expenditure for sales promoti6n, after-
sales service and stocking, offers an opporruniry to many small ind medium-size
enterprises to compete on a market whiih would otherwiie be beyond their reach.
The larties to a iorrtracr must remain free to decide wheth.r 
"id how far thevwill enter into undertakings to promote sales. Improvements in distribution arise,
however, only if no competitor is entrusted with sales oT the producc
As a rule such exclusive dealing agreements also confer on consumers an "equitable
share in the resulrant benefit", as they draw direct advantage from more eificient
distriburion and their economic or supply situarion is imprdved, inasmuch as they
can obtain products manufacrured abroad- m'ore swiftly and m&e conveniently.
In addition to the exclusive dealing clause, the following restraints on competi-
tion will be allowed in contracts qualifying for block exemption:
i). ,{n underraking neither to manufacture nor offer for sale goods competing
with the gqodr. cnvered 
. 
by the 
-con-rract, during the life of the contracr or upto one year after it lapses (ban on sale of competing products);
ii) An. undertaking nor ro prospecr for customers in resFct of the products
covered by the contract, not io sit up establishments and nbt to mainmii stocks
outside the area covered by the contract (6an onprospecting for customers).
Agreements containing other restraints on competition will not qualify for block
exemption. In particular, manufacrurers 
- 
of competing products may not appoint
each other exclusive dealers for these products. Nor many an agreement hai6 the
effect that within the Common Markit acquisition of thd prodricts through other
channels is rendered more difficult. These rules are deiigned to ensure that
imports 
-by rival channels are possible both legally and in lractice. Nor mayindustrial or other properry rights be used to harirper imporls by rival channeli.
Firms which have signed undertakings of this kind will be free to adjust their
agreements to the requirements of rhe new regulation.
In the case of a general arrangement such as this block exemption, some conrracrs
will inevitably qualify on paper although their effects do no-t correspond to the
Tg..y_requirements governing exemption. consequently the regulati6n aho pro-
vides thar the Commission may implement an ordinary -cartel pr-ocedure, and iruy
withdraw the-advantages of the bloc-k exemption for thl furure, parriculariy if therl
is reason to believe thatr
i) The products. covered by the conrracr are not competing with like products
in the area covered by the contract;
ii) Access to the trading level of the exclusive dealer is barred to other dealers
by exclusive dealing arrangemenrs ;
iii) The exclusive dealer is exploiting block exemption ro prevent groups of
purchasers 
.from obtaining supplies wilhout having oLjecrively iatisfactor! gr'oundsfor his action, or to sell goodi covered by the con-rracf at pric.s higher ihri thos.
warrantd by the circumsrances.
The regulation on block exemption
the drafr published in the olficial
Commission received a total of 51
in the form now adopted is nor identical with
gazette. (r) As a result of publication, the
communications from federations, enterprises
1966, and, Bulletin 9/10-66, sec. 6.(t) See official gazette No. 156, August
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and individuals, and these were carefully considered and the Cartels and Monopolies
Committee was cons'llted once again. The following amendments may be
mentioned:
The text of the regulatioir has been considerably simplified, so that it will now
be appreciably easier for firms to check whether their agreements comply with the
requirements. Examples explain when the Commission must examine whether,
in-a specific case, it should withdraw the benefit of block exemption. It has the
right to do this under Article 7 of Council Regulation No. 19/65 if, in a particular
case, effects incompatible with Article 85(3) should appeat. For instance, the
Commission must axamine whether there is a suspicion that the exclusive dealer
is taking advantage of exemption to sell the goods concerned at prices higher than
those wirranted by the circumstances. He will normally be able to do this only
where there is no bffective competition.
The Commission expects that a large number of exclusive dealing agreements not
ar present complying with the regulation will be adiusted in order to qualiry and
thai when new exc-iusive agreements are signed they will in general include no
restrictive clauses other than those permitted under the regulation.
Taxation
International tax questions
10. The '\)Torking Party on international tax questions met in Brussels on 16 and
L7 Marchl967.
The \Torkin g Parry continued the second reading of the diaft multilateral conven-
tion for the avoidance of double taxation. It discussed the articles on the taxation
of dividends and interest at source (Articles 10 and 11) and of income from
self-employed activities (Article 14). As_ regards the system to be applied to
dividends and interest when the country of the comPany paying these is not the
same as that of the beneficiary, the main lines of the relevant provisions of the
OECD model convention on which'the 'Working Parry's studies are based were
adopted. However, a few special points remain for later examination.
Double raxation of incomes from self-employed activities will also be avoided by
taking over the relevant provision of the OECD model convention. Under this
proviiion such income may only be taxed in the country bf domicile,' unless there
is a fixed establishment in the other country where the activity is exercised.
Approximation of legislation
Proceedings in the EuroPean Parliament
11. At its session of. l3-L7 March 1967 the European Parliament adopted the
following two resolutions:
(1) Resolution concerning the proposal for a directive on the approximation of
Member States' laws reliting to permitted colouring matters in branded pharma-
ceuticals.
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In this resolution the Parliament welcomes this proposed directive as a further
step towards European legislation on pharmaceuticali. -It stresses that health prorec-
tion requiremens must take precedence over economic interests in the cholice of
colouring marters to be added to-these products. (l)
(2) A resolution on 
.the 
-Commission's proposals for directives concerning theapproximation of Member States' laws on: -
a) measuring instruments in general
b ) Mercury -in-glass clinical maximum thermometers
c) 5 kg to 50 kg block weights in the medium limit of error category
d) 7 S to 10 kg cylindrical weights in the medium limit of error category. (r)
FREE MOVEMENT OF PERSONS
Freedom of esiablishment and freedom to supply services
Proposal for a directive on prospecting for oil and
natural gas
12. on 1 March L967 the commission submitted to the council a proposal for
a directive on further extension of freedom of establishment and freedohr i: supply
sgryices; it refers to exploration for oil and narural gas (prospecting and'ftjt
drilling).
This proposal for a directive has been put forward as parr of the General pro-
grammes on freedom of establishment adopted by the council on 18 December 1961.
Undgr. the progra-mmes, action to 
-eliminaie all iestriction's affecdng pursuit of iheseactivities on own account would be taken during the first t*o y-ea'rs of the third
stage of the transition period (1966).
The activities referred to.in the proposal deal with the search for deposits ofpetroleum a-nd narural gas 
.by -all suitable means (geological, geophysical an'd other),the work done on deposits before the acrual pioduc-tion- 5f ih6 petroleu* ,nd
narural gas, and the preparation of the terrain.
These activities may be pursued: (1) by persons holdine exploration oermits:(2) by firms undertaking exploration woik ?or those holdTne iroduction'.on..rl
sions or exploration permits; -(3) by firms undertaking explorltilon work on their
own account.
Activities on own accounr.for $e production of petroleum and natural gas werelibe.ralized. by- a council directive is far back 
^' 
z ;uty L964, (r) 
" 
"dir..tiu.
dealing with freedom of establishment and freedom to s,ipplv servicei in the extrac-tive industries. This directive has. already liberalized -e-xploration for petroleum
and natural gas for persons who themselves hold production coniessions.
triember States have to_ remove any restrictions which prevent beneficiaries of the
directive from enjoying the same advintages and rights as na'tionals.
(r) For exrracrs from this resolution see Annex to this Bulletin.(2) See official gazette No. 117, 23 July 1964.
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Once the directive has been adopted and notified to them, Member States will
have to take measures to comply with it within six months.
Debate and resolution in the European Parliament on the application of the -
right of establishment to activities concerned with health
13. At its session of 13'17 March 1967, the European Parliament discussed a rePort
bv M. Srntero and adopted a resolution on the piogress of the Commission's work
oh the application of the right of establishment in activities concerned with health.
In this resolution the Parliament notes that the Commission is endeavouring gradually
to remove restrictions on freedom of establishment in this field but regrets that,
because of shortage of staff, the Commission is not in a position to complete its
work within the time-limits laid down in the General Programme.
The Parliament also urges the Council to fulfil its obligations without delay by
providing the Commissi5n with the necessary staff. and invites the Commission to
'rct on tlie suggestions made in the report of its Parliamentary Committee.
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
Panel of Economic ExPerts
14. On 7 March 1967 the panel held its quarterly meecing,to examine the Com-
munitv's economic situation-and outlook. 
- Subiett to a-few slight changes of
emphasis, the national exPerts agreed with the draft report prepared by the Commis-
sion. For 1967, and foi.the eommunity considered as a whole, this_predicts 
-that
expansion will iontinue, although the iace might still be rather slow, at least
,,niil *id-y..r. The growth rati of thd Commuiiry's- gross prodrct between 1966
and L967 'is likely to"be between 3'5 and 4Vo, oi slifhtly Iess than was forecast
Iast December.
Group of Experts on medium- term forecasts
1r. The Group's working parry on projections met on 28 February ind 1 March
under the chairmanship of M. P. de Volff'
The experts adopted the outline accounting system for- value projections submitted
by the' secretariit. As regards volume -prolections they propoied a number of
amendments to the general questionnaire.
The question of external trade projections was also take,n up. The discussion
concerned French and Dutch srudies'on the subject as well as those of the Com-
mission on short-terms forecasdng of the trend of intra-Communiry trade.
The working parry on structtues held its first meeting on 13 March 1967 under
the chairmanship of M. Kervyn de Lettenhove.
The agenda included the fixing of methods and the objectives to be- attained by
lune i96t in the study of pist- strucrural trends requeited by the Medium-term
Economic Poliry Committee.
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P_it:y-,-"_l,Fpa1 on,tfe general object of the.study and it-was agreed to proceedDJ lnc,reasllgly detailed stages' .so that an initial picrure- of the suucrural ihangesmrghr be submimed to the Committee within the time-desired.
Medium-term Economic Policy Committee
16. The Commitee held its 19th meeting on 17 March 1967.
A discussion was held on the proposed content of the advance draft of the second
medium-term economic pr1gr.i,mi. 
_The commi*.. ,iro .or,irr.a-l,r'-r*Jy 
"ithe structural adaotation oI firms and discussed questions relating to the cipiti
market.
Debate and resolution of the European parliament
!1. on i5 March 1967 theParliament followed up the statemenr by M. Mariolin.
vice'President of the commission, at.the previous'session (ri bt ;i.b.,; G;i;;to a- resolution (2) on 
,the comm.unity's -iong_- and short-ieim'economic poiiii.ih !h. report submitted on behalf of the "Economic and Financial ard;i,".;M. Bousch recognized that the Commission had succeedea in giring a certain Com-munity character to the differing short-term economic poli"cies ""f ;h;-_M.;GStates. He then turned to the froblems involved for th'e f"i[ in the lowerinp'of customs barriers and the esabiishment of the .o**on r*rl.r,--""a-.;[J'i;?
action to ease the changeover from a system of national policies to one of flexibli
co-ordination taking intolccount the inteiests of the commuriity 
", " 
wtrole.
In the opinion 
-of the Parliamentary Committee the economic trend was dominatedby. certarn problems.. The,most important was that of prices, where the continued
rising trend should be checked in oider to safeguard the'foruie jrl*rn of the eco-
lomy.-- The-Commission should srudy the suuclural causes of iriflation. particularlvthe effect of redistribution of national income. Tte rrpporteur ;;;h;;il;""danger inherent in. any. flagging of 
.in-vestments due ,o'[.rr.iry ;]-6ili ,"dadvocated 
.greater- liberilization o-f. capital markets. rrbour *^rkt, prourirrr- *"i.also mentioned in connection with -the fall in employm.nt olr.*.a in certainsectors. All discrimination in one direction or the'otlrer *.r to U.-."ra..".a-,
and efforts to remould the economies would produce ,ti a.ii..a ;;rrl;;;;lt-iithey went-hand in hand with an.employment.-policy which was bott .*p.nsi,in;ii
and anti-inflationary and permitted the optimum diitribirtion oi r"ro*i.r.
Coming to the economic policy measures reconrmended for L967. the raDDofteur
strongly' advocated an incomes- policy but advised against ,rr. - ,ir.-- or 
- H5;;;;;
and budget policy as the main instruments of short-terf,: ..ono'oi. pot6. "o;-;il
1[,ll4 he,approved the Commission's idea of collective investment prograrnmescoverrng several years.
In the resolution adopted at the close of this broad debate, the Parliament calledtor an improvement in the Communiiy's short-term economic policv proceiui"r--
rn partrcular more frequent Council meetings and more positive recomirend.tions.
(1) See Bulletin 3-67.(2) For exrracts from this resolution see Annex to this Bulletin.
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Replying to the debate, M. Marjolin first corrected some of the figures he fra{
or"riour'i, siven: the srowth of 'the sross Communitv product in real terms had
Been 4 lni' no, 4.5%l in 1966 and"the forecasts callei for modification. The
probable growth rate for the Community as a whole would be 3.7 or 3.8Vo and
not AVo.
M. Mariolin finallv pointed out that at the end of 1967 or early in 1968 all the
six counrries would find themselves in a similar economic situation (one of moder-
ate expansion). This being so, it might be possible to give real content to the
notion'of a "common shortlterm econoinic Pollcy", in which the action of the Exe-
cutives and the Parliament had been hinderid for years by divergences between the
member countries.
COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY
Council session of 20 -22 March L967
18. At its sessio n of 20-22 Mirch 1967, the Council adopted a number of regu-
lations concerning, among other things, prices for beef arid veal and for milk and
milk products in the 1967 I 1968 marketing year. ,
The Council re-examined the draft regulation containing transitional measrues
with a view to the applicarion of commo-n prices in the ceieals sectot, and worked
out in general ourline* the solutions to be'adopted for the various problems still
outstanding. 
,
An exchange of views was held on Commission's memorandum concerning_ the 
^mainproblems a-rising in the regulations for ttre organization of markets at the. single-
inarket stage. -bn the bas-is of a rePort by the Special 9ommittee on Agriculture,
the Councii stated its position on ceitain factors to be taken into account in fixing
the single prices, in d-rawing up import and export licences, and in fixing levi-gs,
and al6 o'n ceitain quesridns -relating to expolt refunds and processing uaffic.
In addition, the Couniil examined certain provisions relating to special situations
(shortages, safeguard clause).
The Council then discussed a numbe_r of 
-problems arising- in. the proposed regu-
lations on the common organization of markets in cereals and pigmeat.
As regards the organization of the market in- cereals, the.discussion-centred mainly
on thi date to b-e adopted for the start of the marketin I year for the various
cereals. The Council -held a preliminary exchange of views on the organization
of the market in pigmeat at the singld-market stage, and_ in particular on the
intervention measurds "intended to prevent overproduction and the collapse of prices
in the sector in question.
The Council instructed the Special Committee on Agriculture to continue its work
on these twb sectors.
Lastly, the Council gave initial consideration to the proposed regulation amending
Regulation No. 14/A/CEE as regards the determinatlon 
_of import prices and the
callulation of the levy on derived products in the beef and veal sector.
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C.ommon organization of agricultural markets
Cereals and rice
' 19. On 1 March 1967, the Commission adopted a regulation'lavine down imole-
mer.r.tinp provisions for 
-R.e.gulalion 
No. 
.216/d6/cEE on- .ornpounf ihimal feeding-srutfs based on cereals... (1) 
.This regulation combines the frovisions applicable iocompound animal feeding-stuffs based- on.cereals which weie previousl|'coni.inJin rwo implementing regularions concerning the granting of ^refunds'on expor;to non-member countriei (Regulation No. lltle+7Cnn)"and certificates and the
advance fixing of the'refund (Regulation No. 40/65/C'EE). '
On 29 March t967, the Commission adopted a regulation fixine the coefficient of
equivalence berween rice of R.B. 265 qualiry and tlie qualiry staniards for which the
threshold and inrervention prices are fiied. (r)
Beef and veal
20. On 7 March 1967, the Council adopted a regulation relatins to the Commu-
lity tariff guo91 9f 20 000 head of cows ind heiferf of certain mo"untain breeds. (3)The quota for 1967 is divided among the Member States as follows:
Germany: 10 000 head
Italy:7 500 head
France: 2 500 head.
Four more regulations were adopted by the Council on 21 March 1967:
i). A regularion extending. Regulation No. 111/66/cEE authorizing France, Bel-gium and Germany to tike special intervention measures in the ieef and veal
sector. () The Council has exiended this regulation until 31 March 196g becauseit, has effec.tively helped to stabilize prices ii the Member States that have taken
advantage ot rts provrslons.
ii) A 
.rqcutdon amending 
-Regula-tion-No. t4l64lcilE with regard to the aidgranted.Fy.!g:*Furg.in the_Eeef and_veal-seito.. 1n;- Article i4 of neg;Lti;
Y:._!ql9t-!!_E .lays?own that the Grand Duchy'of Luxembourg shafi, until31 
.March 1967, be aurhorized to grant aid designird to reduce the" retail'pricesof beef and veal. As the eliminati6n of this aid"might frustrate th. il;;rn[ofi
Government's efforts to stabilize prices, the Council i'ecided to extend this authol
rization until 31 March 1968.
iii)A {ecllation again extend.ing Regulation No.- 110/66lcEE _authorizing rtaly tosuspend-all customs duties and levies on imports from non-member countrles of'live
cattle,of a unit 
_ye_ig!r_ not exceeding 300-kg (ccr heading .* bt.oz A r). i;iRegulation No..110/66/cEE, extended by Rdguration No. z*zo1ee1cnn, 
"ut(oriz*Italy to suspend these customs duties and leiies until 3l Maich'L967. -A;;h;
(1) S_ee official gazette No. 39, 2 March 1967.('z) Ibid. No. 59, 29 March 1967.(3) Ibid. No. 4J, 13 March 1967.(1) Ibid. No. 5), 23 March 1967.(5) Ibid. No. 56, 24 March 1967.
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reasons for. which this authorization was given are still valid, the Council decided
to extend these arrangements until 30 September 1967.
iv) A regulation 
-co-ncerning the Feasures to be applied as regards guide pricesfor beef 1nd veal for the-I967/68 marketing y.rr. 1'; This rigulati"on pro^vides
that the guide prices which the Member states are to fix for thE marketin g yeatin question must lie within a bracket whose upper and lower limim have- been
fixed by the Council. These limits are 66 and,- 6Z.Zi u.a. for cattle, and 8!.50
and 82.75 for calves. The start of the marketing year has been fixed at
3 April 1967, burt- in the Federal Republic of Germany-the year will not begin
until 10 April L967. The limits within which the Mehber States must fix thlir
guide prices for the 1967/68 marketing yeaE are as follows:
(Nalional curcncy ict 100 hg lioe ocigV)
Callle
Lower limit
Upper limit
Caloes
Lower limit
Upper limit
249.00
264.00
331.00
368.00
307. 33
326. 86
408. 64
44t.87
38 906 e irz.oo zz6.sd
4t 250 3 300.00 238.52
61 719 4 137.60 299.66
65 938 4 476.00 323.09
The Council also adopted a resolufion intended to pur a ceiling of 61.6L u'a.(DM 246.45) on the iitervention prices for catrle in thi marketin g*year in question.
This ceiling rnay not, however, prejudge the fixing of the single-iritervention price
which will apply from 1 April 1968. (')
Pigmeat
2L. On 2l March 1967, the Council adopted a regulation fixing the levies for
pigs, pigmeat and pigmeat products imported from non-member countries during
the second 
- 
quarter of 1967. (') This regulation extends Council Regulation
No.2L9l66lCEE. The levies on imports to non-member countries, and the sluice-
gate prices, remain unchanged because the price of feed-grains on the world market
has not varied by more than 3%.
22. Oo 22 March 1967, the Com-ission adopted a regulation adjusting and fixing
the slrice-gate prices for pigs, pigmeat and plgmeat pioducts imforteJ durirrg thE
second quarter of L967. (') This regulatlon extends Commission Regu[ation
No.229l66|CEE.
(r) See official gazette No. 56, 24 March L967.(') Ibid. No. 51, 23 March 1967.
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Category liEit
Milk and milk products
23. On 2l March 1967, the Council adopted a regulation deterarining the amount
of aid granted for private storage of butter (l) and a regulation extending the
special arrangements relating to the calculation of the levy on certain milk powders,
processed clreeses and special milks for infant feeding laid down by Regulations
Nos. 7L3l_66lCEE and 226166lCEE, and amending Article 1 of Regulation
No. 113/66/CEE. (1) The aim of the first regulalion is to maintain Tor the
1967 11968 marketing year the amount of aid for private srorage of butter, which
was fixed at between 0.M and 0.9 u.a.
The second regulation extends the transitional provisions adopted for the products
in question in order to ensure that trade in these products continues satisfactorily
pending a settlement of certain problems in this sector.
In addition, on 22 March 1967, the Council adopted a regulation concerning pricesin the milk and milk products sector for the 1967 11968 marketing year, and
amending Regulation No.2L5l66ICEE on the arrangements applicable to compound
animal feeding-stuffs with a basis of milk and milk products. (') For the marketing
year in question, this regulation lays down the degree of alignment of national
target prices, the amount by which aids are to be reduced, and the adjustments to
be made to threshold prices in the light of the alteration in target prices and the
reduction in aids.
On 3 March 1967, the Commission adopted a regulation amending Regulation
No. 157/64/CEE with regard to the products falling under heading-17.02 A of
the common customs tariTf. (3) Thii regulation was adopted in --pursuance of
a Council decision making certain amendments to the common custorns tariff.
On 9 March 1967, the Commission adopted a regulation amending Regulation
No. 56/66/CEE with regard to the calculation of the maximum refunds onlxports
of Group 7 cheeses to non-member countries. (n) This regulation makes it -pos-
sible to work out the refunds for Group 7. cheeses, which would not be d-one
hitherto owing to the lack of a free-at-frontier price.
On 3 March 1967, the Commission took a decision amending the Commission Deci-
sion of 3 October 1966 on the sale in Belgium of private stocks of butter after
rendering. (5) This decision is designed to facilitate the sale of these stocks of
butter_.in Belgium; their volume is greater than the seasonal deficit for the period
preceding the end of the present marketing year.
Lastly, on 3 and 17 March 1967, the Commission took two decisions fixing free-
at-frontier prices for intra-Community trade in milk and milk products. (6)
Oils and fats
24. On 14 and 30 March t967, the Commission adopted two regulations fixing
the levies in the olive oil sector. (7)
(1) See official gazette No. )5, 23 March 1967.('?) Ibid. No. 57, 21 March 7967.(3) Ibid. No. 41, 4 March 1967.({) Ibid. No. 43, 10 March 1967.(5) Ibid. No. 46, 14 March 1967.(6) Ibid. No.49, 16 March 1967,and, No.52,2lMarch1967.(7) Ibid. No. 47, 11 March 1967, and No. 61, 1l March 1967.
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Eggs and poultry
25. The Commis5isn 2dopted, on 1 March t967, a regulation adjusting and fixing
the. sluice-gate prices and'fixing the levies vis-i-vis no"n-member lorntii.r for egg!
and poultry imported during the second quarrer of 1967. (t) The Commissio--n
decided that the sluice-gate prices and levies valid for the firsr quarter of 1967
should be maintained for the following quarter, as the incidence of the variationin feed-grain prices on feeding costs for farmyard poultry during the previous six
months was less than 3Vo.
26. On 7 March,-.the Councjl adgpte{ a regulation instituting a common sysrem
for tr,.de in egg albumen and milk albumen.- (,) The Treaty;s agricultural provi-
sions do not apply to egg albumen, since 'it is nor mentioned in nnnex II to the 
_
Treary, whereaf iliey do"apply to egg yolks; in view of the facr that this situation/
might reduce the effectiveness of the common agriculrural policy followed in the
egg sector, the Council decided that a common trading systam similar to that for
eggs should be instituted for egg albumen and milli albumen (a substitute for
egg albumen).
Thus, from 1 April 1967, the following are provided for this egg product:
i) a sluice-gate price and an import charge for dried egg albumen and dried
milk albumen;
ii) a sluice-gate price and an import charge for egg albumen and milk albumen
in other forms (liquid or frozen);
iii) a supplementary amount to be charged when the offer prices for these pro-
ducts are lower than the sluice-gate price.
27. On 22 March 1967 , the Commission adopted four regulations:
i) Regulation fixing the supplementary amounrs for certain parts of poultry. (3)
As the prices of certain products originating in Hungary 
, 
had legulaily been -much
below the sluice-gate prices, the Commission decided to fix- a iupplementary
amount:
z) of 0.300 
_u.a. per kg. for imports of breasts and pieces of breasr of poultry
other than turkeys originating in Hungary;
b) of 0.150 u.a. per kg. for imports of legs and pieces of legs of poultry other
than turkeys originating in Hungary.
ii)--Regulation amending the supplementary amounrs for liquid or frozen egg
yolks. (3) By this regulation, the Commission decided to impbse a supplementary
amount:
a) of 
.0.625 u.a. per kg. for liquid or frozen egg yolks originaring in the People's
Republic of China, the United Kingdom, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia;
b) of 0.250 u.a. per kg. for liquid or frozen egg yolks originating in other non-
member contries.
(r) See official gazette No. 39, 2 March 1967.('z) Ibid. No. 44, 10 March 1967.(r') Ibid. No. J5, 2, Match 1967.
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iii) Regulation laying down implementing provisions for Council Regulation
No.48l67lCEE of 7 March 1967 instiruting a co--on system for trade-in egg
albumen and milk albumen. (r) By this regulation, the Commission fixed the coe-f,-
ficients referred to in Article 3 of Council Regulation No. 48167 ICEE as follows:
d) 3.70 for dried egg albumen and dried milk albumen;
b) 0.455 for these products in liquid or frozen form.
iv) Regulation fixing the import charges and sluice-gate prices for certain albu-
mens. (3) The Annexes to this regulation, which enters into force on l-April 1967,
give precise figures for the import charges applicable in intra-Community trade
and uade with non-member counuies, and the sluice-gate prices for imports into
the EEC from non-member countries.
Lastly, on 21 March 1967, the Commission adopted a regulation amending the
supplementary amount for poultry eggs in shell. (')
Financing the common agricultural policy
28. On 7 March 1967, the Council adopted a regulation extending, for the year
1966, the time-limit. laid down by Article 20(i) of Regulation No. 17l64lCEE
concerning the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee FunC. (') By this
regulation, the date by which the Commission must take a decision of substance
on applications for aid from the Guidance Section of the EAGGF submitted to it
before 1 October 1965 has been postponed from 31 December 1966 to 3l luly 1967.
In addition, on 17 March 1967, the Commission adopted a regulation concerning
applications for.reimbursement from the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF. (3)
Competition in agriculture
2_9. 'Acqilg under Article 93(3) of the Treaty (rules of competition concerning
State aids), the Commission informed the Luxembourg Government that it too[
a generally favourable view of three regulations made under the Act on agriculrural
guidance.
Debates and resolutions of the European Parliament
30. At its session of 13-17 March 1967, the European Parliament held debates
and adopted resolutions on:
i) The Commission proposal for a directive to amend the Council direcrive on the
approximation. of the legislation of Member States concerning permitted colouring
matters in food for human consumption.
In this resolution, the Padiament raises the question whether the conditions laid
down in Article 2, second paragraph, of the Directive of 23 october 1962 for
(r) See official gazette No. 56, 24 March 1967.('z) Ibid. No. 45, 13 March 1967.(s) Ibid. No. J4, 2) March L967.
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p€rmanent authorization of colouring matters in food for human consumption ruein fact.fulfilled. (i.e. that these colouring matters have been scientifica$ proved
not to be injurious to health, and that lt is necessary ro use rhem for Lcdnomic
reasons). It recalls the serious objections which the.Committee on health protec-
tion expressed 
-in its report to the inclusion of erythrosin and B.S. brillian-t acidgreen in food for human consumption. It therefore explicitly calls upon the Corn-
mission to reconsider the proposed directive in accordan?e with Article 14p, second
paragraph, of the Treary
ii) Problems- relating ro rhe organization of world markets in milk, milk product,
beef and veal. (r)
iii) commission proposal for a directive on jams, marmalades, fruit jellies and
chestnut cream.
This resolution endorses the Commission's proposal while calling for a few amend-
ments.
iv) commission proposal concerning the use of certain preserving agents for the
surtace treatment of citrus fruits and official controls to detect and identify pre-
serving agents in and on citrus fruits. (t)
In this tesolution, the Padiament notes with satisfaction that marking is made
compulsory in all the countries of the Community, and endorses the C&nmission'sproposal. 
:
v) Commission proposal for a regulation amending Regulation No. 13/64/CEE with
regard to fresh milk and cream, noi concentrated nor sweeiened.
In 
- 
this resolution, 
_the Parliament endorses the commission's proposal and againpoints out the disadvantages caused by the fact that Communiry piovisions for-the
different products are nor all introduced ar the same time.
vi) Proposal for a council regulation amending Regulation No. l4l64lCEE with
regard to the aid granted by Luxembourg in the beef andveal sector.
The Parliamenr endorsed the Commission's proposal,...
vii) Commission proposal for a regulation postponing the date for the application
of the trading, sysrem institured by Counci[ Regulation No. l6Ol66tCEE of
27 October 1966, and rescinding Article 2 of Regulation No. t67l64lCEE of
30 October 1964.' ,
The Parliament endorsed the Commission's proposal.
COMMON TRANSPORT POLICY
Consultation procedure
3r. In pursuance of the council Decision of 21 March 1962 insrituting a proce-
dure for prior examination and consultation concerning laws, 
-regulations and admi-nistrative practices envisaged by the Member states in the field of transport, the
(r) Ertracts from this resolution are given in the Annex to this Bulletin.
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Belgian Government advised the Commission of a draft rninisterial decree relating
to ihe professional qualifications required for a general licence for international
rransPorr.
In its opinion, rendered on 3 March 1967, the Commission noted that the object
of rhe draft ministerial decree was to bring the Belgian rules governing access
to the profession of carrier more into line with the principles envisaged by the
Commisiion, within the general framework of common transport policy at the pre-
sent time; this being so, the Commission raised no objections to these provisions.
The Commission informed the Belgian Government, however, that it is considering
submiming proposals to the Council concerning qualifications for admission to the
trade, both for national and international goods transport by road.
The Commission also pointed our rhat the draft ministerial decree merely says that
the "international carr'ier's certificate" furnishes proof of the professional qualifi-
cations necessary for a general licence for international transport.
As the conditions on which this certificate is to be issued by the Ministry for
Small Businesses are not specified, the Commission reserved judgment on this matter
unril the Belgian Governemenr should have notified it of the measrres it proposes
to take in thii connecrion, in accordance with the Council Decision of 2l March 1962.
International passenger transport by road
32. Under Article 8 of Council Regulation No. i17l66lCEE of 28 July 1966
concerning the introduction of common rules for international road passenger trans-
port by coach or bus, the Council must establish common rules for shutde sewices,
in accordance with Article 75 of the Treaty, before 1 January 1968.
Vith a view to drafting a proposal for a Council regulation, Commission staff
examined the fundamental problems involved at a joint meeting with government
experrs from the Member States which was held in Brussels on 28 February and
I March 1967.
Consultative Committee on Transpoft
33. The Governments of the Member States having duly appointed the members
of rhe Committee for 1967 11968, a plenary session of the Committee was held
on 20 and 2lMarch 1967.
The Committee began .with the appointment of officers for the crurent year.
M. Zwanenburg, a Dutch member, was elected Chairman and M. Neuville, a Belgian
member, Vice-Chairman.. M. Lambert Schaus, the member of the Commission with
special responsibility for transport, who was present at this inaugural meetiog,
congratulated the new Chairman and Vice-Chairman on their election. He then
summarized the main points of the Commission's memoradum on the common
transport policy submitted to the Council of 10 February L967, and the prograrnme
of measuies envisaged by the Commission following the Council resolution of
20 October 1966 on this subject.
The Committee resumed work on its &aft opinion concerning the definition of
transporr on own account and arrangements for the hire of vehicles; it will rerurn
to this subject at its next meeting on23,24 aad25 May 1967.
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Proceedings of the European Parliament
14. At its sitting of 17 March 1967, the European Parliament expressed its views
on two reports presented on behalf of im Transport Committee by M. Laan and
M. Carcaterra, rapporteurs; rhese concerned the Commission's proposal to the Council
for a regulation on the harmonization of certain social provisions in the field of
road transport, and the Commission's memoradum to the eouncil on rhe TINIR plan
and the control of capaciry in inland water transport. (l)
The Parliament rendered its opinion on ,n.r" subjects in two resolutions which
have been transmitted, to the Council and Commission.
rVith regard to the harmonization of social provisions in road transport, the Par-
liament declared that the Commission's proposal would promote the reorganization
of road transport and effect a considerable improvement in social conditions in this
sector, which too often Ieave much to be desired. The Parliamenr considered thatit would be desirable, for practical reasons, to introduce certain amendments, par-
ticularly as regards the number of kilometres above which ir will be compulsory
to have two drivers; for the same reasons, it felt that the main provisions of
Articles 10 and 11 of the proposed regulation should be applied with a certain
flexibility.
In its resolution on the UNIR plan and the control of capaciry in inland water
transport, the Parliament approved the short- and 'rnedium-term guidelines suggested
by the Commission, and considered that the work that had so far been done by
the Central Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine and had been given
concrete expression in the UNIR plan made a useful contribution to subsequent
studies. It also stressed the need for rules thar could be applied both to shipping
within the Community and to shipping everywhere on the Rhine. The Parliament
again atfftmed that, where internal shipping was concerned, only Communiry regu-
lations could be binding for the EEC. It requested the Commission to submit
a proposal for Communiry provisions governing internal shipping within the next
few months, on the understanding that the proposals relating to capaciry should be
suitably inserted in subsequent provisions applicable to all modes of transport.
SOCIAL POLICY
Social security
(r) See Supplement to Bulletin 11-66.
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Notices on the occupacional diseases in the Europeanlist
35. The panel of independent experts set up to prepare notices on rhe occupa-
tional diseases in the Eurgpean list met on 16 and 17 March 1967 and finished
drafting the notices on infectious and tropical diseases and those on the halogens,
nitrated derivatives of hydrocarbons, and nickel.
5t
Labour problems
Joint Advisory Committee on social problems in roadtransport
36. At its third meeting held on 14 and 15 March 1967, the Committee rendered
a unanimous opinion on the desirability of establishing Community liss specifying
the knowledge and abilities required of drivers of goods transport vehicles and
passenger transport vehicles.
The Committee continued its study of the memoradum on *orking conditions and
the composition of crews in road transport. It appointed a study group which
will submit a new version of the concept of ':working hours".
Employment services
37. A meeting of government experts was held in Brussels on 16 March 1967
to examine a draft plan for co-operation between the EEC Member States' employ-
ment services. This draft, drawn up by the Commission's staff, is based mainly
on rechncial and practical considerations and also on the conclusions of the compa-
rative study, at present being printed, on organization and methods in the six
States' employment services.
The experts advocated broader co-operation between these services. They studied
the different courses of action proposed, tasks to which should be given high
prioriry, and the approach to be adopted.
The draft will be revised in the light of the comments made.
Vocational guidance
38. A meeting of government experts took place in Brussels on 17 March 1967
with a view to drawing up the first collective annual report on vocational guidance
activities, as envisaged by paragraph 4 of the Commission's recommendation of
18 July 1966 on vocational guidance. This paragraph urges closer Community
co-operation in this field.
The experts discussed the draft plan of the report prepared by Commission staff.
The plan was clarified and expanded. It was agreed that the national contri-
butions should reach the Commission within rwo months, and that the Commission
should produce the collectiVe report, which would be put into final form at a sub-
sequent meeting. The experts noted that the recommendation had been favourably
received in the various countries and had already produced some results.
Employment problems
Report on tren,ds in the Community labour market
39. At the last meeting of the Council of Ministers for Social Affairs on
19 December 1966, concern was expressed regarding the sinration of the labour
market, and it was suggesred that developments should be watched. Following
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this_.request, the Commission submitted to the Council on 6 March L967 a report
dealing with uends of the labour marker in the Community, the outlook for 1967,
the principal measures taken or contemplated by Member States, and raising cer-
tain points for discussion by the Council.
The main points of this memorandum are given below.
40. Trcnds ot' tbe laboar rurh,et i,n 1966. In the Community as a whole a consid-
erable decrease took place in the number of unfilled vacancies, which in previous
years had been running at a very high level. The number fell from approximately
828000 in 1965 to 764000 at the end of April 1966, and to 58600d1t the end
of October 1966. This trend was largely deGrmined by the very marked recession
in Germany and the Netherlands and to a lesser extent in Belgium and Luxembourg.
On the other hand, in Italy and rather more so in France, the number of unfilled
vacancies increased.
During the same period, the number of unsatisfied applications for employrnent,
which in April 1966 had decreased slightly, tended io rise. At the eird of
October L966 there were 1 680 000 persons seeking employment as against I 666 000
a year before. Italy showed a slight decrease in this figure on the previous year,
which larg'ely offset the increase in the other members countries.
The. published figures for the unemployed are difficult to utilize. at Communiry
level, because the concept of unemployment differs considerably frorn country to
country by reason of the laws in force. However, unemployment in the Community
appears to have shown an upward trend, which was accenruated towards the end
of 1966 and is continuing in most Member States, particularly Germany and the
Netherlands.
Although the number of unemployed in Italy declined considerably, that country
still has the highest unemployment rate in the EEC.
Action taken or contemplated by Mernber States. The Governments of Member
States are planning to apply measures to meet particular situations.
Among these are- schemes for vocational training, retraining, regional policies, and
rationalization and modernization of working methods in industry.
The Commission notes in conclusion that the disparities berween conditiohs in
Member States necessitate a differentiation in the labour policies to be pursued.
Countries that have suffered a decline in economic activiry must first encourage
retraining and occupational a-nd geographical mobiliry of the unemployed. Henceit is advisable to expand informatory -and advisory services,. to facilitate admission
to retraining courses, and to simplify procedure aud eliminate delays.
The Communiry is particularly interested in the solution of two problems facing
these countries. The first concerns discrimination against worliers from othei
member countries should redundancy occur. Such an atdrude would be contrary
to present Communiry regulations. The principle of equality between EEC nation-
als must be observed. The second problem concerns the principle of priority
for the Communiry labour market, a problem that is becoming more acute ar pre-
sent because of more limited recoruse to foreign manpower by the traditional
"immigration" countries.
In France and Italy every effort should be made to ensure the best possible adap-
tation of available manpower to the demands for skilled labour, encouraging mobiliryin the geographical, s-ectoral and occupational senses. The' present-sit-uation o?
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the labour market makes the application of an effective labour and vocational
uaining policy, as oudined in the first medi,,m-term economic programme, even
more urgent.
The aoplication of such a policy is of interest to all Member' States, and in fact
onlv a'boficv that looks beiond'the purely short-term economic situation can Pro'
moie industrial retraining in whatever fdrms iray prove desirable.
As the present labour siruation raises a number of problems with Jeatures common
to all Member Stares, the Commission suggests thai the Council hold a discussion
as a matter of prioriry on the following topics:
i) principles of a labour policy having due regard to the exigencies of the pre-
sent srnratlon;
ii) training, retraining and up-grading of workers.
Social Fund
4L. The European Social Fund Committee having endorsed_the. proposals, the Com-
mission approied 13 grants from the European Social Fund towards vocational
training alni resettlemeit schemes in Belgiuri, the Federal Republic of Germany,
Italy, L-uxembourg and the Nethedands. (l)
The breakdown by couotry is as follows:
Belgium
Germany
Italy
Luxemboug
Netherlands
2 001.24 ua.
32321.62 u.a.
775 466.40 va.
4065.46 u.a.
1 087 831.09 u.a.
Vocational uaining
Exchange of young workers
42. In pursuance of the first joint programme-to encouraS! the exchange olYoung
workers '*itt i., the Communifrr, the eo--ission arranged a meeting in Brussels
on 20 and 2L March for a gr6up of some 25 young farmers who were propos_ing
to spend short periods worki-ng in other member counuies. They were supp-lied
witfi information' about the Euiopean Cornmunities, the common agriculrural policy,
the Commission's programme foi vocational uaining in agriculrure, and the condi'
tions of exchange ofyoung workers and their object.
(') S.: official gazette No. 80, 26 April 1967.
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Social security for migrant workers
Co-ordination of social security arrangemenrs appltc-
able to seamen
43. on 7 March 1967 the Council, acting on a proposal from the commission,
adopted a regulation extending to seamen- the provisions of Regulations Nos. j
and 4. concerning social securiry_for migrant_ workers. (l) The cirnmission's pro-
P_osal had been endorsed by the European Padiament and by the Economic and S&ial
Committee.
Regulations Nos.- 3 and 4, which took effect from L January 1959, secure the
same social benefits for nationals of all the Community cbuntriis; makl it possible
for entidement to benefit to be determined bv addini toqerher 'periods coiroleted
under the legislation of different Member Staies; and-ensire thai benefits cin be
received regardless of the communiry country in which the beneficiary happens
to be.
Until now, co-ordination of the social security arrangements applicable to seamen
has been governed essentially by bilateral conventions, the proiiiions of which are
less advantageous than those contained in the regulations on social security for
migrant workers. Moreover, co-ordination berween these bilateral conventioni was
incomplete in cases where seamen's working. lives had been spent under the flags
of more than two Member States while the beneficiaries 
- 
the seamen themselvel,
pensioners or members of their families 
- 
resided in other member counuies.
The regulation tha-t has just been adopted will therefore help to improve the social
security position of seamen and will facilitate the free movement of sea-going work-
ers, for seamen who are na-tionals of 
.any Member State will now be ible 1o loin
a vessel that carries the flag of any one of the Community countries.
(1) See official gazette No. 44, 10 March 1967.
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lV. External activities
GATT
Multilateral trade negotiations
44. All the countries concerned have agreed to 30 April 7967 as the date by
which the uade negotiations should be concluded. The latter have therefore now
reached the decisive- phase, which is necessarily very- delicate. Th.- PurPose of the
top-level talks that iook place towards the end of March and of those planned
foi April wzls to enable thle principal partoers to take the most importaqt decisions
of su6stance with a view to the conclusion of the negotiations. The Commission
has presented a report to the Council on the state of the- negotiations; in this
it pr-oposes certain decisions or lines of approach that it considers should be adopted
in'ord'er that it may be able to bring th6 -negotiations to a successful conclusion.
Meeting of the EEC Council of Ministers
4r. At its meeting of 7 March L967, the EEC Council of Ministers laid down
4 n,mlss of guide-iines for the negotiations on cotton textiles, jute producs and
other mafters.
Debate and resolution of the European Parliament
46. At its session of.1..3-17 March 1967, the European Parliament held a debate
and adopted a resolurion (1) on the progress of the multilateral trade 
_negotiatio-nsin GATT (Kennedy round), based on the oral question (No.U67) put by
MM. Pedini, Kreidemann and Mauk.
The resolution underlines the importance of the Kennedy round for the solution
of certain world economic problems, and recalls the resPonsibiliry assumed by the
Communiry in this connection. The Parliament also confirms ir previous state-
ments on the importance of the Kennedy round negotiations.
M. Pedini, the first of the three signatories to the question, began by saying that
his question was primarily intended to provoke a debate on the Kennedy round
in th'e Parliament.^ fne'Catt talks wEre of particular interest to the Errope"rt
Parliament in view of the political tepercussions they might have. M. Pedini
said that the Kennedy round should not be regarded only as the first set of uade
agreements governing relations berween the various countries; the result of these
agreements ought to be to improve the econornic siruation of all counuies and
create political sabiliry throughout the world.
M. Kreidemann, Chairman of the Committee on External Trade Relations, said
that the Committee's instructions were to follow closely the course of the Kennedy
round negotiations. On this subject, the Parliament must show a certain tesetve,
since it *as not directly involved in the negotiations. However, it was under-
standable that the Parliiment should wish to be informed about them. Not all
(1) The text of this resolution is given in the annex to this Bulletin.
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the problerns at Geneva were by any means solved, and the Committee on External
Trad'e Relations would have t6 continue observing the progress of the negotia'
tions during the coming weeks. But the speaker- hoped that at its June session
the Europein Parliamelt would have the linal results of the Kennedy round
Speaking on behalf of the Socialist group, M. Burger said that the debate was
t.'kine "plr.e iust at a time 'when tf,e riegotiations-had reached a 
-critical sjage.Spe"li.ri had iherefore to be somewhat circ-umspect. However, the debate offered
"il opporrrnity to draw atrention to certain sh-ortcomings in the negotiations 
afld
to tlr'eir possible consequences. The issue at st+e was not only a mattef of trade
but also a very imporiant political problem. The background against. which the
Kennedy round *af taking-place rnust not be forgotten; the siruation in--any one
country could not be satiifattory unless its neighbours were equally 
.well placed.
The successfull conclusion of the negotiations should further the d6tente benween East
and \7est, but 
- 
M. Burger declaied 
- 
another d6tente, 
_that between the North
and the South, betwe.n ih" industrialized and the developing countries, should
also be encouraged at the same time.
M. Rey, a member of the Commission, said:
"... The schedule is verv tight but, to make up for this, the Community's methods
of negotiation have become -more flexible, and -by and large I think this is a good
thing." He concluded by stressing certain points:
"The first concerns the unity of the Community. I should like to exPress publicly
the pleasure that it gives rrte and my colleagu6s to know that we have the confi'
dencl of the Memb"er States, whici has g-reatly enhanced our authoriry in the
Geneva negotiations.
Secondlv. I think that we shall have to resign ourselves to the fact that certain
problenis will not be solved, or will be fat from completely s-olved, in-.the Kennedy
iornd. In the Kennedy round, we shall not have provided for really substantial
assistance to the develobing countries. '!7'e have made proposals to them, and
I think they will .cceft t"hem. These proposals ar-e 
-only. .partial -and,- in my
opinion, it is not by ne-gotiating on tariffs ifrai we shall be able to solve the main
p?oblems of Community aid to the third world.
IThatever the outcome of the Kennedy round, we shall not be able to say that our
consciences are clear on this point and that we have solved the problem of food aid
from the ricti counuies to the poor.
Lastly. with reqard ro non-tariff barriers,-I find it hard to believe that the essential
"rp.i,r of thele problems have been tackled at Geneva. But 
I think it is not
inipossible that w-e may ser up within GATI an administrative mechanism that
witi enable us, even outside th'e Kennedy round, to c-gntinue to work,.by.way of
regulations, foi the prog_ressive eliminatioh of non-tariff adrninistrative barriers-; we
kriow how much thise"barriers can.hamper trade within the Community, and the
same is true outside."
BILATERAL RETATIONS
Austria ,
47. The Commission transmitted to the Council on 20 March L967 a rePort on
the second stage of the negotiations between the Communiry and Austria.
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It deals with problems relating to the establishment of a preference area for indus-
trial products, and .to agriculture and Austria's trade with the easrern European
countries.
Spain and the Maghreb countries
48. The Council has instructed the Committee of Permanent Representatives to
continue its work as regards spain, on the one hand, and the Malhreb countries,
9n the_ other, and to submit a report on these two sets of negoliations for theCouncil's meeting in April.
Yugoslavia
49. The Council has asked the Committee of Permanent Representatives to
continue. its_ study of the Communiry's trade relations with Yugoslavia and to submit
a rePoft in the near future.
Missions of non-member countries to the Community
50. On 8 March 1967 the President of the Council, M. R. van Elslande, and
the President of the Commission, M. 17. Hallstein, separately received His txcel-
Iency Ambassador J.A. Morales who presented his-lemirs of' credence as head of
the Panama mission to the EEC.
The competent instirutions of the EEC approved the request of the Saudi Arabian
Government for the establishmenr of diplomatic relations with ttre Erc.
RELATIONS WITH INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
European Free Trade Association (EFTA)
51. On 2l March 1967, meetings were arranged in Geneva between officials of
the Commission and of the EFTA Secretariat-Geneial.
The following topics were discussed: harmonization of tegulations concerning phar-
maceutical. products; marters. relating to state aids; region-al development pt"ob^t.-r;
methods of analysis and calculation to-measure the efficts"of economic iirtegrati6n-
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE)
52. The tenth session of the ECAFE Trade committee was held in Bangkok from
L5 to 23 February 1967 . The Communiry was represented by an observer.
The session was spent in examining problems. of trade and development facingthe countries in this part 
.of the woild. Th'e committee chiefly 'discussed thEtrend in uade berween the ECAFE countries, rneasures of re6iional ..o"o*ii
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co-operation, and the work of the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Devilopment. Recent developments within the Community werf commented upon
during'the examination of an- item on the agenda concerning the new features of
the re-gional trade arrangements in Europe, Latin America and Africa.
The Communiry's representative mentioned the tariff measures taken by the EEp,
which were having i beneficial effect on exports from the developing countries
in the region to thi EEC. He also spoke of the favourable trend of uade between
these countries and the EEC.
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V. The Community and the Associated States
GREECE
53. At the close of the eighth session of the EEC-Greece Joint Padiamentary Com-
mittee, at_ which the EEC Commission was represented, the following communiqu6
was issued:
"Th-e eighth session of the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary Committee was heldin Salonica on 30 and 31 March 1967 uirder the joint chairmanship of M. Rodo-
pou-los, Chairman of the Committee and head of 'the delegation fiom the Greek
Parliament, M. Schuijt, head of the delegation from the Eulopean Parliament, and
M. Faller, Vice-Chairhan. . The meetinglopened with an addr-ess from M. Ni^nz^-
vinos, state secrerary for Co-ordination in the Greek Governmenr, on behalf of the
Council of Association and of his Governmenr.
Harmonization of the- agricultural policies of Greece and the European Community
was the principal subject of discussion. The Commirtee stresse-d, in particulai,
the need for a rapid solution to the problems outstanding, which were liriked with
the prospects for t6e furrher developmeit of the Association."'
\7hile the Parliamentary Committee welcomed the fact that the Council of Asso-
ciation had proceeded with its work in this field largely along the lines ir has sug-
gested on many occasions and particularly at its Berlin'session of 15-16 July l9{5,the committee stressed the importance of creating in the near futurC a Greek
fund similar to the EAGGF, wh-ich would suppott the Greek Government's action
in agriculrure and receive a fixed contribution -from the Community for a specified
period.
The Committee thus recognized that this fund would also have to be concerned
with price guarantees for Greek procucers. It was believed, moreover, that an
increase in Greek agricultural exports to the Communiry would make it possible
to allocate an increaiingly large iart of the fund's ,esources, in any evenr a sum
at least equal to the Communiry's contribution, to strucrural modernization.
The committee again expressld its hope thar a common policy would be worked
out for tobacco which would accomodate the special intelests- of Greece in this
sector.
The Committee then discussed problems of industrial development in Greece, at
the same time expressing the hofe that the decisions on the &ation of a deveiop-
ment pole at Volos, and the studies in progress, would rapidly bear fruit. The
-Committee again 
-undedined _the importincE of indusuial development for theGreek economy, and urged the Council to intensify its efforts in this fieldl
The Parliamellary Committee went on to re-examine certain questions relating to
industrial training in Greece, and reiterated its hope that th6 Council of .[sso-
ciation would 
.present its conclusions on the Greek 
-Government's proposals at an
early date, and in any evenr on presenting the fifth annual reporr.
Lastly, the Committee recalled and confirmed its former recommendations, in par-
ticular those adopted ar its sessions in Rhodes and Toulouse.
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AFRICAN STATES AND MADAGASCAR AND OVERSEAS COUNTRIES
AND TERXITORIES
Association Committee
54. The 14th meeting of the Association Committee was held on 10 March 1967
under the chairmanship'of Ambassador Oyono, the representative of Cameroon to the
Co*rnrniry. The Coinmittee first discussed itre tim6 and place for the 15th session
of the Ass6ciation Council and then turned to the system foftrade in certain processed
agriculmral products. On the first point, it was agreed that rePresentatives of the
t'o-*r"i.y'^"a if," Associated Statei would meet.a-gain.to fix the time and place'
is for thi second point, the Cohrmission pegln ly__making .it clear that the new
ryr,.. *oulJ no, dn,.i'into force- on 1 Apiil 19'67, and-that account would be
,lf.L" 
"f i[e-rigtrts ,J inr"t"t,t of the Ass6ciated States, 
who would be consulted
as soon as the dr;ft d hoc regulation had been sent to the Council'
The Associated States were asked to send the Commission in writing-their jlpresen-
tatives' comments on the amended draft regulation laying down special provisions tor
;l;rgi"";; ;roauirc originating in the Ass"ociated Stitei and the associated ovetseas
coun"tries aid territories" 
"nd i-rrrported into 
the Commqniry. 
- 
The Associated States
iound tt" offers made bV,t" Co**uniry in the multilateial negotiations at GAfi
;;il?;.;&;;;;g;;JLginorr productl and sugar, but expresied their regret and
concern at the concestiont itopot.i by the Commfniiy with iegard to tobacco' The6;;il;y point.d oui ,nl, ih"t" .oh."sions wete modest and constituted the least
that could'b6 done. i. *tt agreed to re-examine this problem at the 15th meeting
of the Committee.
Other points were also raised but were not discussed at-length:.the status of the
. oot tn the administr.iion of technical and financial aid (completed by- the 9om'
;ili;;f'r;;", y.iJii.rs.d within the Community); the request that the Commission
rf,ouiJ 
-nrr.t ifr. Ario.i.r.a S,r,.t directly on ihe questi-ons -not yet.settled. with
resard to freedom of establishment (Article 29 of the Convention); and notrtrcatlon
"i"tiii""r";-b, ,il Aisoiiated siates, and of the 
agreements berween the Ivory
Coast and israel and berween Nigeria and Tunisia.
The next meeting was fixed f.or L4 April 1967, subject to confirmation by the
Communiry.
Debate and resolution of the European Parliament
55. At its session of 13-17 March 1967, the European- Parliament adopted' aftet.a
a.tr,.- o"-";;p";, by M. Scarascia_ Mugnozza,-a ?esolution gn, Jh" results of the
*[a rr".,i"g-o? tn. i.ilir-.nrrry Confeience of Association held in Abidian from
10 to 14 December 1966. (t)
M. Rochereau, a rnember of the Commission, spoke of the various asPec-ts of llrg[r*irii". iiinrnci.l assisrance, trade, stabilizatio^n 
-of prices) .and stressed the cordial
atmosohere in which it.-Conflt"nce'had taken placei Problems of the level and
;il;#;i;;-r ;i ;;tle pii..i rot tropical product{, he said, should. be considered of
prime imporrance in a r-ealistic and coherent policy on development aid.
(1) For extracts from this resolution see Annex to this Bulletin'
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I" ,I9 resolution_ adopted at the close of this debate, the Parliament welcomed thebroadly favourable results of the Association's activities in its first few years, while
regretting the temp_orary decline in trade that took place in 1965. lt supporied tr,e
conclusions of the Parliamentary Conference e*presse^d in its resolution of i'4 Decem-ber 1966 concerning the second annual repori on the activities of the Association
council, and irself intented to devote mo-re study in the near future to certainpractical problems such as the growth of trade'and the expansion of technicai
asststance.
EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FUND
Financing decisions
56. After endorsement^by1h.e committee of the European Development Fund (EDF)
at its 2lst.meeting on 20 February 1967, the EEC Commission akiaea;A M;;[ryol to trnance six furrher schemes, five by means of grants and one by an EDF
I_oan_o_n_special terms. The total amount involved 
" 
igeglOOO unit, 6f ,c.ornt(- US dollars).
i) 
.Planting- of 4380 ha of selected palm-trees in cameroon: 1600 million Frs.CFA or 6 482 000 u.a.
The scheme is to establish a palm-oil production ..nt.. in the Likomba-M,punda
region.. This will comprise a.'43sp tra'plantation-of high-yi"iJirg oii+rlril;il-;processing.plant with a capaciry. of 60 000 tons of fruit"a'yr^r. ' The'cosi of ,r,"
entire project. 
- 
.clearing the.-land,. sup.plying the seed, esiablishing trr. 
"rr*ri.r,consrucring ,h: pl1t and ancillary buildings "and the nic"rrrry roadi and ,ru.tr 
-
wrll be met by the EDF loan.
Payment. will be spread over a period of nine years and will also cover the salaries
ot those rn charge of the scheme and the cost of operating equipment.
The special Ioan to the Federal Government of Cameroon will be made on the follow-
rng. terms: interest rate.27o, duration 22 years, repaymenr deferred for ten years durins
which time interesr will be capitarized.' u;dd ihe Financial As;;.*.* ;;";Ifi;ebetween Cameroon and the EEC, the Federal Cor.in*.nt-*iir-f.r['in" sums receivedin this w.ay on the same rerms ro the cameroo" o.u.top*.ni corporrrio. ;; ;;rt
out the scheme.
The loan will.be managed by the European Invesrment Bank.
?) Development of river transport infrastructure in the Congo basin: 4g0 millionFrs. CFA oi some 1944000 u.i.
lT:.T:: grgvile;,for.the setting up of a river service (a buoy setter and dredgerand a servrce launch) which will maintain and improve n-avigabiliry in the conlorivers (2 190 km); the river flee-t (three pusher b'arges, four'-oio, Iaunches and
:::-p.,r*:nger barges),designed for all-year-round navigation and large enough to
T.", .rh: transporr needs of the congo basin; har.hour works, includinf the bulldingot a petroleum.wharf, the equipment of dockyards at Mossaka and th"e consuuctiofi
ot secondary harbours at Boundji, Fort-Rousset aird Makoua.
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This new grant suppler.nrr'irportant schemes already financed by the EDF in the
Conso basin for *,. ai"i*iii."ii'";;i;gti.r6re and [i:e modernizition of the social
infra"structure of the region
It will reduce transport costs on the watbrways of the basin, increase.the competitive-il;? iiiliiii,i;r i;;dr* and consequently increase agricultural earnings'
3L"fo"#'::i'i:l;*#i'[flf?""i"f],1,:'i;ioitit't'":,fl:X,':L'JT""i",%{i il:ffiH;it,il;# ;i ?"r?-J*li"a".y-';fii; 
- 
ih'.. for-gt-neral.and one for technical
.ir."-,i"r*--*iir lrouiJ" 
".ior"*oa",ion 
for a further 9-60 pupils, 320 of whom may
be taken as boarders'
4) Planting of cashew trees in the Republic of Dahomey:.120 million Frs. CFA.
or some 486.000 u.r. 
" ii-," ;-h".. lrbvides for the planting of cashew trees in
northern and central Ouf,om.V. The programme, which^cor.rs1.400 ha and will be
carried out bv,r," *"r!r"*i'for"iir i.pirt.n.nt'on land belonging to state forests,
will be tpt""d ou.t four years divided into two 2-year stages'
5) Modernization of the road linking Ouagadougou .1!d-Pu in Upper Volta with
the Ghanian frontier: 1 830 million Frs. CFA or some 7 413 000 u'a'
The plan is to improve and asphalt 163 km of road between the Upper 
-volta
."i"i'""a'if,;bh;it* ironti.r. ' This will appreciably increase trade -between Upper
V51,"';id;;.--n 
-#1h" 
scheme is coriileted, ihis r.oad.will.also become one
of the main ,or,., or,'-o? i-rpp.i v"i", as th'e country- will then have an excellent
"r"ii.f ioua frorn or.i.Jout.ii.o 
A..t, (1o35 km). The great handicap-of diY"f:
i;;";.-rfi; rna.r Sti.t"the country labours (all impons,_T$ .*pot,t m,st-be
transoorred over an ,;;;;;; iii"".. oi approximately 1-100 km). will then be les-
."1.il*Vrrl irr.t. il;;8;;;"t works a?6 finisntd, the proposed road 
- 
an earth
iir.f.-'", pi"r.., 
- 
*iii'b;;;; .he principal 
"rt.ry ior n6arly nalf 
a million people
in the area.
6) completion of work on ylt_er supply for Port-Etienne in Mauritania: 300 mil-
lion Frs. CFA or *r"'f Zf j 060 il.' ' This is an additional grant in aid for a
,.t.t"" .fr*ay 
"fprou.i ;;e;r-,h. i..ond 
EDF in April ?65. 
-_Facilities- to bring
drinkine warer to ,t. .*r-oi poii-f,ti"nn. from sources at Boulanoua-r, 80 km away,
;il'iH"ff[';;i';;;'trppiv p."iJed .for the mining centre of Fort-Gouraud'
610 k* from i'ort-Etienne and iinked with it by rail'
These new financing decisions bring the total commitments of the second -EuropeanD;;;16il; fl;;J 
':';; i; b+r; op"erations to some 379 
150 000 u.a' for 180 projects'
Meetings with the French Fund for Aid and Co'operation
57. On 8 and 9 March 1967 meetings w-ere held in
aid and Co-operation and Commission staff to discuss
todies to Congo (Kinshasa), Rwanda and Burundi'
Visit of members of the EDF Corn,ii,'""
Paris between the Fund
the aid given by these
for
two
the six Member
by the first and58. Two trips were arrangedStates on the EDF Committee
second EDF in the AASM.
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recentlv for the representatives of
to t.. the develofments financed
A. first party of rwelve smye-d in 
_N_iger, Chad and cameroon from 11 to 23 March.The second party of 15.lefi for Madfiascar on 27 March, rr"y.a 1n nurundi and ti,enln Kwanda:.they vlslted the various schemes carried out by-the EDF in these three
countries and rerurned to Brussels on 11 April.
SCHOLARSHIPS, IN-SERVICE TRAINING AND SYMPOSIA
Scholarships
59. 
. 
Representatives of the bodies that co-operate in administering the Communiw,s
scholarship programme in the Member Statis and in ;il Ailf"i*Ail;;-s,ri";
and Madagalcar met- on 2 and 3 March in Brussels ,o .*.*in. -*i* offi.irl o}-,f"Directorate-General for overseas Development various prolr.-i ,riri"g i; ih. ,.h;i-
arship scheme.
A seminar was arransed at Langenarge-n from 7 to 9 March for Communiry scholar_
ship-holders in the Fef,erat n.pr6tii 
"FG;r;;;y
Symposia
60. Two symposia were,held,-one at Brussels on 20 and 21 March and the other atlViesbaden,'Geimrny, on 13 and l,4M^*;"1%7
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(beneficiary States, countries and territories)
Economic
and smial
prcjects
(in '000 *a.)
\JI
\o
ol
*l
B€ne6clry State,
coutrJr or teritory
Atd
to
pro-
duction
Advmces
topri6
stab-
lllzationfuds
LoaDs oo
specialtem
AAMS
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Congo (Brazzaville)
Congo (Kinshasa)
Ivory Coast
Dahomey
Gabon
Upper Volta
Madagascar
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Chad
Togo
' Total AAMS
O CT ! Oucrseas DePartilents
Netherlauds Antilles
Comoro Islands
French Somaliland
Guadeloupe
Rdunion
New Caledonia
Frencb Polynesia
Surinam
Total OCT and Overseas Departments
Aid not distributed or not broken down
6 149 6 250lt 019 749
0 491
8 168 6 169
35 t74
2 246 34 8r4
6 146 486
t3 074 r t76
33 979 284I 985 4llI 307 I 357I 388 936979 4 448
6 367 I 025
8 662
20 86t L 216
2 066
0 482
3 644
1 666 46L
4 372 372
3 668 t 37I 160
406457 2 26761 8-1965 687 2 
-2 378I l8l 30
16 344 860 66
2 847 1 026
35
2 030 735
r 687 435
21 963 8r722 1068 I850
2 985 990 68991 682
13 616
22 594 6 076
14 680
t3 743
37 898
40 762I 186
2 378
16 460
61 633
t3 899
t2 699l3 089
7 649
29 436
t2 202.
26 rr9
3 739
6 709
790
606
376
8 102
2 395
869
s60
r94 960 L 2t5 65 734 r0 126 67 t65 15 286 4 645 1 850 340 881 6 076
6 714
944
022
376
8 102
2 396
869
r 148
363
3 69r(r) 13 609(3)
2t 169
r7 100
Overall total 16 766 L 2t6 65 734 l0 126 67 165 LS 240 18 054 r 850 379 160 6 076
(r) ThIs refeE to tbo pat of tho two ovtrall uouots (6 million ud 4 Eiuiotr u.a,) whlch have Bot yet ben used by the EDF'S Prilclpal catillng ofEer to 6uue sweys
i.id supervlslou of woik-() TH;scopslsts Eahly of thfle mrall totals all@Jed uder the headhg of scholarships, lp sfllc2-tralnlng, seBitrm ard idomatiotr Pr8rmes, which lt 13 Dot Posiblo to bre*
Aid
to
diversi6catlon
I Loas onGruts I specialI tcrm
Technlcd
aslstu@
lluked
with
inv6t-
EeDt
,3&"fl'31' I :n*
or"iSiroo I -'u'
o\UI
20 806
Second EDF commitnzentr d, 6 March 1967
(Sectors of activity)
(it 'ooo *a.)
Sectors Aj[ou[tg
O. AGRICULTURAL PRICE SUPPORT
1. DEVELOPMENT OF PRODUCTION.
12. Structural improvement of agricul-
tural production
13, Agricultural diversi-fication
I 
-+. N."* agricultural -developments15. Livestock 2,afl fi5hing
16. Development of co-operatives
17. Rural and pastoral water supply
18. Industrial diversification
19. Trade promotion
Total I
2. MODERNIZATION OF ECONOMIC
INFRASTRUCTURE
21. Ports and waterways
22. Roads and bridges
23. Railways
24. Telecommunications
25. Airports
26. Energy
Total 2
3. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
31. Training of senior staff
32. Education
33. Public health
34. Urban water supply
36. Urban drainage and sewerago
36. Electrification
Total 3
4, MISCELLANEOUS
4l . Development programming
42. Information
43.. Emergency aid
Total 4
Totall+2+3+4
S Funds not yet allocated (1)f Agricultural price support
- 
Total commitments
Stabilization of prices of egricultural
products (r)
28 009
30 964
67 gtz
30 007
6 023
2 r39
8 668
8 005
. 266
t6 477
27 668
22 533
10 310
6 766
o
153 884
u 878
95 4r4I 170
4
727
63
L09 246
82 048
2 362
347 640
6 076
44.3
31.4
%.4
r00. 0
I 887
226
250
0.7
3 801
28 009
37e l6b
(r) This refeB to that p{t oI the overall uouts availablo under tho heading of technical aslstuce linked with
invstment ald of general technical co-operatio! (studi6) not yet used by tho EDF's principal certifying ollicer
to finaue iudividual oDeratioB.(t) Pri6 stabilization idvuces ue flmced fronr tb6 liquid assets oI the EDF (Convention, Art, 20) ud theirtotal[ecd lot bo added to that of coElritEents.
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Vl. lnstitutions and organs
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
The Parliament met in plenary session from 13 to 17 March. The President(M. Alain Poher) and the-Vice-Presidents (M. van der Goes van Naters_, M. Battaglia,
M. Vendroux, M. Furler, M. Tfohlfart, M. Berkhouwer, M. Carboni and M. Metzger)
were re-elected by acclamation for the coming parliamentary year.
Debate and resolution on the draft nuclear non'proliferation treaty
A question by M. Edoardo Martino on the consequence-s of the draft non-proliferation
treaty for the powers and attivities of Euratom was followed by a debate in which
the importance- and highly political narure of these problems emerged very cleady.
M. Maitino wondered wfrdthEr technological progress and scientific research in Europe
would not be affected by this treary, ihethir ihe control measures required by the
Treaty of Rome were eflective and'whether th-e control systems_of 
_Euratorn and the
International Atomic Energy Agency could not be linked up. M. Chatenet, President
of the Euratom Commissl6n, iepliid to M. Martino's qu?stion. He reviewed the
problems involved in the cont6xt of the control anil supply ?Sreement between
Euratom and the United States and in that of the Euratom Treaty, emphasizing
that the Communiry as such could not possibly be a party to the non-proliferation
treaty (it being open for signarure by-States'only). Ther-e were three essential
poinis to be coisidired. Firsi of all, there was the ploblem of control. M. Chatenet
ieminded the Parliament that the legal recognition-of Euratom's control system'and
its value and efficacy were contractual elements covered-by the United States/Euratom
Agreement, so there could be no question of any unilateral changes. M. Chatenet
alio mentioned the substantial diffeiences berweeir the control systems laid down by
the IAEA in Vienna and the Communiry: Euratom safeguards were at-tached- mainly to
fissionable materials and were compuisory, while the IAEA's safeguards covered
equipment installations, and 
_ 
even 
- 
investme-nt projects and were to some extent
u6luirtary (though they could be made compulsory for certain countries). M. Chatenet
consider6d'that"some way would have t6 be iound, aPart ffom co'existence pute
and simple, of intermeshiirg the rwo control systems by "superposition, subordination
or joint control".
The second group of problems was economic and industrial. The lresident of the
Euratom Corimiision ionceded the importance of the repercussions of conuol supply
policy and property rights, but he was less forthtight with regard to "certain very
iong-ierm c6nsdqrehces-which had an extremely wide and general bearing on the level
of tEchnology or on indusuial secrets."
Lastly, M. Chatenet referred to "rhe institutional questions, which were indeed more
polirlid in narure", recalling the fact that "one of the essential princiPles of our
^Community 
... was the princlple of non-discrimination". The President of the Eura'
tom Commission remarfed tiat "the draft rreaties... wefe all founded... on a
distinction between two classes of powers" 
- 
a distinction that "cut through the
presenr-day Community". Moreover, the same held- good for potential_ future
hembers bf tte Comniunity. M. Chatenet concluded by stating that the Euratom
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Commission, as soon as it had heard from the United States Governmenr, had notified
the Council and that the Community was now examining the m4tter by its normal
procedures.
M. chatenet was followed by M. Hallstein, President of the EEC commission.
N[. I{allstein first remarked that the Commission, like the Parliament, regretred the
existence of atomic weapons cf mass destruction, endorsed the aim of fitt nuclear
disarmament anC considered thar an undertaking not to disseminate nuclear arms
might be an effecdve instrument of total disarmiment. He wondered whether the
non-proliferation insuument provided in the presenr draft had been given a form
that.would-.be-really effective. \Vas it compaiible with the aims of Eirropean inte-
gration policy> The ultim-ate objective of -European integration was fuii political
union, embracing matters of foreign policy and defence po-iicy. We shodd there-
tore starr from the assumption that- one day some form of unified Europe would be
responsible {or shaping its-own defence policy. And would nor th'is inevirably
include nuclear defence? rvas there any- orginization with a rnandate to commit
the whole of Europe 
- 
and, if so, what orga-nization was it? The American draft
published on 17 Augusr 1965 appeared to have left these questions unanswered.
The question-he was raising, President Hallstein added, conceajed no reproach, nor
was it intended ro casr suspicion on the American draft: it was designed simply
to clarify the problem involved.
Apart from this basic.que-stion, President Hallstein spoke of the danger of destroying
the common market in fissionable materials by re-establishing froitiers within'thE
Community and of terminating Euratom's autonomy in the control of nuclear af.f.airs,
and of the questions of procedure and competence raiied by the draft treary.
In conclusion, referring to-the need for unhampered exploitation of nuclear energy
for scientific and indu-strial purposes, President -Hallstein' drew the attention of tf;L
Padiament to thre-e problemi of economic policy: would the competitive position of
the European- nuclear industry be threarened, would the supply bf nucldar fuel to
Europe be safeguarded for the furue, and would there be anf bbstacles to innovation
or to secrecy in respect of new industrial processes?
President Hallstein tho'rght it essential that these questions should be srudied care-
fully.and-answered-satisfactorily-before final decisions were taken. He urged all the
Member States to adopt a united front on this problem.
M. Copp6, acting President of the ECSC High Authority, also stressed the solidariry
berween the three Communities. Anything that weakened one of them would weaken
the others. He thanked rhe rwo preceding speakgrs for having stressed the impor-
tance of non-Ciscrimination, an aspec withoui which there couE be no Commuiiry.
The debate following these statements brought out two rather different attirudes
towards the problems raised.
M. Mertens, for the Socialists, disagrled with President Hallstein on the extension
of Europeari integration to miliary-and nuclear matters. The socialist group was
in favour of the draft non-proliferation ueaty as a step towards nuclear dislrmament.
But if the..treary was merely to consolida-te'the suprEmacy of, the big powers over
the non-military nuclear powers without affording thim any prorection lgiinrr threars,
pressure or blackmail, thgn the ueary would-have fail-ed in its puipose. Bui
nobody was entitled to attribute such intentions to the sponsors of the ueary.
Furthermore, M. Merten continued, European security was guaranteed by NATO, and
it was within this organization that nucleal questions should-be settled. -"If a common
policy on European defence were ro mean -the dissolution of NATo, I should have
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to oppose such a policy". M. Merten concluded by saying that the draft ueaw
should reflect first and foremost the desire of the p6oplis io. p.".. and that thi's
should prevail over matters of detail.
M. Oele (Netherlands, Socialist), while confining himself to more technical marters,
largely concurred with the chairman of the Socialisf group.
The spokesman for the Christian Democrats, M. Furler, shared President Hallstein's
view that certain elements of.European integration might be endangered by ttredrafiffe.{{. 
. 
However, he refused 
-to envisage ihe possibiiiry that the-consritltion of apolitical communiry or of a federal FuJop. might be prevented because of discri-
mrnatron agatnst 
-b,urop€an countnes in detence matters.
M. schuijt (Netherlan{s, Christian Democrat) ,r.sr.d the need to give absolutepriority. 1o afY real effort that would obviate the danger of prolifera"tion without
Jeopardtztng .tsuratom.
For- the Liberals, .M. Berkhouwer said that, unlike M. chatener, he was sure it was
Yithin Euratom's competence to discuss the draft treaty. He stressed the need for
Y"rjr1 solidarity, of which the draft treary was an 
^ri.ct, and shared the views ofM. Furler and President Hallstein on the ihreat of a -new atomic frontier dividing
Europe into two camps.
In the resolution finally adopted, the Parliament emphasized the importance of the
p-roblems raised where the pofuers, operarion and furthir development 6r tn. Errop.un
Communities were concerntd; it wai in the major interest of'the Member Statds to
demonstrate their solidarity and their firm resolve to ensure that the development of
the industries using nucleai energy for peaceful purposes was nor imperilled.
Debate on the prospects for a conference'of Heads of state or Government and
on scientific research and technological progress
During the same session M. Edoardo Martino, for the Political Committee, presented
a repolt on the ProsPects of a conference of'Heads of Stut. oiCou.r*.it of the
member countries ieing shordy convened and on scientific research and technological
Ptogress. M. Martino. proposed that the Parliament should 6xert the n...ir^rypressure to ensure that 
_the tenth anniversary of the signarure of the Rome Treatiei
should be used by the. Heads of State or douernment as an opportuniry io, irr.in!further steps towards European integration. He asked the Pa-riiament'to re-affirriithe tact that the Communities and their institutions were the only framework that
would mee.t the requirements.imposed not only by the economic ahd political deve-
l_opment of Europe .but also by .its expansion. In this respecrs the irerger of theExecutives. was 
.an important hilestone along the road toi,ards integratfin of ,fr.Communities; the Parliament should press for the Treary of S Apr"il 1965 to be
implemented rapidly.
The Parliamenr, M. Martino continued, should draw the attention of the Heads of
State or Government to the. need for joint pjogrammes to extend the scope of cult rai
co-operation and tech-nological progress. The single Executive should'be given the
task of nrgnqing effective programmes- on-rhis_i-ubiect, in which ott.. i*ope""
countries, the United Kingdom in particular,-should be jnvired to take part. M. Maitino
also hoped.that proceduies indispensable for the full implementatibn of the EEC
Treary would be speeded up 
- 
especially where common- policies were concerned.
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The Vice-President of the Euiatom Commission, M. Carrelli gave an account of the
work of the Inter-Execurive Committee on Research. He said that efforts should be
made to prevenr the technological gap between Furope a-nd the.United States, a_gap
rhat was -particularly manifest-in th1-leading industries, from widening and reaching
orher sectbrs. The Community, in conjunction with Britain, could act as a catalyst
in this field and substantial progress could be made.
ThL representatives of the other two Executives supported M.. Carrelli's views.
M. Maniholt, Vice-President of the EEC Commission, said inter alia that the Rome
meeting strould not simply review ten years of history b-ut should bring about a
genuind resurgence of thelpirit that had created the Treaties of Rome.
M. Copp6, speaking for the ECSC High Authoriry, recalled that- the Treary of Paris
had veiiei iir ttre irign Authoriry poiers in the Tield of scientific and technological
research that the EEdCommissioir iia not have. He hoped that the single Executive
could count on full co-oPeration from the European Parliament.
Address by the President of the Council on the activity of the Councils
M. van Elslande, Belgian Minister of European Affairs and current President of the
Councils, presenied tJ the Parliament the tiaditional annual review of their activities.
Speaking by ,rrn in the four official langua-gu-es,. Ie 
.outlined the salient fearures ofC'o*muiiry aciviry over recenr monrhs in a[ fields, but with p_articular reference to
asriculture. ..onorni. policy. taxation and external relations. M. van Elslande also
rEferred ro rhe probldms bi Eurrtom and scientific and technological research.
In the ensuing debate the various political grouP! expressed their views. 
. 
Speaking
for the Christ'ian Democrars, M. Illerhaus urged the Council to make uP the serious
delay in certain fields (including social policy and transport.policy)-and to speedlp
nes6tiations with non-member lountriel, particularly Ausuia and Yugoslavia. He
e*firessed his satisfaction ar rhe co-ope.aiioi that exiited berween the Parliament and
the Council.
M. Vals, chairman of the Socialist group, drew attention to criticisms that had been
made not only of the Council but also of the Commission,_ which was thought to
show a too ciurious attirude. M. Vals spoke in some detail of the functioning of
the Community's institutions; while not disparaging the efforts of the Committee of
Permanent Representarives in the cause of European_-integration, he noted that its
work often anfrcipated the decisions of the Council. He complained of the Council's
action in cutting- back on the Commission's requests for additional xaf.f-, repeating
the question raised during the budget discussions of November 1966: had the
Countll given the Commission the melns of carrying out its task? 
. 
M. Vals recalled
that he -had already had occasion the year tefore to exPress.his regret 
-that -the
Council, in its decisions on the financing, of the common agricultural policy, had
nor srrengrhened rhe Parliament's powers in budgetary matters. He deplored the delay,s
over Euratom's research Progralnme, energy Pollcy, transPort Pollcy. ancl abov-e aII
social policy. He did nbt overlook the advances made in the adoption of- the
mediuri-terir economic proqramme and the two directives on the introduction of the
value-added tax) Bteat eifoits t ud been made to make the Communiry idea. prevail
over national inte"resrs, which were particularly sensitive in matters of taxation, but
it musr be regretted ihat the Parliirnent's opinion on extending the scope of the
directives to agriculture had not been followed.
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M. Starke spoke briefly for the Liberal group, approving the progress made in
economic policy and tax harmonizarion and hoping that the development of the
Communities would continue rapidly.
Replying to the debate, the President of the Councils, M. van Elslande noted that
there was a cettain uniry of opinion in the Padiament, since the criticisms and
praises of each group had on the whole covered rhe same points; the delays of
which various members had complained were due to urgenr problems that had
exercised the Council in recent months (in particular the Kennedy round).
Other debates held during this session covered economic policy (see Ch. 3, sec. 17),
the association with the African States (Ch. 5, sec. 55), the progress of the Kennedy
round (Ch. 4, sec.46), and world markets in stock-raising products (Ch. 3, sec. 30).
During this session the Parliament adopted resolutions on the following subjects:
a) Tarit'l disarmdTnent 
- 
A resolution expressing its opinion on the first reduction
during the third stage of customs duties between the Member States on certain
products listed in Annex II to the Treary;
b) Frced,om of establishment 
- 
A resolution on the progress of the Commission's
work on the extension of freedom of establishment to activities connected with
health;
c) Approxinution ol legislation 
- 
Two resolutions containing opinions on permit-
ted colouring matters in branded pharmaceuticals and in food for human consumption,
and a resolution on measuring instruments;
d) Comruon agricultural .policy 
- 
Five resolutions on the employment of certain
preserving agents for the surface treatment of citrus fruit and checking the use of
these substances, jams, marmalades and chestnut cream, milk and cream, aid granted
by Luxembourg to beef production, and postlrcnement of the implementation of
trading arrangements for certain agricultural products (under Regulation No. 160/66);
e) Contmon trdwport policy 
- 
A resolution expressing the opinion of the Parlia-
ment on the harmonization of certain social provisions in road transport, and a
resolution on the UNIR plan and the regulation of capaciry in inland water transport;
0 The At'rican attociates 
- 
A resolution on the results of the third meeting of
the Parliamentary conference in Abidjan from 10 to 14 December 1966;
g) Association ol Earopean counlriet with the Community 
- 
A resolution on the
first annual report of the EEC/Turkey Association Council;
h) External rclationt 
- 
Two resolutions on the progress of GAAT negotiations on
world markets in stock-raising products;
i) Bad,get matter 
- 
A resolution on the settlement of the Parliament's account for
1966;
i) A resolution on the prosp€cts for a conference of Heads of State or Government
of the Member States of the Communities, a resolution on procedures for examining
General Reports on rhe activities of the Communities, the composition of Parliamentary
Committeei (amending the Resolution adopted on 2 February 1967) and on the
political and culrural problems involved in the introduction of colour television in the
Communiry.
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THE COUNCIT
210th session
The Council held its 210th session on 7 March 1967 with M. Renaat van Elslande,
Belgian Minister for European Affairs, in the chair.
tt dealt with the following matters:
GATT negotiations
The Council heard an account by the Commission representative of the multilateral
uade negotiations and decided on certain general principles for negotiations od cotton
textiles and jute products as well as other matrers.
External relations
The Council discussed relations with Spain, the Maghreb countries (Morocco, Algeria,
Tunisia) and Yugoslavia (see Ch. IV, secs 48 and 49).
At this session the Council adopted in the Community languages regulations:
a) amending and supplementing Regulations Nos. 3 and 4 on the social securiry of
migrant workers, extending their application to seamen;
b) extending for 1966 the period specified by Article 20(1) of Regulation
No. 17 l64lCEE concerning the European Agricultural Guidance and Guaranree Fund;
c) instiruting a trading system for egg and milk albumen;
d) on the Community tariff quota of 20 000 head of heifers and cows of certain
mountain breeds.
211th session
The Council held its 211th session on 20, 2l and 22 March 1967 with M. Charles
Heger, Belgian Minister of Agriculture, in the chair.
The Council discussed the beef and veal, milk and milk products, and cereals sectors
as well 
.as.the main general problems arising in the ma*et organization regulations
ar the single market stage. An account is given in Chapter lII, sections 18 sqq.).
THE COURT OF JUSTICE
Cases pending
Carc 9/67 (1)-Kurt Colditz v. Caisse d'assurance vieillesse des travailleurs salarids, Paris
On 6 March 7967 the Paris Court of Appeal submitted to the Courr of Justice a
request for a preliminary ruling. This concerned the interpretation of- Council
(t) See official gazecre No. 65, 6 April 1967.
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Regulations Nos. 3 and 4 on the social securiry of migrant workers, specifically
Article 28 of Regulation No. 3 and Article 30 to 36 and 83 of Regulation No. 4.
Carc 10167 (r) 
- 
J.C. Moulijn v. EEC Commission
On 9 March 1967 at appeal was submitted to the Court of Justice under Article 91
of the Communiry Starute of Service from an administrative decision under Arti-
cle 2(4) of Annex 7 to the Statute (assimilation to dependent child).
Judgments
Couolidated. cates 8,9 and 10 and, 11/66 (') 
- 
app.rt, against the Commission's
rulings by Belgian, German and Dutch cement firms.
On 15 March 1967 the Court of Justice gave iudgment on these four consolidated
cases. The Court quashed the Commission'i provisional decision of 14 December 1965
concerning rhe applicarion of Arricle 85(1 and 3) to the Noordwijk (NCA) agree-
ment on cement, concluded in 1956 berween 44 German,28 Belgian and 2 Dutch
firms. In these cases, a group of German, Belgian and Dutch cement firms had
appealed for the reversal of this decision in which the Commission declared that on a
piovisional examination it had arrived ar the conclusion that the conditions for
ipplication of Article 85(1) of the Treaty were fulfilled and that the application of
Article 85(3) to the agreement in question was not justified.
MONETARY COMMITTEE 
.
The Monetary Committee held irs 91st session on 4 March 1967 in Paris with
M. van knnep in the chair.
It adopted the ninth report on its activities and continued with its work on interna-
tional monetary problems.
The alternate members of the Monetary Committee met on 16 March 1967 to
prepare future business for the Monetary Committee relating to international monetary
reform.
ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS
Staff appointments
M. Giovanni Falchi, formerly Assistant Director-General for Emigration in the Italian
Foreign Ministry and Vice-Chairman of the OECD Committee for manpower and
social affairs, has been appointed Chief Executive Assistant to M. Levi-Sandri, Vice-
President of the Commission.
(r) See'official gazette No. 61, 6 ApriL L967.
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On the occasion of rhis appointment, M. Levi-Sandri expressed his gratimde to
M. Lambert, special adviser, for his outstanding services ai acting Chief Executive
Assistant.
Honorary rank conferred
The Commission has conferred the rank of Honorary Director-General on M. Gambelli
and M. Van der Lee, former Directors in the Directorate-General for Overseas
Development, and on M. Sciolla-Lagrange, former consultant in the Legal Service.
In addition, the Commission has conferred the rank of Honorory Head of Division
on M. Ley, former Principal Administrative Officer in the Directorate-General for
Competition.
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VIl. Eu ropean lnvestment Ban k
Loan contracts
Greece
\Within the framework of the co-operation agreed upon with, the Hellenic Industrial
o.u"top..n, Bank (ETBA), the'Etrropean"Investmenr Bank, on 2 March 1967,
conclud'ed with this institution the firsi rwo loan contracts totalling US $800 000,
for the financing of industrial projects.
1. The first project concerns the extension of a factory for.the manufacture of
plywood 
"nd'ueheer, 
belonging to the Soci6td Anonyme Shelman, a Greco-Swiss
wood-processing company. ,
The facrorv. located near Chalkis on the island of Euboia, is of recent construc-
,ior. 
^nJ ttJu..t plywood on the basis of okoumd wood imported from 
Africa'
Its extensidn will enable it, from 1968 onwards, to double this plywood production
bv reachins the fisure of 17 000 cubic metres per year, and furthermore to produce,
il ;;ry lda conaiions, 2 000 cu. m. of uene.i, 5 OOO cu. m. of agglomerated wood
and 6 000 cu. m. of planks.
The factory's output is to contribute towards meeting domestic requirements. After
i;;;t*g;'*;n,, ,i. Soci6t6 Shelman will be able, si-ngle-handed, io supply plywood
amounting to 25 7o of the present Greek consumPtion'
The investments will render possible a considerable annual saving in foreign
exchange. Thev will necessitite the recruitment of nearly 200 people- in the
immedlate vicinifo, of the factory where, despite the recent installation of several
industries, the labour supply is still very ample.
The oroiecr's fixed investmenrs amount to US $1 300 000. The Bank is contributing
ro th;ir financing by a loan of US $600 000.
2. The second project concelns the constructig_lr of a finishing, dyeing_and_printing
workshop in a iotion and rayon weaving mill recently set uP at Kato-Kiphissia
(about 9 miles north of Athens).
The project will be executed by the comPany "Industrie de Tissage de Soie 
-
Frdres Triantopouli".
The.sales prospects.for the fabrics Produced by the SgmPany? which already occupies
an rmDottant posltton on the maiket, are fivourable. The vast majoriry of its
oroduc'tion wili be for the domesric market, although exports are also planned.
'ff," rn"in interest of the project for the Greek econopy lies above all in the utili-
zation of products manufacfrrred in Greece on the basis of cotton of local origin.
The fixed investments for the proiect are evaluated at US $600 000. The Bank
is contributing to their financing by a loan of US $200 000'
These two Ioans, which benefit from the Suarantee of the Greek State, are granted
; ,h. iate of 7 Vo per annum to the" Hellenic Industrial Development Bank
(ETBA).
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Turkey
9X-1?, Yr.l, 1967, the European Investment Bank.concluded with the Repubricof rurkey a loan contract for the consffuction of a coiron spinning mill at Tdpfrpi(a suburb of Istanbul).
The. promoter of the project is one cjf the Ieading Turkish producers of cottonfabrics in.the.private sector, the company Mensucat"santrri t.is-., ortict operatesthree textile factories forming..an. inGgrited whole-(spinning, *..ring,-r1ni;hhd:
The 
-project aims at a rationilization oT manufacturing' pro..ii., *t i.ti'will enafliethe. firm to. produce annually 1 400 tons of coarse yrr"n ?or fabrics with raised nap.hwich are in demand in Turkey, as well as half ihe tonnag. of rin" y;;;i-iitiir now. purchases from outside sources for its weaving mill.
Its execution will make it possible to reduce rhe cosr, thanks to this rarionalization
and the utilizarion of cheap raw material, i.e., cotton waste. Fuithermore, the use
of this waste will release coiton for e*porti and wifl thus have ,- ir*rirb]. f.ii;;;;
on the Turkish balance of payments.
The fixed investments amount to TtL7.6 million (1.95 million units of account).The Bank will conribute to their financing by a loan equivalenr to 0.72 million
units of account.
The contract has been concluded for a term of 30 years, with a 7-year period ofgrace. The rate of interest is 4.57o per annum.
The funds will be relent to the beneficiary under the conditions usually practised
in Turkey for the granting of long-term loans.'
The. European 
^Investme-nt Bank is performing this operation within the frameworkot rts- Specral Sectron, tor rhe accounr of Member States, by virtue of the mandate
they, have confered.upon it with a view ro the applicaiioi of the Financial pro-
tocol appended to the Association Agreement betwe6n the European Economic Com_
muniry and Turkey.
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The Euiopean Communities (European Economic Communiry, European Coal and
Steel Cornmuniry, European Atomic Energy Community) are taking part in the
International and Universal Exhibition in Montreal, which will be held from 27 April
to 27 October 1967. The European Communities' pavilion'has been constructed
of steel as a reminder of the first Community, the Coal and Steel Community, whichin 1951 opened the way for the Common Market. The pavilion is on the Ile
Notre-Dame (most of the exhibition is on two artificial islands in the St. Lawrence
river) and has an exhibition surface of about 1 200 sq.m. spread over two levels,
the ground floor area being 850 sq.m. and the maximim height 16 metres.
('
(
I
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M iscellaneous
Visit of Irish Minister for Labour
On 9 March 1967 Dr Hillery, Irish Minister of Labour, accompanied by senior
officials of his Ministry and of the Ministry for External Affairs, visited the Com-
mission. Mr Sean Mbrrissey, head of the'Irish Mission to the Communities, was
also present at the meeting. The Irish delegation was received by the Vice-
President, M. Levi-Sandri.
Exchanges of views were held on problems such as the free movement of workers,
equal pay and the functioning of the European Social Fund.
Negotiations with Cameroon
Negotiations on the terms of the loan granted by the European Economic Com-
munity for the planting of 4 380 hectares of oil palms in Cameroon opened on
19 March 1967 and were attended by M. Masuke, Minister of the Cameroon Plan,
M. Mukete, Director-General of CAMDEV, representatives of the EEC.Commission
and the European Investment Bank, and ITorld Bank observers.
Participation of the European Communities in the 1967 Universal Exhibition
in Montreal
The Commissioner-Geniral of the European Communities' Pavilion is Dr Gerhard
Ritter, formerly a director of the Euratom research centre at Karlsruhe, Germany,
and later of the research centre at Ispra, Italy.
The main themes in the pavilion will be the steps so far taken towards European
unification, the Community institutions and their principle activities, and the influence
of European civilization in the world in retrospect. The pavilion also illustrates
the progress of the EEC economy and the volume of its trade with the rest of
the world.
There will be a bookshop offering a wide choice of works on European integra-
tion and a discotheque where some of the best recordings of music composed in
the old world will be available to music lovers.
September 10 in Montreal will be "Europe Day", devoted to the theme of Euto-
Pean rntegratlon.
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Symposium on consumer information
On 6 and 7 March 1967 the Consumers' Contact Committee of the EEC organized
in Brussels a symposium which was attended by the representatives of the five
EEC member organizations.
This symposium, which was on the theme of consumer information, was reported
in detail and was the subject of lengthy debates at the conclusion of which the Contact
Committee adopted a resolution.
The Contact Committee decided to place the subject permanently on its agenda.
It also requested the Commission to take up the problem and to set up forthwith
an official working group to study the Communiry's role in consumer information
and to decide rhe means ro be applied in the medium,term.
Symposium on the external relations of the European Communities
On 9 June 1967 the Belgian association for European Law held a symposium on
the external relations of the European Communities.
The Association, which was founded in 1959, forms the Belgian secrion of the
International Federation for European Law. Its membership includes personalities
from the universities, the legal profession, the civil service and the business world.It has organized a number of events nationally and on the European scale, in par- '\
ticular the first colloquium of the International Federation for European Law, which
took place in Brussels in 196I. \At the symposium on 9 June 1967, the discussions will be introduced by three l
rapporteurs:
i) M. Jean Rey, a member of the Commission and professor at the Institute of
European Studies of Brussels Universiry, will speak on the legal principles of the..1
external relations of the European Communities. \
ii) M. Daniel Vignes, legal adviser to the Councils of the European Communities
and lecturer at the Institute of European Studies of Brussels Universiry, will examine
relations between the European Communities and the developing counrries. i .
iii) M. Louis C. Ameye, a member of the Economic and Social Committe of the )
Communities and chairman of the Federation of Glass Industries in Brussels, will Ideal with relations berween the Cornmunities and the European Free Trade Asso-
ciation.
Information on the symposium can be obtained from the secretariat of the Asso-
ciation, Groot Begijnhof 17, Louvain.
Symposium on the economic aspects of freedom of .stablishment and freedom
to supply services
The University of Nancy (Faculry of Law and Economics) will be holding a sym-
posium on 9 and 10 June L967 on the economic aspects of freedom of ismblish-
ment and freedom to supply services.
In connection with this symposium, on 6 March 1967 M. Colonna di Paliano,
member of the Commission with special responsibility for the internal marker,
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received Professor Houssiaux, the organizer of the symposium, together with Proi'
essor Braess (Cologne), Professor Deneffe (Louvain). Dr Kraft (Munich) and
M. Millot (Paris) who had already been invited to present reports on the economic
effects of these freedoms in general or in particular fields such as insurance, the
distributive trades and certain liberal professions.
As the Commission has already submitted to the Council numerous proposals for
directives to introduce freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services,
sevenreen of which are in force in the Member States, it is keenly interested in
these studies to be undertaken by the University of Nancy.
It is expected that the symposium will be attended by about 150 people, who will
come mainly from universilies (economics and law) and from Community circles
(various insiitutions and organs, national experts, the press and professional groups).
/
t
i
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Y
. ANNEX
RESOLUTIONS OF THE EUROPEAN PARTIAMENT
(March t967)
Resolution embodying the opinion of the European parriament on the
EEC Commission's proposal to the Council for a directive on the approximation
of the legislation of Member States concerning permitted colouring matters
in branded pharmaceuticals (r)
The Earopean Pa.rliament,
I...l
1, lVelcomu the submission of this proposalfor a directive, which is a further - steo
towards the elaboration of Eurooean leeisli-
tion on pharmaceutical productsi
2. Strettet 
-that,- in the choice of colouring
matters to be added to pharmaceutical pro-
ducts, Sonsiderations of- health proteciion
must take precedence ovet' economic- interests;
3. Urget that the only colourins rnatters
that should be authoriied for addition to
pharmaceutical products should be those that
are proved to be innocuou5 
- 
sysn in thg
long term 
- 
and whose use meets a real
need on the part of patients;
4. Urget that use of all the colouring mat-
ters listed in Annex II to the proposed direc-
tive be prohibited as soon as the directive
enters into force, as not enough is known
about their long-term effects on the human
_system;
t. Reqrctts the EEC Commission to find
out whether and to what extent it is essentialin the interests of the patient that the colour-
ing matters listed in Anoex I to the proposeddirective be used in pharmaceutical lroducts,
and to strike off thii list anv colourins matl
ters that do not fulfil this cbndition; -
6. Reiterutes its request to the EEC Com-
m-ission to take advantage of the progress
of science in order to r'educe progiess"ively
the number of colouring matters adihorized;
7. 4pproau rhe,general and specific puriry
standards fixed by the EEC Commiision,
provided that the possibiliry of control ij
assured and that the-directivi which the EEC
Commission is to adopt with regard to the
methods of analysis eisential for- control of
these purity standards enters into force at
the same time as the direaive under reference;
8. Hopet that the EEC Commission will
examine forthwith the problems involved in
extending this directive to veterinary medi-
cine, and that it will as soon as possible
submit a proposal for a directive concerninethe colouring rnatrers to be added to thE
pharmaceurical products used in veterinary
medicine;
9. Approuet the proposed directive submit-
ted by rhe EEC Commission, subiect to the
amendments and additions that it has
requested in order that the health of the
population may be more effectively protected;
t...1
(l) Se€ offidial Sezctte No. r7, 28 Jenu8ry 1967,
\
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Resolution embodying the opinion of the European Parliament on the
EEC Commission's proposals to the Council for directives on the approximation
. of the legislation of Member States concerning:
a) measuring instruments in general,
b ) clinical maximum mercury-i n-glas thermometers,
c) 5kg to 50 kg block weights in the medium limit of error category,
d) 1 St to 10 kg cylindrical weights in the medium limit of error category. (')
The Euopean Parliament,
t...1
7. Noter that, where approximation of the
laws, regulations and administrative practices
of the Member States is concerned, the pro-
oosals submitted to it constitute a limited.but concrete measure in pursuance of
Article 100 of the EEC Treaty;
2. Hoper nevertheless that, in the very near
future, the institurions responsible for the
practical application of Article 100 of the
EEC Treaty, i.e. the Parliament, the Commis-
sion, and, if possible, the Council, will
togerher draw up a rational programme for
the application of this Arricle so that the
esrablishment and development of the com-
mon market may really be facilitated in these
essenrial fields;
1. Contiden it desirable to introduce a direc-
rive providing for periodical checks, which
would indicate the methods to be used and
the categories of instruments to be checked;
4. Approuet the proposed directives submit-
ted to it, subject to these observations, since
they constitute an advance towards the har-
monization of laws and regulations;
1...t
Gffi"i"l gazettc No. r82, 12 octobcr t966.
Resolution on the economic situation in the Community in 1!66
and the outlook for 1967
The Earopean Parlianent,
I...1
l. Approret in broad outline the views
expresied in the report presented by the
EEC Commission;
2. Contidert that a return to balanced
growth will have to be encouraged by the
application of a harmonious set of measures,
thC aim of which would not only be to
check the rise in costs and prices but also
to increase productive investment, stimulate
employment and lower interest rates on the
capital market;
). Nalar with satisfaction that the Com-.
munitv institutions have succeeded in har-
monizing the Member States' short-term
economic policies to some extent;
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4. lt ol the opinion that the Community
procedures for decision-making in the field
of short-term economic policy should be
speeded up, and considers it desirable that
the Council should meet more often to discuss
rhe cconomic situation;
5. Acb,nowledget that the Council's iecom-
mendation of 22 December 1966 concerning
the main lines of short-term economic policy
Ior 1967 contains a number of useful sugges-
tions, but expresses the hope that future
recommendations will be even more concrete
'and will deal with all the important problems
of short-term economic policy;
6. Recalh thar, as a result of the growing
interpenetration of the Member States' econo-
mies, use of the instruments of short-term
economic policy at the national level has lost
some of its effectiveness and, furthermore,
8l
I
rhar the national short-term economic oolicv
pursucd by one Member. State increaiingli
tends to havc repercussions on economic
activiry in the other Member States;
7. Consid.ers that, in order to ensure rhat
the national governments do not lose the
means ro intervene effectively without any
corresponding increase being made in the
powers of rhe Communiiy institutions, meas-
ures should be worked out to facilitate a
smooth transition from the present system
towards one thar would involve close co-
ordination and take account of the interests
of the Community as a whole;
t...l
Resolution on problems relating to the organization of world markets
in milk, milk products, beef and veal
The Etropean Parliament,
t...1
1..- Apprues the obiecrs of the Community's
offer to conclude, in the course of the
Kennedy round negoriations, "general arran-
gements" for milk, milk products, beef and
veal, with a view to srabilizing the marketsin these products and placing them on a
sound footing in the long term;
2. Recalh once again thar long-terme reor-
ganization of world agricukural markets
cannot be achieved unless the importing and
exporting countries are willing to adapC their
national 
.policies ro a common international
orSanlzatlon;
3. Streuet that the Kennedy round negoria-
tions provide an opportuniry to control trends
on the world agriculrural markers, for each
Contracting Party is required ro assume equal,
or at leasr equivalent, obligations for each
product, in both the industiial and agricul-
tural sectors;
I...1
6. Sapportr the general tendency shown in
the Community's offers for milk, milk pro-
ducts, beef and veal, which consist in formul-
ating these world agreemenrs rnore f lexibly(than the agreemenrs on cereals, for example)
as regards essential machinery and reciprocal
commitmenrs, in view of the fact that little
experience of organized international co-oper-
ation has yet been gained in rhese fields;
7. lt of the opinion that the following
cri-reria must prevail in fixing international
reference prices:
i) the level of these prices must ensure
throughout the world 
- 
without price sub-
sidies to producers 
- 
an adequaie income "-..
forthemoreefficientdairyandiattlefarmers
whose ourput iq needed ro meet demand, andit must help to balance supply and demand
on these marke:s in rhe long term; )..
ii) the international reference prices must l
reflect a relationship between the price of
milk and rhe price of beef which, in view
of the deficir in the beef and veal sector.
stimulates producrion of the latter; -{
iii) the international reference prices for
milk products must correspond to a supply
and demand situation that-reflects an aooro-
priate relationship between the commir'cial \
use of milk fats and that of rnilk albumen;
ir) the international reference prices should
take due accounr of rhe sperial importance
that differences of quality (especially where
meat is concerned) and of taste (esxcially
where butter is concerned) have on thesL
particular markets;
8. Pointt ottt that the presenr agreements,
which are based on quoras, will no longer
have_ any justificarion once a world agreemenr
has been concluded;
t' "l /
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Resolution embodying the opinion of the European Parliament on the
EEC Commission's proposal to the Council concerning the use of certain
preserving agents for the surface treatment of citrus fruits and.official controls
to detect and identify preserving agents in and on citrus fruits (')
I
The Euopean Parliament,
t...1
7. Hu tahen iote that after studies carried
out in collaboration with experts from the
Member States and in the light of scientific
research, the EEC Commission has established
that the use of diphenyl, orthophenylphenol
or orthophenylphenate of sodium to preserve
citrus f ruits involves no danger to health
provided that a certain maximum dose is not
exceeded;
2. Stretter that over a fair|y long period
of the year the markets cannot be supplied
at reasonable prices if the use of preserving
aeents for thL surface tteatrnent of citrus
fr"uits is generally prohibited;
3. Norer with satisfaction that, in the Com-
mission's proposal for a directive, stamping
The EuroPean Parliament,
a) Being convinced, as it has stated on
manv occasions. that a successful outcome to
the kennedv iound nesotiations at GATT
is particularly important- for the solution of
certain world economic problems;
b) Recalling that it has constantly empha'
sized the eommunity's responsibility for
achieving such an outcome, and that it has
requested the institutions responsible for the
Cohmunity's attitude in the negotiations, i.e.
the Couniils and the Executives, to do
cverything necessary to ensure thar the Com-
munity's contribution is a positive one;
l. Ha tahen note with satisfaction of the
EEC Commission's reply to oral question
No. 1/67, to the effect that the negotiations
are progressing satisfactorily 
- 
having regard
to the complexity of the problems to be
solved 
- "ird thit the EEC Commission 
is
is made compulsory for all Community
countries in oider to satisfy any need for
information felt by a small number of
interested persons;
4. Has taken note of the fact that the EEC
Commission has worked out, in collaboration
wirh experrs from the Member States, a
method 'of analysis by which it will be
possible to check with sufficient accuracy
ihat the maximum residue has not been
exceeded;
,. Approuet, for these teasons, the proposed
directivL submitted by the EEC Commission;
1...1
(l) See official gazette No. 5r, 20 Merch 1967.
Resolution on the progress of the negotiations in GATT
convinced it has adequate powers to be able
to make its conrributiori towards a favourable
ou:come of the negotiations, including the
forthcoming final phase of the latter;
2. Contirmt its previous statements with
regard io the importance of the Kennedy
round negotiarions;'
3. Exfretset its gratitude to the Commission
for thC work it has done so far, and hopes
that, in rhe subsequent course of the negotia'
tions, it. will make full use of all the
opporiunities ir is given so that the outcome
of ihe negotiations may be a satisfactory one;
4.' It ol tbe opinion that it is necessary, if
possible during the Kennedy round negotia-
iions and, failing that, as rapidly as possible
in other inrernational negotiations, to demon-
s.rate that the Community is fully prepared
to take part in the elaboration of measures
to solve world' food problems.
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
rtems concerning the activities of the European Economic Community published
in the official gazette of the European communities between lg March and
17 April 1967
THE PARLIAMENT
'S7ritten questions and replies
No 129 de MM. Berkhouwer er Baas i la Commission de la CEE Obiet:
Exporrations fictivcs d'alimenrs pour betail au priiudice de Fonds cornriru-
nautaires 
. 
(No. 129 by M. Berkhouwer and M. Sias to the EEC Commii-
sion: Fictitious exports of feeding-sruffs to the detriment of Community
funds)
No 132 de M. Pedini i la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Fraudes
iventuelles au ddtrimenr du FEOGA (No. 132 bv M. pedini'io tne EftCommission: Possibility of fraudulent claims on the EAGGF)
N: t16 de. M..Arm.enga-ud au Conseil de la CEE. Obiet: prise en consi-d6ration des int6r€ts des EAMA dans la ddfinition de la oolitioue
commune concernanr les matidres grasses (No. 136 bv M. Arinenpa dto the EEC Council: Consid.er-ation of AASNI intereits i,i for-ut"tinfiti
common policy for oils and fars)
No 139 de.M. Vredeling i la Commission de la CEE, Objet: discus-
sions sur les problimes mon6taires inrernationaux (No. l39 hvM. Vredeling. to 
.the EEC Commission: Discussions of in,.rn-riion"i
monerary problems)
No 141 de M. Kriedmann i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Instau-
ration d-e-prix minima pour les pommes de terre harives d-aniia-[6ou-blique fed6rale d'Allemigne (N;. 141 by M. Kriedman;-i; ihi iit
Corirmission : Institution 5r 
-ini-u-- f ri..i f.i ;;-;;;;, -il'b"ril1lyl
No 
.142 de M. Vredeling i l, Cornrnirsion de la CEE. Obiet: Limitation
1e la capacit6_ des minoteries (No. 142 by M. Vredeling to the EECCommission: Limitation of flour. milling caiacity)
No 149 de M. Armengaud ir la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Rdpimed-rmporration i la R6union de viande bovine en provenance de'Madag"ascar(No-tJ9.bf M, Armengaud to.the EEC Comm'ission' ,yrt.. ;al;p";;;into Riunion of beef and veal from Madagascar)
ry".,l 18, de M. Deringer i_ Ia.Commission de la CEE. Objet: Mesuresd'elter equivalant ) des droits de douane er i des restrictions quantitativii(rdponse. com-o-l6mentaire) 
. 
(No. ilS- bv trt. Oerlniii- il ;'l;;-Eit
!9..-;s191,' -i![easures equivalenr in effect'to cusrorns aiti., 
"nJ qu*itatrve restrlctlons)
No l4J de M. Pedini i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Rigime sani_taire des importations de viande bovine en provenance t.i r,r'" 
"tto.litd'Afrique. et de Madagascar- (No. 
-143 by trl. neaini to ,f,J ffe- Cornrnlr-siin: Sanitary regulations for beef and veal imports frorn TaSMj ---"-
No 14, de M. Drcischer I la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Encourape-
m.er-rt de. l'6tude des lqgues dans les 6tablissements d'enreiene;eni"o:r-.
adulres des Etats membres (No. 145 by M. Drrischer to rhetEC Commis_.
sion: En-couragement of language studies in adult educarLn-;;bii;il-
ments of rhe Member States)
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No 147 de M. Armengaud ir Ia Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Contin-
gents tarifaires i droit nul pour les bananes octroyds i la'ripublique
fdd6rale d'Allemagne (No. 147 by M. Armengaud tb the EEC Comniis-
sion: Duty-lree quotas for baoanas granted to Germany)
No 148 de M. Armengaud )r la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Rdgime
d'importation applicable aux ananas frais en provenance dei Etats afri-
cains et malgache associ6s (No. 148 by M.- Armengaud to the EEC
Commissiin: Import system applicable to Iresh pineapples from AASM)
No 151 de M. Vredeling )r la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Situation
des travailleurs rurcs dans les pays de la Communaut6 (Nb. 151 bv
M. Vredeling to the EEC Commiision: Situation of Turkish workers in
Community countries)
No 146 de M. Burgbacher i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: violationsdu principe de l'6galiti de traitement pr6vue par le Trait6 de la CEE dans
la fourniure de gaz naturel hollandais (No. 146 by M. Burgbacher to
the EEC Commission: Violations of the principe of equality oFtreatment
stipulated by the EEC Treaty in the sup'ply of Dutch'natuial gas)
No lr2 de M. Derioger ) la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Contraa
de licence en France (No. 152 by M, Deringer ro the EEC Commission:
Licensing agreements in France)
No 
_160.de M. Deringer i la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Redevance
appliqu6e par la France aux op6rations faisant l'objet d'uhe d6claration
en douane (No. 160 by M. Deringer to the EEC Commission: Dues
payable in France on tratrsactions requiring customs declaration)
No 161 de M. Pedini i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Non-respea
de clauses contractuelles er ddpassement de prix au cours de l'exdcution
des travaux financ6s par le FED (No. 161 by M. Pedini to the EEC
Commission: Non-compliance with contract clauses and erceediog of
prices in exeortion of work financed by the EDF)
No i3 de M. Deringer i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Programmeginiral pour le rapprochement des ligislations (No. 53 by M. Deringer
to the EEC Commission: General programme for the approximation of
legislation)
No 1r3 de M. Lenz i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: R6elementation
communautaire sur l'emploi de matiires colorantes dans les denrees alimen-
taires (No. 1)3 by M. Lenz to rhe EEC Commission: Community
regulations on the use of colouring matters in foodstuffs)
COLINCIL AND COMMISSION
Regulations
Rdglement rP 52/67/CEE de la Comrnission, du 17 mars 1967 reLaril
aux demandes de remboursement au titre du FEOGA 
- 
5s6sien garantie(Commission Regulation No.52/67/CEE of 17 March 1967 on appli-
cations for refunds under the EAGGF guarantee section)
Rdglement no i3/67 /CEE du Conseil, du 21 mars 1967, prorogeant le
rdglement n'Lll/66/CEE autorisant la Rdpublique frangaise, le ioyaume
de Belgique et la r6publique fid6rale d'Allemagne i prendre des mesures
spdciales d'intervention dans le secteur de la viande bovinc (Council
Regulation No 53/67/CEE of 2l March 1967 extending Regulation
No. 111/66/CEE authorizing France, Belgium and Germany to take
special market intervention rtreasures in the beef and veal sector)
5 - 1957
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Riglement n' Sl/er./Cfi du Conseil, du 21 mars 1967, modifiant le
riglemenr ao 14/64/CEE en ce qui concerne l'aide accord6l par le grand
duch6 de Luxembourg dans le serreur de la viande bovine (Cduncil
Regulatio-n 
.No. )4/67/CEE of 2l March 1967 amcnding RegulationNo. l4l.64lCEf in respect of aid granted by Luxembourg-in tle beef
and veal sector)
Rlglement n" )1/67/CEE du Conseil, du 2l mars 1967, rclatif d la
ditermination du montant des aides accord6es pour le srockage priv6 debeurre (Council 
.Regulation No. fi/67/CEE af 2l Marcn t"967 fixing
rhe amounts of aid towards private storage of burrer)
Rdglem.ent no 56/67 /CEE du Conseil, du 2l 
-mars 1967,lixant le montant
No. 55,
No. 55,
23.3.67
2).1.67
des pr6ldvemenrs envers les pays tieri pour le porc, la-viande de porc et
les produits I base de viande de porc, pour les importations effeccu6es
o e e t rs I  tande r
durant le deuxilme trimestre 1967 (Couhcil Regulation No. 56167/CEE67 - 
of 21 
.March 1967 fixio9, the amount of levies"charged to non-mimber
countries on pigs_, pigmeat and pigmeat products, for imports during the
second quarter of 1967)
Riglement no )7/67|CEE du Conseil, du 2l mars 1967, prorogeant le
r6gime special-relatif au calcul du pr6ldvement de certains laits en-poudre,
des fromages fondus er des laia speciaux dits c pour nourisoos r. or6vupar les rEglernents no ll3/66/CEE et no 226/66/CEE, et rnodfiantl'article le'du rEglement no 113/66/CEE (Council Resulation
No.57/67/CEE of 2l March 1967 extending the special rules foicalcul-
ating the levy on cerrain milk powders, processed cheeses and special
milks for infant feeding, stipulated in Regulations No. 1l)/66/CEE and
No. 226/66/CEE, and amending Article I of Regulation No. 113/66ICEE)
Rdglernent no 58/67./CEE de la Commission, du 22 marc 1967, adaptatrc
er fixant les prix d'6cluse pour les porcs, la viande de porc et les produirsi base de viande de porc pour les imporrations effecmees durant le
deuxidme trimestre 1967 (Commission- Regulation No. J8I67/CEE
of.22 March 1967 adjusting and fixing the slujcegate prices for.pigs,
nigm-egt and pigmeat products, for imports during the -second quirtei
of 1967)
Rdglement no 59/67 ICEE de la Commissioa du 22 marc 1967 fixant les
montanrs suppl6mentaires pour certaines parties de volailles (Commission
Regulation No. )9/67/CEE of 22 March 1967 fixing the supplementary
arnounts for certain parts of table birds)
Rdglement no 6O/67/CEE de la Commission, du 22 mars 1967, modi-fiant le montant suppl6menraire pour les jaunes d'ceufs Iiquides ou
congel6s (Commission Regulation No. 60/67 /CEE of 22 Mirch 1967
modifying the supplementary ,rmount for liquid or frozen egg yolks)
Riglement no 6|/67/CEE du Conseil, du 21 rnars 1967, modifiant le
riglement no 160/66/CEE par le report de la date de mise en applicationdu rdgime 
_ 
d'6changes er par I'abrogation de l'arricle 2 du iEglement
n' 167 /64/CEE (Council Regulation No. 6l/67 /CEE ot 2l MaE;h 1967
amending Regulation No. 160/66/CEE by putting back the date for
implementation of ttrg. trading system and rescinding Article 2 ofRegulation No 167 / 64 / CEE)
Riglement f 
.62/67/CEE du Conseil, d_u 2l mars 1967, porrant nouvelleprorogation du rlglement no 110/66/CEE autorisaot- la R6publique
italiehne ir suspendre toralemenr les droits de douane et les prdlivements
applicables 4ux importations, en provenance des pays tiers, d'animaux
vivants de l'esplce bovine, des espEces domestiquCs,'autres, d'un poids
unitaire n'exc6dant pas 300 kilogrammes, de la position ex 01.02 A II
lCouncil Regulation No. 62/67/CEE of 2l March 1967 aqain extendine
Regulation No. ll0/66/CEE authorizing Italy to suspentr all customi
duties and levies on imporrs of live cattle of unit weicht not exceedins
300 kg, tariff heading ei Ot.OZ A II originating in nonlmember countriei)
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Riglement f 61/67/CEE du Conseil, du 21 mars 1967, concernant les
mesures ) appliquer en matilre de prix d'orientation daos le secteur de
la viande bovin-e pour la campagnl de commerciaLisation 1967/1968(Council Regulation No. 63/67/CEE of 2L March 7967 on guide prices
for betf asd veal in the 1967-68 marketing year)
Riglement no 64/67/CEE de la Commission, du 22 marc 1967, rclarif
aui modalit6s d'application du rBglement no 48/67 /CEE du Conseil, du7 mars L967 poitaat l'instauraiion d'un r6gime commun d'6changepour l'ovoalbumine et la lactoalbumine (Commission Regulation
No. 64/67/CEE of. 22 March 1967 concerning the implementation of
Council Regulation No. 48/67 ICEE of. 7 March 1967 instituting a
common trading system for egg albumen and milk albumen)
Rlglement rf 6/67/CEE de la Commission, du 22 mars 1967, lixant
les montants des impositions i I'importation et les prix d'6cluse pour
certaines albumines ' (Commission ' Regulation No. 61/67 /CEB of
22 March 1967 fixing, the charges on imports and the sluice-gate prices
for certain a[!rrmsq5)
Rlglement no 66/67/CEE de la'Commission, du 23 mars 1967, modifiaot
le inontant suppl6mentaire pout les eufs en coquille de volaille de
basse-cour (Commission Reiulation No. 66/67/CEE of 2) March 1967
modifying the supplementary amount for poultry eggs in shell)
Riglement n" 67 /67 /CEE de la Commission, dt 22 mars 1967, concernant
I'aiplication de 'l'article 85, paragraphe 3, du Traitd ir 
-des- cat6gories-
d'aciords d'exclusivitd (Commisiion Regulation No. 67 /67 /CEE of
22 March 1967 concerning the application of article 8r(3) of the Treaty
to classes of exclusive agreement)
Rlglement n'68/67/CEE du Conseil, du22 mats 1967, concernant les
meirres i appliquer'en matiire de prix dans le secteur du lait et des
produits laitieis pour la casnpagne iaitiEre L967/1968 et modifiant le
ilelement f 215/66/CEE relalif au r6gime applicable aux aliments
co-moosds i base de oroduits laitiers et au lait en poudre destin6s i l'alimen'
tation du Mtail iCouncil Resulation No. 68/67 ICEE of 22 March
1967 concerning prices in the milk and milk products sector for the
marketing year-1961 /68 and amending Regulation No. 2b-/66/C\E
on the lriangementi applicable to compound animal fecding-sruffs
with a basis of milk powder and other milk products)
Rlelement a'69/67/CEE de la Commission, du 29 mats 1967, fixant
Ie ioefficient d'6quivalence entre la qualit6 de riz R.B. 265 et les standards
de oualit6 pour l6squels sont fix6s le prix de seuil et le prix d'interveotion(Co'mmissi-on Resilation No. 69/67/CEE of 29.March 7967 tixing
the coefficient oiequivalence between the R.B. 26) grade of rice and
the quality standards for which the threshold price and intervention
price are fixed)
Rlglement n'70/67/CEE de la CommisgioLr d.g 3.0 mars 1967, por.tant
fixltion des pr6ldvements dans Ie secteur de l'huile d'olive (Commission
Regulation No. 70/67/CEE of 30 March 1967 fixing levies in the olive-
H'#l n 7r/67/c!Edu cinseil, du 7 avril 1967, modifiant le
rEe'[ement no 68/67/CEE en ce qui concerne les mesures i appliquer par
la-France et par'l'Italie en matia;e de prix da-ns le secteur du lait et des
oroduits laitiirs pour la campagne LatiEre 1967 /L968 (Council Regula-iion No. 7l/67 /CEE oi 1 April 1967 amending 
-Regulation
No.68/67/CEE in'respect of French-and Italian prices for milk and milk
products in 1967168 marketing year)
Rdelemeot no 72/67/CEE de la Commission, du 10 ivril 1967, portant
orJropation du rielement no 116/6/CEE concernant la duree de validit6
ho *"ont*t de 'ia restitution appiicable dans des cas particuliers i
l'exoortation de certains produits laitiers conserv6s vers Ies pays tiers
(Coinmission Regulation No. 72/67 lCEE of 10 April 1967 extending
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Re-gulation No. 116/65/CEE concerning the period of validity of the
refund applicable in particular cases to elports of certain preseri,ed mil[products to non-member countrics)
Riglement. no 73-/67/CEE de la Commission, du 12 avill 1967, fixantles coefficicnts forfaitaires applicables ) ceitains produits du 'secteur
de la viande de volaille pour li-calcul des resritutionj i l'exportation versles pays riers pour la p6riode du lu. iuillet 1964 at 3b iuin 196,(Commission Regulation No. 7)/67 /CEE of 12 Aoril 1967 'fixine the
r,rs.llrd coefficients- applicable to certain poultrymiat products foi the
calculation of refunds on exp-orts to non-mehber tountriis for the period1 July 1964 to 30 June 1965)
Rlglement no 74/67/CEE de la Commissioir, ju 13 avril 1967, portant
fixation des pr6lBvements_ dans le secteur de l'huile d'olive (Comriis-
sion Regulation No.74/67 ICEE of 13 April 1967 fixing ievies in the
olive.oil sector)
THE COUNCIL
Information
Remplacement C'un membre du CES (Replacement of a member of the
Economic and Social Committee)
R6solution du 21 mars 1967 des reprdsentants des gouvernements des
Etats membres de la CEE r6unis au iein du Conseil ioncernant Ie orix
d'intervention dqs ergr bovins poirr la campagne 1967/1968 (Resoluiion
of 21 March 1967 taken by the representatives of rhe Governments of the
EEC. Memhsr 
.State_s, _meeiing in ihe Council, on the intervention pricefor fat cattle in 1967 I 68 marketing year)
Consultation et avis du Comitd 6conomique et social au suiet d'uneproposition de direaive du ConseiI relarivs ]r I'emploi de certaihs agents
conservareurs pour le traitement en surface des ierumes ainsi orf'aux
mesures de contr6le pour la recherche er l'ideniification des iienti
conservareurs dans et sur les agrumes (Reference to the Economic-and
Social Committee of a propoial for a Council directive on the use
of certain preservatives for the surface treatment of citrus fruit and rhe
control measures for detecting and identifying preservatives in and on
citrus fruit)
Consultation et avis du Co-mit6 6conomique et social au suiet d'un projet
de directive portant modification de la directive du Constil relati've 'au
rapprochement des r6glementations des Etats membres concernant les
matidres colorantes pouvant 6tre employees dans les denrdes destiniesi l'alimentation humaine (Reference-to-the Economic and Social Comii-
tee of a drafr directive amending. the Council directive in the approxi-
mation of the regulations of Member States concerning permitted c6lour-ing marters in food for human consumption)
Consultation et avis du Comit6 6conomique et social au suiet d'une oropo-
sition de riglement du 
-9onseil relarif- i l'application ies r6ginies'de
securitd sociale aux travailleurs.salariis et i leui famille qui se i6pl"cerrii l'int6rieur de la Communautd (Reference ro rhe Econ6mic a"a'Soci;iCommittee of a. proposal for a Council regulation concerning ihi
application of social security schemes to paid w-orkers and their fainilies
moving within the Community)
Consultation et avis du Com.it6 dconomique et social au sujet d,uneproposition d'un rdglemenr du Conseil cbncernant la suoorission Je
discriminations en matiire de prix et conditions dans Ie ilbmaine diitransports (Reference to the Eionomic and Social Committee of a oio-posal for a Council regulation on the elimination of discriminatiori in
transport rates and conditions)
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Consultation et avis du Comit6 6conomique et social au sulet d'une
proposition de directive du Conseil pour la communication )t la Commis-
sion des donnies statistiques aff6rentes aux mouvements de capitaux i
desrination et en provenance des pays tiers, et au sujet d'une recomman-
dation de la Commission en vue d'une d6cision du Conseil relative i
l'organisation de consultations au sein de la Communaut6 sur les politiques
nationales en matilre de mouvements de capitaux en provenance des
pays tiers (Reference to the Economic and Social Committee of a pro-
posal for a Council directive concerning the communication to the Com-
mission of statistics on movemenr of capital to and from non-member
countries, and of a Commission recommendation for a Council decision
concerning the organization of consultation within the Community on
national policies regarding movements of capital from non-member
countries)
Remplacement d'un membre suppliant du Comit6 consultatif pour_ la
libre-circulation des travailleurs (Replacement of an alternate member
of the Advisory Committee for the Frie Movement of l,)Torkers)
Composition du Comit6 du FSE (pour la p6riode du 19 dicembre 1966
au [8 d6cembre 1968) (Composition of the Euratom Social Fund
Committee for the period 19 December L966 to 18 December 1968)
Premidre'directive du Conseil du 11 avril 1967 en matidre d'harmoni-
sation des l6gislations des Etats membres relatives aux taxes sur le
chiffre d'affalres (First Council directive of 11 April 1967 on
harmonization of Member States' legislations concerning turnover taxes)
Deuxidme directive du Conseil du 1l avril 1967 en matilre d'harmonisa-
tion des l6gislations des Etats membres relatives aux taxes sur le chiffre
d'affaires J 51nr6ssss et modalit6s d'application du systlme commun de
raxe sur la valeur aioutie (Second Council directive of 11 April 1967
on harmonization of Member States' legislations concerning turnover
taxes 
- 
structure and operation of the common tax-on'value-added
system)
Dicision du Conseil, du 11 avril 1967, portant suspension tofale du droit
du tarif douanier commun applicable aux anchois (Engraulis s.p.p.),
salis ou en saumure, pr6sentds Cn barils ou autres r6cipients d'un poids
unitaire minimum de 10 kg, de la position ex 0102 A I c 2) (Council
decision of 11 April 1967 luspending the CCT duty on anchovies, salted
or in brine, sold in barrels or other containers of a minimum unit weight
of 10 kg, under tariff heading ex 01.02 A I c 2)
Ddcision du Conseil, du 11 avril 1967, concernant les concessions tarifai-
res et les droits de douane applicables aux importations de certains
produits originaires des Etats-Unis d'Amdrique (Council decision of
11 April 1967 concerning tariff concessions .and customs duties on
imports of certain products from the USA)
D6cision du 11 avril 1967, des repr6sentants des gouvernements des
Etats membres portant application.int6grale.des taux du tarif douanier
cornmun aux importations de certains produits originaires des Etats-Unis
d'Amdrique (Decision of t1 April 1967 taken by the representatives
of the Gbvernments of Member States applying the CCT rates in full to
imports of certain products from the USA) \
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THE COMMISSION
Directives and decisions
D6cision de la Commission, du 7 mars 1967, autorisant la R6publique
italienne i adopter des mesures de sauvegarde en faveur du secteur du
soufre (Commission decision of 7 March-1967 authorizing Italy to take
safeguard measures for sulphur)
5 - 1967
D6cision de la Commission-,.du 7 mars 1967, poitant augmentation du
volume du contiogent tarifaire octroyd au royaume de B-eleioue .t 
",grand-duch6 de Lurembourg pout les harengs frais rifrieiris-ou coneelCs
destin6s i la transformation - (Commission- decision o( I U^rci igej
increasiog the.am-ount.of the tariff quota granted to Belgium and iuxem-
bourg for fresh chilled or frozen helrings-for processin!)
D6cision de la Commissien.,.du 17 mars 1967, portant fixatioo des prixfranco Iront,ire pour les 6changes inrracommuiautaires dans le-;;cil;;
dg_laiq er_des produits laitiers (Comrnission decision of 17 March1967 tixing free-at-frontier prices for intra-Community trade in milk
and milk products)
D6cision de la Commission, du 22 mars 1967, portant rnodification de
sa. dicision du 6 juillet i966 aurorisant la'ft.ipubliquC-it"iieooe-i
adopter des mesures de sauvegarde pour le ploftb ei le zinc bruts(Cor,nmission 
-decision of. _22 March- 1967 aiending its decision ofits decision of 6 July 1966 a-uthorizing Italy to take s7feguard measuresIor unwrought lead and zinc)
D6cision de la Commission, du 23 mars 1961, relative ir la modification
de certaines aides accordees par le royaume des pays-Bas I la transfoi-
mation de certaines c6riales en marchandises destindei i la consommationhumaine (Commission decision of 2l March 1967 oa the modification
of aids graflted by the Netherlaods to the production of foodsruffs based
on certaio cereals)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 23 mars 1967, telative i la modification
de I'aide 
.accord6e .par la r6publique f6d6rale d'Allemagne i la iransfoi-mation de bl6 dur en marchindises destindes i -la consommationhumaine (Commission decision of 23 March 1967 oa the modificatioo
of the aid graored by Germany to the prducion of foodstuffs based
on durum wheat)
D6cision de Ia Commission, du 29 marc 1967, portant ddrermination de la
moyenoe des prix caf er des prix franco fr6ntiire des c6r6ales et des
brisures de riz_ pour le mois-d'avriL 1967 (Commission decision oi29 March.7967 tixing 
-the average_cif and 
.free-at-frontier 
prices of
cereals and broken rice for April 1967)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 mars 1967, portant octroi I la
r6publique f6d6rale d'Allemagne d'un continsent iar-ifaire pour les Ii.*
noirs, simplement sal6s, destinis i la conservErie (Commiision decision
of. 22 March 7967- grantiog Germany a tariff quoia for salted coalfish(pollad() tor caonltrg)
Ddcision de la Com-ission. du 22 mars L967, relative l la fixation des
rnoyennes arithmiriques des pr6llvemeots agricoles envers les pays tiers
servant d9 bqse pour- le calcul du prildvemEnt corrpeosateur iristitu,3 en
vertu de l'article l0 du Traiti (Cohmission decisioir of 22 March 1961
concerning the fixing of aritmetical averages for agriculrural levG
applied to non-member countries, used as i basis foi calculatine the
compensatory levy instiruted by virrue of Article 10 of the Treatyf
Ddcision de la Commission, du 2) mars 1967. aurorisant la R6oublioue
!fgg"il" i exclure du traitement communautiire, i partir du't"i rirai1967, les aulx originaires des pays tiers er mis Ln libre pratique daoiles autres Etats membres (Commission decision of 21 'Malih 1967
authorizing France to exclude from Community trearment. from 1 Mav
1967, garlic from non-member countries in fre6 circulation in the othei
Member Stares)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 23 mars 1967, portant modification deI'article 9, paragraphe l, de sa d6cision du 14 oaobre 196l relative ir la
circulation des marchaodises.ohtenues dans un Etat membre, dans la fabri-
ca-tion desquelles sont entr6s des produits qui dans I'Etit membre defabrication n'ont pzrs 6t6 soumis airx droits -de douane et ta*ej dtffa
6quivalent qui leur 6taient applicables ou qui oot Mn6fici6 d'une ristourne
tryale ou partielle de droits bu tares (Coirmission decisioo of 23 March
1967 unending Article 9 (1) of its decision of 14 October 1963 oo trade
9o
No.5l, 20.1.67
No. 52, 21.).67
No. 68, 10.4.67
No. 69, 12.4.67
No. 69, 12.4.67
No. 70, 13.4.67
No. 70, 13.4.67
No. 70, 13.4.67
No. 70, 11.4.67
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in goods manufactured in a Member State and incorporating products
on which the said Member State has not levied the appropriate customs
duties or charges with equivalent effect or has granted total or partial
drawback of such duties or charges)
D6cision de la Commission, du 21 mars 1967, portant fixation du
maximum des montants compensatoires i I'exportation des produits
laitiers en provenance des Pays-Bas et du montant des subventions i
l'importation aux Pays-Bas (Commission decision of 3l March 1967
fixine the maximum compeosatory amounts on exports of milk products
from- the Netherlands and of the subsidies on imports into the
Netherlands)
D6cision de la Commission, du 31 mas 1967, portant fixation du maxi-
mum des montants compensatoires i l'exportation du beurre,en prove-
nance du erand-duch6 de Luxembourg et du rnontant de Ia subvention i
l'importation du beurre au Luxenibourg (Commission decision of
3l March 1967 fixins the maximum comp€nsatory amounts on expofts
of butter from Luxembourg and of the subiidy on imports of butter into
Luxembourg)
D6cision de la Commission, du 21 mars 1967, portant octroi i la
r6publique f6d6rale d'Allemagne d'un contingent- tarifaire pour les
chanterelles (Commission decision of 21 March 1967 ganting Germany
a tariff quota fot cantharellus mushrooms)
Dicision de la Commission, du 21 mars 1967, portant octroi i la
ripublique f6d6rale d'Allemagne d'un contingent tarifaire pour les myr-
tities (Commission decision 5f 21 March 1967 grmring Geimany a tariff
quota for bilberries)
Decision de la Commission, du 2l mars 1967,portant octroi d'un contin-
gent tarifaire au royaume de Belgique et au grand-duchd de Luxembourg
iour certaines especes de crabes- ei crevettei (Commission decision of
21 March l)(7 -ganting Belgium and Luxembourg a rarilf. quota for
certain species of crabs and shrimps) 
|
Ddcision de la Commission, du 21 marc 1967, portant octroi d'un contin-pent tarifaire ir la R6oublioue italienne pour les mdlasses de cannes i
s"ucre, destin6es ir la ?abricition de succidan6s de caf6 (Commission
decision of 21 March 1967 eranting Italy a tariff quota for sugar-cane
molasses for coffee substitute manufacnrre)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 mars 1967, portant octroi i la r6pu-
blique f6dirale d'Allemagne d'un contingent tarifaire pour les squales dits
< aisuillats r frais, rdfr'ig6r6s ou congel6s (Commrssion decision of
22 Nlarch L967 erantini Germany a tariff quota for fresh, chilled or
frozea spiny dog-fish)
D6cision de la Commission, du 3 avriL 1967, portaot nouvelle modification
de sa d6cision du 28 oaobre 1966 autorisant certains Etats membres l
percevoir des taxes compensatoires I l'importation de certaines marchan-
dises r6sultant de la transformation de produits agricoles en provenance
des autres Etats membres, modifiee en dernier lieu par d6cision du
24 f.€vrier 1967 (Commission decision of 3 Aprit 1967 again amending
its decision of 28 October 1966 authotizing certain Member States to
impose countervailing charges on imports from the other Member States
of 'certain goods mad-e frori agricultuial products, previously amended by
decision of 24 Februarv 1967)
D6cision de la Commission, du 4 avril L967, autorisant la Ripublique
francaise, en vertu de-l'article l15, alin6a 1 du Trait6 i exclure du
rraitiment communautaire certaines <matiires'colorantes organiques
svnthdtioues r de la position no )2.05 ex A du tarif douanier commun,
orisinaires du Iaoon it mises en libre pratique dans d'autres Etats mem-
brei (Commiisi6n decision of 4 Aprii 1967 authorizing France under
Article'115, first paragraph, of the Treary to exclude- frot Community
trearment iertain i "sy-nthetic organic dy-estuffs" under CCT heading
32.05 ex A from Jafan io free circulation in other Member States)
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Dicision de la Commission, du 7 avriL 1967, portant fixarion des prixfranco frontilre pour les iihanges intracommuiaui;iil-ffi;'1. ;;.i.*du.lart-et des_produits laitiers (Commission decision of.7 Aoril 1967tixing tree-at'frontier prices for inrra-community trade in milk'and milkproducts)
Recommendations and opinions ,
Avis 
-de Ia_ Commission du 5 avril 1967 adressi au gouvernement dugrand-duch6 de Luxembourg, au sujet du projei e; ?5gt;;;il;;;d:ducal soumeftant i autorisation les tiansports routiers i;;.r*ii;;"'r;d.pers.onnes et de choses r6mun6ris (introd-uction de conditioni de-.;;;.i,2professionnelle) [Commission opinion of 5 April it67;;;.;*d iliil;Luxembourg Government concer-n ing the draii ir-ir"U"*g --fi"gri-r,i*
iffi.""T'J.'dil':?iftii'1,,:ilr1.X,t'"'$ger aod goods' transport to licensing
Avis_ de la Commission du. 7 avril 1967 adressi au gouvernement de laBelgique au sujet de I'arr6t6. royal en matiire d;-c;ndiri;;; ai--t.*.if
dans..certarns rransports foutiers de voyageurs et de l'arr6t6 ministiriel
relatrf au conrr6le des temps de conduite des v6hicules affect6s ) des
servicss.d.'autocar (Commilsion opinion of 7 April i9zl;ia;;r*d-;;
the 
_belgran Governmenr 
-concerning the Royal Decree on workinccond.itions in certain road 
- 
passenge"r t*nrpoir - rnd.iirti'gi ,"[-i'tEMinisterial Decree on control-of dri-ving time'of ."*h;;i- --."- -"- -"-,
European Development Fund
Avis d'appel d'offr_gs no 
.576 lanc6 par la r6publique de C6te-d,Ivoirepour.deux_proiets financ6s par Ia CEij-fED '(Call-ior,;"d., N;'j,;
issued by Ivory Coasr for rwo projects financed'by the EEC-EOfJ'-
Modificatif i l'appel d'offres no 570 (Amendment to call for tenderNo. 570)
Avis. 
.d'appel.,d'offres no 1J7 par consultation publique lanc6 par lafepuDrlque democratrque du Congo (Institut national pour I'irude
agronomique du Congo fngac)-pouf un-.projet financ6 par t'a tff --ffOlcau tor supp.ly te.nder No. 577 issued by Congo (Kinshasa) (Institut
natronal pour.I'erude agronomique du Congo _ INEAC) for a projectfinanced by the EEC-EDF)I
A_vis. C'appel_d'offres no 578, par consultation publique lanc6 oar la
rdpublique ddmocr^atique du' eongo (Institut ;rti;nfrl- ffi; ft;d;
ag_ronornique__du. Congo 
- 
In6ac)_ poly un projet finir"c,6 p"r-laqFE-FED lCall for supply.tender No: ,78 isuei bi-Conio iki,irti"ril(Instirut n-ational-pour l'6tude-agrolomique du Conlo 
-"tNfiej l"la project financed by the EEC--EOfll
Avis d'appel d'offres no )7!. \n9C pat la Rdpublique frangaise (d6parte-ment.de la Riunion) relatif i la.frds6lection des'entrepiisei-.d;il;-i
participer i I'appel d'offres restreirit qui sera lanc6 ult6iieuil;;.;-;;";
I'extension.sud. du_-pglt de la Pointe des Galets sur l,ile de la Rduirion(Oc6an indien) lCall for,tender No. 579 issued by France (R6union
Department): selection of firms for the limited tender for th",ooit"in
extension of La Pointe des Galets harbour on Riunion (Indian Oceanjj
Avis d'appel d'offres no 580 (appel d'offres par consultation oublioue)de'll rdpublique du.Mali. (service du-cr6dit agricole et de I'equipement diIa Banque de..la r6publiq-ue_d,f l4eli 
-- 
SaAER) pour un prosr,rmme
financ6 partiellement par la CEE - FED lCall for'suiply tend6r No. 5gO
g2
No. 73, 15.4.67
No. 73, 15.4.67
No.74, 17.4.67
No. 50, 18.1.67
No. 52, 21.1.67
No. 19, 29.3.67
No. 59, 29.1.67
No. 61, 31.3.67
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by Mali (Service du cridit agricole et de I'equipement, Banque de la
r6publique du Mali 
- 
SCAER) for a programme partly financed by the
EEC. EDF)
Information relative aux taux de parit6 retenus pour les opirations du
FED (Parity rates used for EDF operations)
Deuxitme modificatif i l'appel d'offres no 571 (Second amendment to
call for tender No. 571)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 581 lanc6 par le territoire des Comores pour
trois projets financ6s par la CEE-FED (Call for tender No. 58I issued-
by thi Comoro Islandi for three proiects.financed by the EEC-EDF)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 582 lancd par la rdpublique de C6te d'Ivoire
(Soci6t6 d'Etat pour le ddveloppement et l'exploitation du palmier i huile
Sodepalm) pour un proiet financi par la CEE - FED (Call for tender
No. 582 issued by Ivory Coast (Soci6t6 d'Etat pour le d6veloppement et
l'exploitation du palmiir i huile Sodepalm) for a project financed by
the EEC - EDF)
Annulation de I'appel d'offres no 169 (Cancellation of call for tender
No. 569)
R6sultats d'appels d'offres (no 4)9, 462, 48r, 491, 493, 497, 500,
501, tl4 et-126) [Resrilts of calls for tender (Nos. 4)9, 462, 485,
491,493,497, 
'00, 
t01, rt4 
^;d 526))
Avis d'appel d'offres no 583 (appel d'offres par consultation publique) de
la rdpublique du Mali pour un proiet financ6 par la CEE - FED lCall
for Cupply tender No. 583 by Mali for a proiect financed by the
EEC. EDF)]
R6sultat d'une prdsdlection (appel d'offres no 531) [Fitms selected(call for tender No. 131)l
General
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Proposition de directive du Conseil portant modification de la direaive
du Conseil relative au rapprochement des r6glementations des Etats mem-
bres concernant les matiEres colorantes pouvant 6tre employ6es dans les
denries destindes i I'alimentation humaine lprisentde par la Commission
au Conseil le 22 novembre 1966) [Proposal for a Council directive
amending the Council Directive on the approximation of the regulations
of Member States concerning permitted colouring matters in food for
human consumption, submitted by the Commission to the Council on
22 November 1966)l
Proposition de direaive du Conseil telative i I'emploi de certains agents
coniervateurs pour Ie ttaitement en surface des agrumes ainsi qu'aux
mesures de contr6le pour la recherche et I'identification des agents conser-
vateurs dans et sur les agrumes (pr6sent6e par la Commission au Conseil
le 22 novembre L966) -lProposal for a Council directive on the use of
certain preservatives for the surface treatment of citrus fruit and the
control measures for detecting and identifying preservatives in and on
cirus fruit, submitted by the Commission to the Council on 22 November
1966))
Proposition d'une directive du Conseil concernant la premidre rdduction
au iours de la troisiime itape des droits de douane entre les Etats mem-
bres pour certains produits -inum6r6s I l'annexe II du Ttait6 (prdsent6epar li Commission au Conseil le 17 f6vrier 1967) [Proposal for a
Council directive on the first reduction of tariff duties during the third
stage, between the Member States for certain ptoducts listed in Treaty
An-nix II, submitted by the Commission to the-Council on 17 Februari,
1967)1
5 . 1957
Proposition dlune directive du Conseil concernant la lutte contre le oou
de_San Jos6 Jprisen_tee par la Commission au Conseil le 20 t|v:lrer l9Zlj[(Proposal for a Council directive on the conrrol of San lose icJc.
submined by the Commission to the Council on 20 February'tgilll '
Proposition d'un riglement du Conseil concernanr les groupements deqroducteurs agricoles et leurs unions (pr6sent6e pat la -Commission auConseil le 2l f.lvrier 1967) [ptoposll for a Council regulation on
agricultural producer groups and 
_u-nions thereof, submitled by theCommission to the Council on 21 February 1967)-)
Proposition d'un rlglement du Conseil Dortant 6tablissement d'une oree-
nisation commune des match6s dans Ie sicteur des plantes vivantes et iesproduits de la Jloriculture (pr6senr6e par la Comirission au Conseil le23 f.6vrier 1967) lProposil for a Council rezulation settins irD a
common_ markct organizaiion for plants, flowers,-bulbs, etc., sribmiitedby the Commission to the Councif on 23 Februiry 1967))
Proposition d'un riglement du Conseil porrant reporr de Ia date de miseen application du rdgime d'ichanets instini6 oa: le rEelement
no 160/66/CEE du Conseil du 27 octobre 1966 * abrogeant l'a:rticle 2
du rdglement n 
.167/64/-CEE du Conseil du 30 octobre f964 (pr6sent6epar la Commission au Conseil le 28 f|vrier 1967) Iproooial for a
Council regulation puftiqg back the date for implementation bf the trad-in_g system instiquted 
_ 
by Council Regulation No. 1601 661 CFF' of27 October 1966 and 'rescinding 
.ArtIcle 2 of Councii RegulationNo. !67/64/CEE of 3_0 Ocrokr,1964, submitted by the CommiiJon tothe Council on 28 Februarv 1967))
Proposition^_d un riglement du 
.Conseil modifiant le rlglement
no |4/64/.CEE en ce 
.qui concerne I'aide accordee par le gran"d-duch6de Luxembourg dans le secteur de Ia viande bovini (orise-nt6e oar la
Commission au Conseil le 3 mars 1967) lproposal foi'a Council rean-
lation amending Regulation No. l4/64iCEE in'respect of aid erantJ"bv
Luxembourg in the beef and veal sector, submitted by the Cominissioir t6the Council on 3 March 1967)l
Avis de concours no CEE/862/C (dqctylographes.de langues italienne)
lNotice- of competitive examination No.' CEE [862 /C 
- 
ilalian-langua;;
typists)l
Avis de concours no 
_CEE/893/C (secr6taires st6nodactylographes de lan-gue allemande) [Notice of competitive exarnination' N-o.'CEE/863/e
- 
German-language shonhand-typists)
Ajdq dq Etats (articles 92 i 94 du Trait6 instituant la CEE) Commu-
nication faite, conformdment i I'articti !1, paragrapte 2, premidre phrase
du- Trait6, aux int6ress6s autres que les Elats rierribres ii relatiri -i uni
aide. octroyie aux Pa-ys-Bas sous lorme de restirution ] la production-Ji
f6cule de pommes de terre [State aids (Articles 92-94' of the EECTreaty) Communication made in accordance with Article 9) (2), firsr
sentence, 
-of the Treaty to the parries concerned other than the'MimberStates.and relating to aid granted in the Netherlands in the forg of a
refund to producers of poiato starch)l
Subsides de la Commission de la CEE en faveur de certaines oublications(Graots by the EEC Commission in aid of certain publicatioris)
Consultation et avis du Comit6 dco^nomique et social au suiet du I rapport
sur la siruation du secteur de la p&he d-ans les Etats membres de ia'efE
et les principes de base_pour une-politique cornmune r (ReferencJio-ttre
Economic and Social Committee of the "Repom on the siruation in thefishing industry in the EEC Member States'and the basic principlii ioi
a common policy")
Proposition d'une dj.'ective du Conseil visant la liberti pour les agricul-
teurs ressortissants d'un Etat membre dtablis dans un au&e Etat mimbre,
d'acc6der au diverses formes d'aide (pr6sent6e par la Commission auConseil le 23 decembrc 1966) [Proposal for a Council directive on
e1
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freedom of access for farmers from one Member State who are established
in another Member State to the various forms of aid, submitted by the
Commission to the Couocil on 23 December 1966)l
Proposition d'un riglement du Conseil relatif i l'organisation commune
des marchis dans le secteur de la viande de volaille (pr6sent6e par la
Commission au Conseil Ie 18 ianvier 1967) [Proposal for a Council
regulation on the common organization of poultrymeat markets, submitted
by the Commission of the Council on 18 January 1967)l
Proposition d'un rtglement du Conseil relatif I l'organisation commune
des-marchis dans le secteur des eufs (pr6sent6e par la Commission au
Conseil le 18 ianvier 1967) [Proposal for a Council regulation on the
cofirmon organization of egg markets, submitted by the Commission to
the Council on 18 January 1967)l
Proposition d'une directive du Conseil visant i supprimer en matiere
d'aisurance directe autre que I'assurance sur Ia vie, les restrictions I la
Iibert6 d'6tablissement (pr6sentee par la Commission au Conseil le
2 f.€vrier 1967) (Proposil for a Council directive abolishing resttictions
on freedorn of establishhent in direct insurance other than life insurance,
submitted by the Commission to the Council on 2 February 1967)
Judgments
Arr6t de la Cour dans les affaires iointe I \ ll-66 S.A. Cimenteries C'B.R.
Cementbedriiven N.V. et autres,'Cementfabriek IJmuiden (Cemii) N.V,
Eerste Nederiandse C.ement Indultrie (ENCI) N.V. et Alsen'sche Ponland-
Cement-Fabriken K.G. et autres contre Commission de la CEE(Tudement of the Court in the consolidated cases 8 to 11-66: S.A. Cimen-
t6ries- C.B.R. Cementbedriiven N.V, and others, Cementfabriek Iimuiden(Cemii) N.V.. Eerste Nederlandse Cement Industrie (ENCI) N.V., and
ilsen'iche Portland-Cement-Fabriken K.G. and others v. EEC Commission)
Communications
Affake 7-67 : Demande de decision pr6iudicielle pr6sentde par Ordon'
nance du "Finanzgericht" de Munich ilans I'affaire : "Firma Milchwerke
H. Wrihrmann urrld Sohn, KG," )t Appeldorn contre "Hauptzollamt" de
Bad Reichenhall (Case 7-67: Requesilor preliminary ruling subrnitted by
the Munich 'Finanzgericht" in the case "Firma Milchwerke H. W'iihrmann
und Sohn, KG", Appeldoro, v. the Bad Reicheohall "Hauptzollamt")
Affaire 9-67 : Demande de statuer i titre pr6judiciel faite par arr€t de
la Chambre sociale de la Cour d'appel de Par.is dans I'affaire Kun Colditz,i Pfullinsen (Altemasne f6d6rale). contre la Caisse d'assurance vieillesse
des travailleuri salariIs de Paris "(Case 9'67: Request for a preliminary
ruline submifted by the "Chambre sociale" of the Paris Court of Appeal
in thZ case Kurt Colditz, Pfullingen (!7' Germaoy) v. Caisse assurance
vieillesse des uavailleurs salari6s, Paris)
Affaire 10-67 : Recours introduit le 9 mars 1967 var M. Johannes
Coenraad Moulijn contre Ia Commission de la CEE (Case 10-6-7:
Suit filed on 9 -March 1967 by M. Johannes Coenraad Mouliin v. the
EEC Commission) .
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COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
No. 62, 1.4.61
No. 62, 1.4.67
No. 62, 1.4.67
No. 62, 1.4.67
No. 10, 18.3.67
No. 61, 6.4.67
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Issues of the agricultural supplement to the official gazet@ containing the tables
appended to the commission's decisions fixing cif prices, premiums to be added
to levies, the amounts to be added or deducted in c-omputing refunds for cereals,
and free-at-frontier cereals prices :
Supplement No. 11 ol 22 March 1967
Supplement No. 12 ol 29 March 1967
Supplement No. 13 of I April 1967
Supplement No. 14 of 12 ApriL 1967
Supplement No. lj of. 19 Ap,ril 1967
Recent publications of the European Economic C.ommunity (r)
7026
Recommandations de la Commission aux Etats membres relatives i Ia mddecine et i l,hvailnedu.travail 
.(commission recom-endaiionr to-tr,.'-rrtJ,i,-u.; $;,;";r::r"iii'j',itrrili ^#iiffi:
and industrial health)
(lltracts from the,official gazetteof 
-the Elropean Communities)tyot. 4U pp. (d, f, i, n). Limited distribution
8188
Catalogue syst6matique des ouvrages (Systematic Catalogue) (Library of the Directorate-Generalfor Agriculture)
Volume | : t95B-1963.11.9.0; 94.00; volume il : 1964_L965. S.L.2.o;93.00; Bfrs. 150
8189
[1!feaux comparatifs des r6gimes de. se<u..it6 sociale applicable dans les Eac membres desLommunautes euroD6ennes. (Comparative tables of sociat iecurity systems in the Membei-Saiiof the European Commuoities)r ' -- - -
3 
- 
{6gi{n9 agricole (Agriiulrure)(Exploitana agricoles) 
- 
(Farmers)
Situation on I Julv 19661967. 22 pp. (d, f, i,;):3s. 0d.; $0.40; Bfrs. 20
STUDIES 
- 
Overseas Development Series
8177
Not 4 
- 
Th.e m.arket in tropical oleaginous producs in the EEC countries 
- 
Receot trendsand present srtuauon
1967. 204 pp. (d, f, i, n; e : it preparation); t4.6.0;912.00; Bfrs. 600
STUDIES 
- 
Social policy Series
818'
I:;-1, .- F: r6gimes compl6mentaires de s6curit6 sociale dans les pays de la CEE (Supplementarysocral security systems in the EEC countries)1967. 100 pp. (d, f, i, n). I7s. 6d.; 92.40; Bfrs. 120
819t
CEE Informations. March6s agricole-s. 
. 
Prix (CEE Informatioo, Agricultutal Markets. prices)Bi-monthly. Nos. 5 and 61 1967. Gl tlil n). iimited diiribuiio"
8192
CEE- Informations. March6s agricoles. Echanges commerciaux (CEE Iaformation. AgriculturalMarkets. Trade)
Bi-monthly. Nos. I and 2 April 1967. (dl Ilil n). Limited distribution
{')=T:."""L1'e"':u"i:.#"fl f'$rgflilIft'b$,il:":rytg'.ri?;1"* thc docuncntr, bevc bceo pubrirhcd :
96 '/ 5-lg6i
Newslener on the Common Agricultural Policy (published by the Information &rvice of the
European Communities)
No. 4/ 1967. (d, f, i, n, e). Limited distribution
4002
Notes and graphs on the economic siruation in the Community
Monthly. No. 3/ 1967. Three bilingual editions: elt, dl n, tli
Price per issue: 3s. 6d.; $0.)0; Bfrs. 250
Annual subscription: Il.16.0; $j; Bfrs. 250
200r
The Economic Situation in the Communiw
Quarterly. No. ll1967 (f, d, i, n, e)
Price per issue: 15s. 0d.; $2.00; Bfrs. 100
Annual subscription: 12.10.0; $7.00; Bfrs. 3r0
,002
Bulletin des acquisitions 
- 
Bibliotheqre ie la Commission de la CEE(List of recent additions. Library of the Commission of the EEC)
Monthly. No. 2/ 1967. Limited distribution
Publications by the ioint services of the three C.ommunities
Joint Information Service
Ptblicationt by ollicet in cdpir4l. ciriet
Bonn: Europlische Gemeinschaft No. April 1967
The Hague: Europese Gemeenschap No. 92, April L967
Paris: Communaut6 europeenne No. 105, AWil 196:t
Rome: Comuniti Europea No. 4, April 1967
London: Eurolran Community No. 4, April 1967
Also Spanish edition: Comunidad europea, No. 4, April 1967.
Statistical Office of the European Communities
General Statistical Bulletio, No. 4/ 1967
Statistical Information, No. l/ 1967
Commerce ext6rieur : Statistique mensuelle, No, 4l l?67 (Foreign rade: Monthly Statistics)
Associds d'outre-mer : Statistique du commerce ext6rieur, No. 3/ 1967 (Overseas Associated
Areas: Foreign Trade Statistics) 
.
Statistiques de l'6nergie, No. 2l 1967 (Energy Statistics)
Sid6rurgie, Annuaire 1966 (hon and Steel, Yearbmk 1!66)
Sid6rurgie, No.21 1967 (Iron and Steel)
Statistiques sociales, No. 1/ 1967 (Social Statics)
Statistiques agricoles, No. 1967 (Agriculrural Statistics)
Statistique agricole, No. 2l 1967 (Agricultural Statistics)
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